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AMPLIFIER DESIGN
IMPROVING THE TAPE DECK
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SURPLUS R.F. PENTODES

WIDE -BAND COUPLERS
MAINS SUPPLIES FOR BATTERY VALVES
NOISY RECEPTION
STABILISED POWER SUPPLIES
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WIRELESS
favourably with

amPtifienv. Six R.V.A. valves, Marconi
Osram KT series output valves. A.C. only,
200- 230 -250 v. 50 c, es. input, 420 v. H.T.
LINE. Paper reservoir condenser. Compact ,chassis. Matched components. Size
Available in kit form at the
14 -10-9in.

firmly helieve our All " Push -Pull "
Quality Amplifier to be by far the best
value in amplifiers offered to -day. The
volume of its high fidelity reproduction is
completely controllable. from the sound
of a quiet intimate conversation to the
full. glorious volume of a great orchestra.
areas of
Its sensitivity is so -high that in-operated
fair signal strength it can be
straight from a crystal receiver. Entirely
suitable for standard or long playing
records in small homes or in lame auditoriums. For electronic organ or guitar
or for garden parties or dance hands.
The kit is complete to the last detail, and
includes easy to follow point -to-point
wiring diagrams.
We

Outputs for 3 or 15 ohm speakers.
input
Twin volume controls with (.will
sockets allow SIMULTANEOUS INPUTS
or
for BOTH MICROPHONE and GRAM,and
'PAPE and RADIO. SEPARATE BASS
TREBLE CONTROLS. giving both LIFT
FEEDBACK
and CUT. FOUR NEGATIVE
RECORD
H.l1.-. LONG Pl. t5 ING
SJll.l: 5511'lí ll1S'l'AF, t'l('KTl tt
-peed :33i r.P.m.
FP
supply.
Limited
'
For ..5
Perfect. Only
s
.,(:case.
Brand
cary. .5, -. (Normal price
63.19.6.
lü appro
BATCER si f i (i En II It
All parts
..c'.
II
5iry
30

\I

1

'

'

.

,

I

\l

Kit will runny

I

2W -250

V.

"0

1611Y

up
smoothed H.T. of 120 v., 90 v. or 60 v. 2at
to 40 mA. and Tully .mouthed L.T. of v. at
0.4 to i a. Price, complete with circuit.

wiring diagillms

and

instructions, only

489. Or ready to use. 8'9 extra.

RA'rl'ERl' SUPERPEI0SI)N,\1. SEI' complete
set of parts
SEDER EFT. A
in
for construction of a Unit housed
metal easel to replace Batteries where
Input
available.
A.C. Mains supply is
and
90
20027
4--vvalve
1.4 X250 mA.. Fully usmoothed. For
receivers. Price complete with circuit,
Size
for.
use,
6.
42
Only 359. Or ready
of unit. 5; x 4
KITS
BA'r1'EILY CHARGER
For mains 200 -250 v. 50 c's.
To charge 6 v. arc. at 2 a. 25.6.
2 a. 31.6.
at
v.
ace.
6
or
12
To charge
'To charge 6 or 12 v. ace. at 4 a. 49,9.
full wave
Above consist of transformer. steel
ease.
rectifier. fuses. Ilse holders and 619 extra.
Any type as sembled and tested.

'í'.11.F. KI:1'F:III:It
THE SKY
A design of a 4- stage. 3-valve 200 -250 v.
rectiA.C. Mains receiver with selenium
Mu high gain
fier. It consists of a variablelow
distortion
H.F. stags tollowed by a
is a
stage
next
grid detector triode. The

cows,

tone correcfurther triode amplifier withFinally
comes
tion by negative feedback:- of a parallel
the output stage consistinggiving ample
triode
connected double
level of
output at an extraordinary low
point wiring diadistortion. Point toand
2 6.
list.
parts
instructions.
grams.
This receiver can be built for a maximum
Brown or
of £4,16- including
Cream Bakelite or Walnut veneered wood
cabinet 12 x 6f x 5 /in.
/111 "l'I('S Current production.
IIt
,
nest.).
N
211
8 pF- 500 v.
lar'l')Pe.
29
16pF450v.
19
8íF.350 v.
2,11
24pF350v.
1,11
8
450 v.
211
:32µF350v.
v.
2:11

I

v

8pF500

1631F350 v.
16íF 450 v.
24

tiF

350

v.

3211F'350 v.

4.9
4,11

vpF

32mfd 150 v.

2.3
2/9
3/6
3;6

450 v.
450 v'.
8-8pF 350 v.
40

134

4 9
3 9

39

10 watts, comparing
most highest priced

per cent. measured at

WATT QUALITY
AMPLIFIER 9 Gns.

14.S.C. 25

amazingly ow price of 9 gns. Plus carriage
rea(v l'ic -Io gin.- 4,4e'a.

R.S.G. 8 -10 WATT "PUSH -PULL"
HiGH- FIDELITY AMPLIFIER A3
C'onpit te rr .h intrgrii I'14(-Snip. Tone
control stage 'as All amplifier), using
humproof
negative feedback,
individual bass and reble lift and cut
tone control. Six N'egal is e F'ee.R/aek
I

Completely negligible hum and

1.001) ,

l db.
distortion. Frequency response
c.o.s. Two independently controlled inputs. Six B.V.A. valves. A.C.
mains 200 -230 -250 v. Input only. Outputs
for 3 or 15 ohm -speakers. Kit of parts
complete in every detail. £7.19.6. Plis
5/- carriage, 'or ready for use. 45;- extra.

:30- 20,000

LOOPS with

15

db in the main loop tram

output transformer to voltage amplifier.

3 db. 50- 20.000 c.o.s.
Frequency response
HUM and DISTORTION LESS THAN 0.5

-P(L1..
PULE. 3 -4 sal(
.1111'LIFIISR FOR £3'1216. For mains
Input 200 -250 V. 50 c,s. Complete kit of
parts including circuit, point to point
wiring diagram. and instructions. Amplifier can he used with any type of Feeder
Unit or Pick -up. This is not A.C.;D.C.
with "lice" chassis. but A.C. only with
400 -0 -4íY) v. trans. Output is for 2 -22 ohm
speaker. We can supply a suitable loin.
unit by Rola at 27/9.1 The amplifier can
be supplied ready for use for 25'- extra.
Carr 2.6. Full descriptive leaftet, 7d.
BRANI) NE%5' COLLARD 3 SPEED
%l:'l'011:\'l'IC RECORD CHANGERS.
Type RC:3;521, with Orthodynamic Magnetic Pick -up and matching trans.
Separate (switched) Alloy Styli for
standard or long -playing records. Mains
input 200 -250 v., £9 19'6. Plus Carr. 5:-.
('OLLARO 3-SPEED MIXER AUTOCHANGERS. RC.3;522 with " Plug-in "
Crystal Heads for Mains 200 -250 v. 50 ers.

Brand New cartoned, £1010; -. Carr..5 / -.
Crystal type. good
MICROPHONES'.
quality. Recommended for use with our
Hand type, 59,6 ; Stand
amplifiers.
type, £6'19,6.

Et6HT 11AGNIrll(

1.16UH1'l

¡IA'1'l'141N(i
l'P ('OIIPI.Irl'E 1\1l'll
fortunate purr hase

TRANSFORMER. A
enables us to otter limited supplies. Brand
New and Perfect at a fraction of normal
price. Only 266.
FOUR STAGE FEEDER UNIT'. Design
of a High Fidelity 'Tuner Unit. L. & M.
Wave. Full decouplinv. Self contained
heater supply. Detailed wiring diagrams
parts list. and illustration. 2'6. 'rital
building cost, £3:15 -.
in.. 711.
l'Or %XIA1, l ':11í1.E. 75 ohms,
yard. Twin Screened Feeder. 9d. yard.
P. \I. SPF:.1EEItS. A11 2 -3 ohms, efin.
'

Goodmans, 16 9. Ilio. Plessev, 15.9. 10in.
Plessey. 18.6. lOm. R.A.. 29;6. loin. Rola
with trans., 29/6. 12ín, Truvox. 49'9.
loin. W.B. "Stentorian" 3 or 15 ohm type
Highly recommended
0F1012 10 watts.
for use with any of our amplifiers. £313.6.
11.1:. SPI-,\KIRS. All 2 -3 ohms. cifin.
Rota, Field 600 ohms. 11.9. 10in. R.A.,
Field 600, 1.0(10 or 1,500 shins, 23.9._
l'ovrltol.s with long
501.1 51E
in.) spindles. all values, less switch
219. with S.P. switch 3'9. UP. sw., 4.9.
r

TRANSFORMERS
RSC. MAINS
impregnated. Primarie. 200
Int,-rleaved and
'roP SHROUDED. DROP 'rintOt GH
.. 1211
250-0-250v.70 mA. 6.3v.2.5a
260-0-260 v.
350-0-:ì:50 V.
275-C-275 v.
250-0-250 V.
;300-0-:t00 v.
0-1-5 v. 3
350-0-350 v.

70

P.0

mA, 6.3 v.
MA, 6.3 v.

2 a 5 V. 2
2 a. 5 v. 2

a 1411
a 17 9

80 in A. 613v. 2a, 4 v. 2.5 a
100 mA. 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 V. 3 a
100 mA, t3.3 V. 4 V. 4 a, c.t.

a

...

...

...

..

14.11
21i11
211-

mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a 2116
:3,50-0-:}50 v. 150 mA. 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v.:3 a27/9
350-0-350 V. 150 mA, 8.3 V. 2 a, 6.3 v. 2 a
... 29,11
...
...
...
5v.3a
100

F1'1.1.1' SHROUDED l'PRIGII'r
250-0-250 v. 60 mA. 6.3 v. 2 a, 5 v. 2 a,
.., 16/9
..
Midget type 21-3-3in.
350-0-'SO v. 70 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a. 5 v. 2 a 18:9
250-0-250 v. 100 mA, 6.:3 v. 4 a. 5 v. 3 a 22/9
250-0-250 v. 100 mA. 6.3 v. 6 a, 5 v. 3 a,
.
.. 29;9
for R1355 conversion
300-0-:300 V. 100 mA 0-4-6.3 v. 4a
... 22/9
..
...
0-4-5 v. 3 a
:350-0:350 V. 100 mA, 0-1-6.3 v. 4 a.
..
22 9
..
..
0-4-5 v. 3 a
350-0350 V. 150 mA. 6.:3 v. 4 a. 4 V. 3 a 31'6
aso-o-150 v. '250 mA. 6.3 V. 6 a, 4 v. 8 a.
0-2-6 v. 2 a. I V. 3 a, for Electronic
...
69'6
Eng. Televisor
325-0-425 v. 200 mA 6.3 v. 4 a, C.T.
.

.

.

6.3 v. 1 a. Cr.. 5 v. 3 a. Suitable
... 47'6
Williamson Amplifier. etc.
Economy Quality Amplifier type ... 52/6
450-t'-450 v. 250 mA 6.3 v. 6 a 6.:3 v. 6 a,

EIDELITY

HIGH

CONNOISSEUR

-230 -250

N.

(il'.:R.:\7EED)

50

el. Screened

FILA\HN'r 'l1tNNSFOR11Fts
All with 200 -250 v. 50.3 primaries 6.3
1..5

v.
6 3 v. 2 a. 7'6:0 -3 -6.3 v. 2 a. 7 9 :
a. 7'11 6.3 v. 3 a. 8.,11 6.3 v. 6 a,
12 v. 3 a or 2.4 v. 1.5 a. 176.

a, 5 9

12 v.

:

1

176:

:

. :

:

;

('H,4100ER TIE.SNSFORHEIl9
All with 200-230-250 v. 50 c's Primaries
0 -9 -15 v. 3 a. 16 9
0-9 -15 V. 1.5 a. 149
;

0 -9-15

v. 6 a. 2219

;

0-1-9-15-24 v.

3

S1100'l'HINCi l'110KFS
2-AmA3- 5 H50 ohms ...
100 mA 10 Il 175 ohms Potted

... 11:9

80
60

...

mA 10 H :350 ohms ...
mA 1O H400 ohms ..
20m A:30H 1.000 ohms

...
...

:

a. 22, 9.

...
...

8.9
5 -6

411
4:9

14.11.T. 'l'R. \NSFORMEIlS
2,500 v. 5 mA. 2 -0-2 V. 1.1 a. 2 -0-2 v,
1.1 a. for VCR97, VCR.517, etc. ... 3643
5,000 v. 5 mA 2 V. 2 a ...

"l'l't:irrItANSFOII MERS
Midget Battery Pentode 66:1 for
..
...
354, etc....
...
Small Pentode 5.00051 to 30
Standard Pentode, 5.0000 to 30 ...
01

Standard Pentode. ä8,d100 to 30 ...
Multi -ratio 40 mA. 30:1, 45:1,
...
60:1, 90:1. Class B Push -Pull

3,9
3,9
4 :9
4,9

5,6
Push -Pull 10 -12 watts 6V6 to 311 or
..
...
..
15'9
150
6V6
to
match
-12
watts
Pu11.10
Push...
...
16ï 9
l'an 'l')IH'+
16-3231F' :350
to 3 -5 -8 or 1511 ...
:32-;32pF 4.50
Push -Pull 20 watts. sectionally
2/3
811F 450 v.
F11.IMINAT/IIt TRANSFORMERS
wound. 6L6. KT66, etc., to 3 or 150 47/9
m
A
7/9
40
120
v.
200-250 v.50 c-/s.
Primaries
Quality.
Best
TAPE,
...
type
47/9
Amplifier
'Olt
DIN(:
Quality
Economy
It Et
... 811
90 v. lO.mA, 7-07 v. 250 mA ...
Reels only 18i9.
14900 it
mast
l r a u n d er
t 2;6 ex0a
Pod
l
- e\ira undtr l0f-. li6 extra under £1.: 2 -,.' x
under
£1
N(1
C.O.D.
.W.1);04.1'.11111).
/
enquiries.
Ter",
iih all
'Trade Lia 5d. S.A.E. Plea.(
under £3. 11,111 9 to 5.30 : Sat,.ionl il 1 11.111. L .l &I.
251F 25 v.
50pF 12 v.

5004

50

v.

8-8pF4.50v.

1/3

8-16mfd 450

1:3

V.

8-16pF450v.
16-i6pF 450 V.

213

2 11

11
4 11
v. 5 3
v. 5 11
'3

.

Rp, SUPPLY CO.
,

'

'

1JI

.

32, THELCALLS,TLEEDS, 2
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A GOOD SET
deserves a

Mullard
long life
picture tube

Teahaical Service Department will be pleased
to send you Data Sheets describing any of the
following Mullard Long Life Picture Tubes:

-

14' MW36 -24

12" MW3I -74

MULLARD

17' MW43.64

LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE.,

LONDON

W.C.2
MVM 262

Masterpieces in miniature

`METALMITE' CONDENSERS
This T.C.C. "Metalmite" range of condensers sets a
new standard both for compactness and ability to withstand extreme tropical conditions: satisfactory insulation
resistance is maintained after extensive tests at zoo °C.
and zoo i° humidity. "Metalmites" are suitable for use
in miniature receivers and transmitters, hearing aids, and
in the most compressed types of portable equipment.
Capacity tolerance
Temperature range

-

40 °C. to

SUPER TROPICAL MINIATURE "METALMITES"
Dimensions
Working Volts
in inches
D.C.
Capacity

At 70°C.

At I00°C.

L.

D.

500
500
500
350
350
200
200
350

350
350
350

it-

.2

.0002
.0003
.0005

001
.002
.005
.01
.01

.2
.2
.2

200
200

ti

120
120

4#

200

22
.22
.25
.34

t+

25',,

100`C

Type No.
CPI
CPI
CPI
CPI
CPI
CPI
CPI
CPI

10S
10S
IOS

ION
I

IN

I1H
I2H
13N

List
Price
Ench

2-

222-

22-

2'-

2 :2

DETAILS OF COMPLETE RANGES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

LTD
THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO.
ACORN 0061
RADIO DIVISION

NORTH ACTON

.

LONDON

W3

TELEPHONE:

www.americanradiohistory.com
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SUCH VALUE, EYE -APPEAL

AND WORKMANSHIP...
These two Cabinets set a new standard in
value and workmanship. The traditional excellence so long associated with \X' B is evidenced
in pleasing design, finest materials and superb
finish ; here are cabinets that will enhance
any room, provide ample storage space in
compact form.

`MELODY' TV and
RECORD CABINET
(As illustrated

Accommodates 'CV or radio receiver cn top: room
inside for r5o to" or iz" records. Highly polished
Prench walnut veneer finish, interior in lacquered
birch. Fitted with easy -running castors and has
removable record index cards clipped inside doors.
Rubber buffers at back of
cabinet. No Purchase Tax.
Size: 26" x zo" x
Price

ttr.

L

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD.
MANSFIELD

NOTTS

'SYMPHONY'
RECORD CABINET
Capacity: 250 goo to"
records. 'Cop is large enough

to

take record player or
medium -size 'CV or radio
set. Highly polished French
walnut veneer finish, interior in lacquered birch.
Fast'- running castors, removable record index cards
in doors,- rubber buffers at
hack of cabinet.
No Purchase Tax. Size:
291- x 20" X 14 V.
Price E9.7.0

MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS RANGE OF STENTORIAN SPEAKERS

M

irTh

STOP PRESS!

WE

PROUDLY

PRESENT

OUR

LATEST HIGH STANDARD LOW PRICED INSTRUREGD.
MENT WHICH WE KNOW WILL BECOME A PRIZED
AND INDISPENSABLE POSSESSION IN EVERY CONSTRUCTOR'S

SHACK

MODULATED TEST OSCILLATOR MTOoI

* Provides
also

a

modulated signal suitable for I.F. alignment
R.F. circuits.

trimming and tracking

* Frequency

is

continuously variable from

170 -475 Kc /s

and 550 -1600 Kc;s.

*

Operates from
is

a single 9 volt grid bias battery which
housed within the unit.

Price E3.15.0 obtainable from all reputable stockists or in case of
difficulty direct from works. Send for our General Catalogue
(9d. post free).

D N
E

CO (CLACTON)

LTD.

357 9 Old Road, Clacton -on -Sea,

www.americanradiohistory.com
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iPZA

radio l,rodarts lid.

(Dept. P50)

'phone CRO Sl4
418, BRIGHTON ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY,
to their
proportion
of
right
out
OSMOR COILPACKS give quality and performance that only the highest degree of
everything

midget size and modest cost. They have
adaptability. Size only I ¡in. x 31in. x 2 ¡in., with variable iron -dust
technical skill can ensure -extra selectivity, super sensitivity,
Tropicalised. Prealigned, receiver- tested and guaranteed. Only 5 connections
cores and polystyrene formers. Built -in trimmers. and T.R.F. receivers, Ideal for the reliable construction of new sets, also for
to make. All types for Mains and Battery superhets,
-time Utility and others. Send to-day for particulars !
conversion of the 21 Receiver, TRI196, Type 18. War
Standard
465 k /c. Permeability -tuned with flying leads.
I :F.s.
Type Hole Sizes
For use with OSMOR coilpacks and
in. x I¡;in. x 3!.in.
I
lin. x Itin. Must
I
iSt tit e
MIDGET I,F.s. 465 k /c. ¡in. x ¡in. x 21in.
others, 141. pair.
2
Fin. x I5in.
"in. x I.,in.
3
21/- pair. PREALIGNED 1/6 extra. Both types.
4

CHASSIS CUTTER

----410

TYPE METRES
141 -250
218 -283
2
1

3

4
5

.6
7

m here

319 -405
395 -492
455 -567
1450 -1550

-550

into
Receiver

kit

i

eliminate any one StaThe Separator may easily be tuned to
takes only a few
tion within the ranges stated and fitting
seconds. Sharp tuning is effected by adjusting
the brass screw provided.
Complete with plug, socket and full instrucP1;,;
:ions- nothing to add.

Aerial

-267-311

request.

¡in. x tin.

I

7/6

POST

FREE

Satisfaction guaranteed.

-

OSMOR

()

fRi

"

Modern High
Coronet " FOUR," Beginners' Superhet.
RI i
Attache Case Portable
Power Amplifier 2 :
Valver
; 3 -Speed
IModern
3
Convertor A.C. Band -pass
Autogram, etc., etc.
;

;

~ye"

circuit, Coil and
cowradio
rhet
as k leaflets,

Co

interesting

and

n

tatun t

cli

sts,

COILS

41EACH

STATION SEPARATOR
Send Sd.
use in published
We keep stocks of many radio components for
scamps for
circuits, including
literatur e includin g The
": WIRELESSWORLD"
Receiver.
really effiNo Compromise T.R.F. Tuner. Midget Mains
Television Converter. etc.
cent 5 valve Superhet Circuit,
Sensitive 2-Valve Receiver
6 -valve ditto, 3 -valve (plus rectiMidget Sensitive T.R.F. and Many Others.
fier) T.R.F. circuit. Battery port PRACTICAL WIRELESS "

8

SEPARATE

A full range
is available for
all popular wave
Fully debands and purposes.
scriptive leaflet and connection
data available. Just note these 5

-

:-

star features
Only- lin. high.
damp -proof containers.

*

iron -dust cores.
easy connection.
styrene formers.

*

*
*

Packed in

*

Variable
Fitted tags For
Low loss Poly-

feseeefeernis

TO ANSWER (BY LETTER ONLY) ANY ENQUIRY RELATING
OUR TECHNICAL DEPT. WILL BE PLEASED
USED.
OR COIL PACKS ARE USED OR ARE INTENDED TO BE
TO CIRCUITS IN WHICH OSMOR COILS

IJII1MAR

More Reliable
than EVER!

VALVES
special
Brimar's long experience in the manufacture of
quality TRUSTWORTHY valves is now being reflected
range.
throughout the entire Brimar
Improved production methods, new and better
assembly jigs, tighter control on the composition
proof materials, and the closer supervision of vital
uniform
cesses have resulted in valves with more
and a
strength
mechanical
greater
characteristics,
12AT7.
higher standard of reliability as shown in the

Use the BRIMAR

now

is

The 12AT7 is a very reliable frequency
changer and is widely used in modern TV
receivers, VHF and UHF communications
equipment. It is also frequently employed
in industrial equipment, computors, navigational aids and test equipment.

I2ÁT7 -with

the time to

BRIMARIZE!
grandam' T'kaphones and Cables Limited

improved performance

-at

NO EXTRA COST

BRIMAR

MARCONI coS50RI
MULLARDMARCONI
EMITRON,
OSRAM

12AT7

&
8307

'

ECU'

FOOTSCRAY, KENT.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Great Britain's Valve Mail-Order House

4"."411/4014 SALE 2it) VALVES

M

F

163

5111:1{'1S

require eenclosed if:, .dl,dde In
do.en wsHnrted f our best choice.

'fh,

n

n

-

e

'0/6

a

Id

16!5 3a%3r.'l'...13;3
18'S sOLr,c;'l' ...16'5

ITS

14 6

1{oìel Cash Pr'as
E,
.s...
2013
4313

66A71 A

I

15 16

22 10
12 10

7

2
2
3

5

0
0

1

8-8

4

8

2

1

7
2 5
., 12
3 7
" 2
5 10
1 10
4 8

0

1

0
0
6
0
3
0

1
2

C

:.40A

Si0A

117

0
0

24

8.18-

1

0
C

22 10
14 0
38 15
10
20

0
10

8

0

HEADPHONES
la-Ci ict.

BARGAIN

76

l'r>,I.
116

3
8 -0
-C

1

10

2

8

ú.

7

0

70A
100A

s.

of

2

18

15

E

-

8

15 0
21 10
14 10
9 0

I01;

d.

o'mots

6
0

72.4

120.4
1:;II.1

E^

'

(

77A
M4A

Detrosif

.

25i0

Monthly

3 -0
1
4 C
1 10

1

2
.8

17 C
8 8
0 11
3 0
G

3 10
10
2 18

6

2
0

2

9
4

2
5

:IVI
Total H.°. 'IIA
IA1
Pric^
-

2
17
28

s.

IF1
IKau
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LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
Specially prepared sets of radio parts (which you
receive upon enrolment) with which we teach you, in
your own home, the working of fundamental electronic
circuits and bring you easily to the point when you can
construct and service radio sets. Whether you are a
student for an examination; starting a new hobby;
intent upon a career in industry; or running your own
business these Practical Courses are intended for
YOU
and may be yours at very moderate cost.

--

!

EASY TERMS FROM
A MONTH

ûl
POST

All lessons and equipment supplied
immediately and becomes your
own property.

THIS COUPON

Please send me

your

FREE

TODAY

book on Practical Courses:

I am interested in
To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 32X, 43 Grove Park
Road, Chiswick, London, W.4.

NAME

EXPERIMENTAL

OUTFITS:

-

Receiver.

TELEVISION

-

Instruction and equipment for building

.

a

e

Radio

Television

Receiver'.
Also for Mechanics Electricity, Chemistry, Photography, Carpentry,
Draughtsmanship, Commercial Art, Amateur S.W. Radio, Languages.

ADDRESS
l'117 -MI'

-w

-

RADIO 6..sic- Acourse in basic principles.
Instruction and equipment from which you build
RADIO

E.M.I. INSTITUTES
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Positively the 2 BEST T/Vs yet built

for the

Home

Constructor!

STERN'S "TELE- VIEWERS'

The

RECEIVERS
5 CHANNEL SUPERHET
Suitable for any transmitting channel and for wh?ch commercial adaptors
will be available.

t;4
\ PERFECT PICTURE QUALITY

(j

t

p

-

;
-as....

SIMPLE D/AC-RAMS MAKE
CO NSTitCT ON EASY
.

fP/HGE
'.: PERFECT

BETTER RECEPT/04' AT HALF
CJi,NMERC/AL COST

This

,'a,_,w,_
"WIDE- ANGLE"
TELE- VIEWER

and

1

it

the

the Ia.,_
lare
efficient

Z28-16-4

at the

specially reduced price of
112.19.6. (Carr. & Ins.. 13,- extra.)

The complete net of ASSEMBLY INS7 RUCTIONS fcr
T(Vs are available for 5- -each. They include really
detailed PRACTICAL LAYOUTS. MIRING DATA AND
ALL COMPONENTS
COMPONENT PRICE LIST.
ARE AVAILABLE FOR INDIVIDUAL PURCHASE. AN
ATTRACTIVE TABLE MODEL CABINET FOR THE
12ín. Model IS AVAILABLE FOR £6.19.6. '

the

Pow'',

for C.R.T.'s up
to 17 inch.
CAN

can supply a

NEW 12.n. C.R.T.

vcl

constructors.
Excellent Time
Base efficiency
producing 13 to
16 Kr with amp'.scanning

:;1

C.R.T.)

offered tr
*

' e

be completely

c_n

'built for only
(Plus cost of

Is

screen TV

is

TELE- VIEWER

The

* '1hù

AREA RECEPT O5Y

6--

BE COM-

LTD.
STERN RADIO
STREET, E.C.4.

PLETELY
BUILT FOR

£33 -0 -0

109

&

FLEET

115,

Tel.

:

CENTRAL

5812 -3 -4.

ENGRAVED

KNOBS

di. diameter for tir spindles. available (Yearn or Brown
t. follows " ance " "l'ontmst." " Brilliance." Bright"OnIGR."
toe " "Brilliance On /Oa,"
i

"ehangc,"

:

ALPHA

an exclusive offer

.

"t

-al.
...tuning." "Volons," "P.M.L. Cram." "Tone."
uu- Olt... " Radio -Or m." " Bass," .. Treble," " ItecordPay." Also Plain Knobs to match. 1(2 each.
c

LOUDSPEAKER UNITS

PORTABLE RADIO ATTACHE CASE
tlin.

SIZE
x

9in.

available in the following colours

:

MAROON
BROWN

BLUE

COMPLETE WITH FACIA BOARD
AND REMOVABLE INSERT IN
LID FOR FRAME AERIAL.
PRICE

36,6
I..,
t

ONLY

can supply component'

W s

caking 4 -valve Saperhet

fit tin' above case and a

omit

diagram and

,,uucuons available at

n.

Retool type for personal portables,

in. Square type: vol+, 2 to is ohm
Elam 4in. Square type 4/09, 2 to 3 ohm
2 to 3 ohs
Else Sin. Rend type s
...
Coodmaas sin. ]found type ...
..
...
Plessey Sin. Latest type

Elac

ai,

x

LIZARD GREY

Plessey'

...
...
Plessey6!in. Round type. "to ^ shin ...
...
Elac 64i tu Type 1í'1ü S to a ohm
Trovoz 6; in. Wafer, only lain. deep, _' to 3
R. & A. S irl. Light weight. _ to 3 ohm...
energised
...
...
in.
Mains
fit
Plessey
Plessey Fin. Mois' energised ...
,,.
7 ectrona Pin. P111 2 to it ohms
...
...
Elac Sin. PM 4 to r. ohms
...
Ellie loin. Units _ to it ohms ...
...
...
Light
.might
Plessey lulu.
..
Trurox B1í11 l2iu. Lightweight

Guadiana Tsin. Round type ..
Leotrona 61 in. With transformer

fitti

2

to

12/9

... 1316
... 1319
... 13e
... 14(9
... 13.1
... 15/11

...
...
...

...
...
...
...

ohm
...
...
...

...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...

18!14/11
15/6
16111

201

17/6
21116/6
1706

22/6
19/6

... 49/e

CABLES, WIRE, Etc., Etc.
a-h Back Wire 710076 5i7,-. f ohs rs available
.. all 2d. yd.
Dl:niv e, Yellow, 11 hits. Bloc. (:teen ...
...
...
... 88.fet yd.
'n, io Rihhnn rreder :iin,P
Miernphnne table wilti outs cover of
r run toil
...
...
...
1.1_ per yd.
'liU7f, I'. \'.('. covered 8d. per yd.
its TyType. 7' w in
I'I r Dla ins
I

PRICE OF COMPLETE

KIT

64

GNS.

All components can

"

II

i

...

be

FOR

TERMS

)ALPHA
/6

SEE

OUR FULL

PAGE

RADIO

Bd.rery,I.

... 7d. per vil
... 9d./ //./ yd

purchased separately.

ADVERT ON

PAGE 437

SUPPLY

VINCES ! CHAMBERS,! VICTORIA
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CRYSTAL MICROPHONE...

dDesk

36

4, MIC
S

E

I

R

E

t

I

I

I

I

l

Miern phnnc
rs ode ss, nl

eithout so itch and

Microphone
stand

with

_

or tnd
%

/'//i',

.

'l'his new ACES microphone has all the signs of being,
"winner ". It is a very handsome, ins]runtcnt =and its
performance matches its lo"ks. 7 he die -cast microphone
insert has a high sensitivity \a ith a pick -up field that may
be considered as Amni- directional. Alternative models,
with or without switch are available with suitable adaptors
for floor or table stands.

I

a

.c ill,

-

MIC 36 -3
.r,,J table
MIC 36 4
51icrnphnnc s, th eir
lcüh and s,üh
her sr.unl adaptor MIC 36 - -5
Microphone with su itch and door stand
lapna
MIC 56- 6
All models are suitable for fraud use.
-

'

S

MODEL Nos.
-

Stand

sa itch

Output level: 5f di, ref. t volt !çnc /cmz.
Nomura! rapacity :.00 -mid.
Omni-directional frequency rerponse: Substantially gat (rot 10-7,000 q's.
Recommended load resistance: Not less than s mc4uhnl dependent ,in the
lit w Ire,i,iellcv rrsp rn,c' ra,1r,:r.. 1,
-

SPECIFICATION

always well ahead
I

P

I

Retail Price in Ct. Britain
Models without switch
Models wit{: swill h

-

-

-

-

-

-

£3 -3
£3 -8

.4m5 rryslel devint are lande lrrl be pa:urle, palud applications and registered
(.1. Br:.aia and ohrsad.

de

riot

in

COSMOCORD LIMITED
ENFIELD
MIDDLESEX
,7 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiirriiirriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiih
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The Interference Problem

point both ways. We are referring to the drop in
listening reported by the BBC, who draw the
conclusion that it is due to the competition of
television. Not entirely so, in our view. It would
appear that those on the sound side of radio have
given up what they consider to be an unequal
struggle with the new medium and the sound
programmes suffer in quality as a result. Today, indeed, some of the main programmes
merely consist of a series of silly, childish party
games, such as " Twenty Questions," " Round
Britain Quiz " and " What's It All About."
There are far too many programmes of this
sort, which do not require a great deal of effort
or brains in their creation and production.
Sound programmes have definitely deteriorated.
The BBC should remember that it still draws
most of its revenue from the largest percentage
of its customers -the listeners. It would appear
to us that some fresh blood is required in the
BBC on the production and programme planning

the early days of radio there were many
complaints of interference caused by reradiation from receiving aerials. In those
days when it was necessary to turn the reaction
knob to its fullest extent in order to build up
signals radiated from low-power transmitters,
because of the comparative inefficiency of valves
and deficiency in design, the BBC frequently
broadcast advice on how to avoid it. Corn-plaints were very general. To -day, the trouble is
all but vanished so far as radio sets are concerned.
Now owners of TV sets complain of interference from electrical apparatus, including radio
sets, forgetful of the fact that TV 'can and does
undoubtedly cause interference with radio reception. The complaints are widespread and TV
owners are pressing for the compulsory suppression of all electrical apparatus likely to cause
interference. Suppressors cost a comparatively
small sum. Soon there will be an outcry on the
part of owners of radio receivers pressing
owners of TV sets also to fit suppressors. It is a
point when they voice their own grievances in
this respect that they often overlook.

side.
It is unfortunate perhaps for viewers that many
of the TV programmes are based on the same
old sound radio formula. " Down You Go,"
RADIO SHOW ARRANGEMENTS
for example, underestimates the intelligence of
SIR MILES THOMAS will open the National viewers. The viewing public has not yet grown
Radio Show, at Earls Court, on August critical and is hypnotised by the marvels of the
25th. It will remain open until September 4th. new entertainment medium, as in sound broadFor the first time it will include a demonstration casting; listeners were blinded by the scientific
by the BBC of outside TV broadcasts as well as miracle of radio and would listen to any set
studio broadcasts on sound and TV. This year the which could squawk even though the sounds were
Royal Navy rejoins the Army and the Royal Air unintelligible. Our programmes in toto are not
Force in the Services Section and radio con- bad but they are in need of great improvement.
trolled models will be among the electronic If it were not so the question of alternative
commercial programmes would not arise.
sideshows.
TV programmes from seven different sources
-six of them within the exhibition-will be " THE PRACTICAL MOTORIST AND
seen continuously on the screens of several
MOTOR CYCLIST"
hundred domestic receivers, and cameras used
will include the small industrial types and the WE are pleased to be able to announce that
we have overcome some of our produc" roving eye," which is a self -contained camera
and transmitting unit, making it free of cable tion difficulties which prevented us from meeting
the almost unprecedented demand for our new
connections.
companion journal, The Practical Motorist and
BBC STATISTICS
Motor Cyclist. Number three is now on sale, and
EVEN statistics can be interesting, as Doctor greatly increased supplies are available. Many
Kinsey has proved! Figures recently readers of this journal also read our comissued by the BBC are certainly so, but it would panion journals and they will welcome this news.
be wrong to draw false conclusions from them. Even so, to avoid disappointment we do urge all
Statistics may indicate a trend, but not an irre- readers to place a regular order with their newsvocable trend. Sign posts, it was once said, often agent to ensure delivery of future issues. -F.J.C.

®aa -.i.i.4.,r..,.

-
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Radio for Police Squads
IT is reported that Birmingham
police are to fit radio communication equipment to the
machines of their motor -cycle
squads.
New Ediswan Representative
MR. J. O. WILSON has joined
the Edison Swan Electric
Co. Ltd. as representative to
Southampton district office.
Mr. Wilson was formerly repre-

sentative attachedto the Domestic
Appliance Division of the English
Electric Co. Ltd. He also spent
fourteen years with Kennedys,
(Bournemouth) Ltd., electrical
wholesalers, attaining the position
of assistant manager, Southampton
branch.
During the war Mr. Wilson
served for seven years in the Royal
Artillery and reached the rank of
staff captain.

" Clearadio "
ONE of the features of this year's

National Radio show will
be a demonstration of " Clearadio,"
the BBC's V.H.F. system designed

LD
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to provide interference -free recep- New Research Building
MR. R. L. SMITH -ROSE,
tion.
C.B.E., director of t h e
Visitors to the show will be
invited to listen to programmes Radio Research Station at Ditton
broadcast over the present medium Park, Langley, Bucks, recently
wave and then by the very high turned over the first spadeful of
frequencies and judge for them - soil on the site for a new building
which will take an estimated
sehes the difference in sound.
£250,000 to £300,000 to build.
It has been designed by Mr.
Broadcast Receiving Licences
H. A. Snow, senior architect at the
THE following statement shows Ministry of Works, and will replace
the approximate number of the wooden huts that have so far
licences issued during the year housed the equipment used by the
ended April, 1954. The grand total research workers. When the buildof sound and television licences was ing is completed in about two years,
time the staff of 100 will be
13,455, 061.
Region
Number increased to 300 and the work of
London Postal
... 1,628,177 the station expanded a great deal.
Home Counties
,.. 1,442,147
Midland
...
... 1,243,694 East African Link
North Eastern...
... 1,621,831
North Western
... 1,261,933 AT an overall cost of approximately £100,000 or so, an
South Western
... 1,010,350
important addition to the communiWales
and
Border
Counties
...
...
628,921 cations system of East Africa was
recently made with the completion
Total England and
of a V.H.F. multi -channel radio link
Wales
... 8,837,053 between Nakuru in Kenya and
Scotland
... 1,093,561 Jinja in 1Jganda, affording an
Northern Ireland
...
223,609 immediate increase of 12 channels
Grand Total ...
... 10,154,223 to the four already available
between Nairobi and Kampala,
with provision for 12 more in 1955
and another 12 -36 in all -when
traffic demands
justify their
introduction. Stand -by equipment
allows for 36 alternative speech
circuits
to
be
automatically
available in the event of breakdown
or deterioration of those in use.

Pleasure Cruise for Dealers
PARTY of 127 people sailed
from Tilbury on Saturday,
May 22, in the liner Arcadia
on the start of the Philips Mediterranean cruise.
A number of
dealers decided to pay for a passage
for their wives so that they could
accompany the party, the dealers
invited being those who had made
the most outstanding contribution
to the Philips crusade to put
radio sets and record- playing equipment " back on the map." First
port of call was Ceuta in Spanish
Morocco, then Naples and finally
Barcelona on May 30. A farewell party was held towards the
close of the return journey.

A

Hattie Jacques, Max Btgraves, Adele Dixon and Spike Milligan we
seen recording another edition of " Paradise Street," a weekly comedy
series broadcast in the Light Programme.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Mr.
This contract entails the planning for the eighth exhibition.
a complete radio Thorogood is a past member of
of
engineering
and
ofSection
YORKSHIRE
network, which is R.S.G.B. Council and is an active
Incorporated Practical Radio communications
and manual amateur on 145 Mc,. and 70 cros.
automatic
to
include
the
at
Engineers was inaugurated
V.H.F.
directidnJune9.
on
Midland Hotel, Bradford,
stations
finding
S. Gordon Bromby was elected
chairman, with a supporting corn - (both mobile and
mittee consisting of Messrs. R. N. static), with assoBalmforth, A. Booth, A. R. D. ciated V.H.F.
and
Hall, F. Wade and R. P. B. ground
Williams. The address of the local air communicasecretary, P. A. Senior, is 5, Calver- tions facilities. A
for
ley Moor Avenue, Thornbury, training school
Bradford 3. Including members, personnel of the
J.P.R.E. Yorkshire Section.

A

159 engineers and traders were
present at the film lecture given for
Mullard Ltd. by C. H. Gardner,
who is a vice -president of the
the
followed
This
J.P.R.E.
business of the meeting.

Direction- finding Equipment
equipment division of
Mullard Ltd. recently installed a Mullard " Discovery "
the
on
set
direction -finding
world's largest cable ship, H.M.T.S.
Monarch. The Monarch, one of
four cable ships for which Mullard
have contracts to supply direction finders, operates in any part of the
world.
She will soon be employed on the
arduous task of laying part of the
transatlantic repeater telephone

THE

cable.

Syrian Air Force
is
also to be
provided.
Radio Show

THE

National
Radio Show

will

be opened at
Earls Court, London, on August 25

by Sir

Miles

Thomas,chairman

of the

British

Overseas Airways

Corporation, and
will remain open
to the public until
September 4.

Wireless
Hotel
Licences

UNDER the

Wireless Telegraphy Act, 1949,
Anniversary of Pioneer
marked the of which Section Repeater station and vagi aerials on Loldiani
1954,
18,
JUNE
sixtieth birthday of a famous One came into Mountain, 10,000ft. aboie sea level. Duplicate
personality of the Danish Press -- force on June I, 36- channel V.H.F. multi- channel radio-telephone link
Mr. George W. Olesen, editor -in- it is still necessary was recently completed. (See paragraph opposite.)
hief and publisher of the monthly for hotels a n d
He has boarding -houses to have broadcast Obituary
magazine Radio Ekko.
been an amateur radio operator receiving licences.
regret to record the death
since 1914 and served as a ship's
A normal licence covers the use WE on Monday, April 26, of
wireless operator in his younger of a set in the public rooms of the Mr. P. Moseley, marntging director
days.
hotel and private rooms of the of Osmor Radio Products, Ltd.,
Mr. Olesen founded the Radio proprietor, but each permanent South Croydon, Surrey, at the age
Ekko seventeen years ago and under guest or boarder with his own of 32.
his editorial guidance the paper private receiver must take out his
He was a keen radio enthusiast
still remains the only Scandinavian own licence. There is also a new
radio magazine known and read comprehensive type of licence and controlled his husiness of thç
coil
of
coils,
in all continents of the world. His which is taken out by the proprietor manufacture
sixtieth birthday coincides with his to cover his own sets and all assemblies and radio components
thirtieth anniversary as an editor - private sets owned by his guests since 1947.
in- chief, for he headed the weekly or boarders.
journal Radio -Uge-Revue in 1924,
" Blackpool Night
when his wireless articles soon R.S.G.B. Exhibition
Wednesday
consecutive
began to gain popularity.
THE Council of the Radio FORevenings
during the summer
Society of Great Britain have
months Light Programme listeners
Syrian Contract
approved the plans for the eighth will again hear " Blackpool Night."
MARCONI'S Wireless Tele- R.S.G.B. Amateur Radio ExThe cream of the country's
graph Co. Ltd., and Inter- hibition to be held on November
national Aeradio Ltd. have together 24th to 27th at the Royal Hotel, variety talent is attracted to the
theatres of Blackpool to entertain
secured a substantial 'contract for Woburn Place, London.
P. A. Thorogood, M.A.S.E.E., the thousands of holidaymakers
radio communication and direction from the G4KD, general manager of the that flock there each week. Many
finding equipment
Ministry of Defence of the Republic Electrical Engineers Exhibition, of these top artistes will be heard
has agreed to be exhibitionmanager in the series.
of Syria.

"

...a,....
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COMPARED

with the original Wright and meats of good waveform, stability and ámple output
Weaire tape deck around which the associated for erase being already there, so that the only changes
electronic equipment was designed, the new required are the replacement of the original centre tape deck is such that it is worth while to see what can tapped oscillator coil by the Osmor type QT8, and the
be done to improve the original amplifier perreplacement of the original H.F. choke by either the
formance. Not only has the
Wright and Weaire type 666,
deck been improved, but since
or two Osmor type QC1
1952 much experience has
connected
in series. As shown
MODIFICATIONS AND AN ALTERbeen gained in the manufacin the drawing, if using the
ture of magnetic tape which, : NATIVE
Wright
and Weaire type 666
BIAS
AND ERASE
among other things, has
a 500 pF condenser should
resulted in a higher signal -toOSCILLATOR ARRANGEMENT
be connected in parallel. On
noise ratio : combining the
technical grounds the W. &
two enables the writer to put
By C. L. White, Assoc.Brit.I.R.E.
W. coil is to be preferred as it
forward an improved specifican be tuned to give rejection
cation.
of the oscillator volts on the
The new record /playback and erase heads were H.T. line, but where no test equipment exists it is
investigated and it was found that for the same better to use the two Osmor type QC1.
minimum distortion level the bias volts across the
recording head could be reduced. Referring to page Frequency Response
A consideration of the first frequency response
460, this means that R53 should now be increased
to 300 ohms. Many queries have been received on characteristic suggests that not only should the higher
how to measure the bias and erase volts, so that it frequencies be extended and maintained, but that to
will be a good thing to say here that with the equip- keep a proper balance the bass response should be
ment to be found in the average constructor's work- extended and maintained too, so that the new specishop it will not be possible to get an accurate measure- fication now runs ±3/DB30 -9,000 cycles /sec., with
ment ; what is possible, provided that the meter used
has a sufficiently high impedance, is a comparative
RECORDING AMPLIFIER
reading. As a guide -and it must be reiterated that
Layout identical with original.
it is a guide only -the reading given on a Pullin
Parts
List
Changes
10,000 ohms per volt meter was 20 volts measured
=0.05 pF.
from R53 to chassis. Since the original specification i C4
C7 =0.05 pF.
was published, two of the components used in the
R8 =2.2 KD.
bias and erase oscillator are no longer on the market,
VCI =100 KQ.
and the opportunity is taken to replace these with
C41=50 pF 12 -volt wkg. 1
t
optional (sec text).
components that are freely available. No change in
R29 -100K.
f
the general design was found necessary, the require's
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a drop of not less than 12DB at 12 kc /s. Two further
modifications were included, in that it was found that
there was a 4db loss at 9 kc /s at the output terminal
marked " Output to quality amplifier " when used
with approximately 5ft. of coaxial, and there was a
variation of frequency response of H.F. during
recording depending on the position of VCI amount3db. Checking on the recording amplifier
ing to
it will be seen that VCI is a 500,000-ohm potentiometer. Using so high a resistance as this will keep
the gain of the stage at maximum, but will result in a
loss at high frequencies when the arm is otherwise
than at maximum. The simplest way out of the
difficulty is to allow for the slightly reduced gain and
use a potentiometer of approximately one -fifth the
original value, making it 100,000 ohms. Now that
the top response is to be extended, the small changes
in the equalisation that are needed can be incorporated in such a way that the small loss of gain
occasioned by the use of a 100 K potentiometer for
VCI can be made up. These changes are tabulated
on page 458.
Modifications

Coming now to the playback amplifier, the first
modification . is the correction of the fixed potentiometer " Output to quality amplifier." The correction
consists of bridging " the feed resistance R38 by a

condenser C39, and a series resistance R54 whose
values are 30 pF and 660 K. This will compensate
for up to 8ft. of coaxial cable. This, of course, does
not correct for changes caused by the variation of
VC2 when using the integral amplifier, but generally
these can be neglected. C22 and C26 are now disconnected and removed, and altering the value of
R28 to 500 ohms completes the changes as far as the
H.F. response is concerned, excepting that the
feedback is also to be increased which will make the
changes more effective. In order to maintain the bass
response and extend it to 30 cycles per second, it will
be necessary to increase the gain of the playback
amplifier V5 and V6. This is done by changing R35
to 220 K2, R36 to 1.2 Mil, fitting a decoupling
condenser C37 0.25 ¡F and decoupling condenser
C38 50 pF and increasing the H.T. line volts to 300.
Though some critics will doubt whether the cost
of increasing the bandwidth of a reproducing system
from the 60 -8 kc /s to the new one of 30 cps -12 kc /s is
worth while, to those who have heard the modified
amplifiers there is no possible doubt. As some
indication of the subjective tests that the new equipment has come through with 100 per cent. marks is
that of re-recording the special Audiophile records
which on playback are indistinguishable from the
original.
The final frequency response characteristic is
WAA

C18

P37

11

WA,

H,T,4-3009

,

R30
R35

R36
C/9

R3l

R29
C24

C23

C2S

'

VS

Playback
Head

Output to
Quality
Amplifier

P32

To

P26

ri C22
Not '

used

P27

Grid

of

V48
VC2

R33

HT-

PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER

*R28=
R29
R30
R31-

=

R32
R33

9235 - 220

500?,
220 K
27 K

s).

-

1.2Mrt.

p

C24 0.001t,F.
C25 0.25 /,P.
*C26- -Not Used.
*R36 1.2M!!.
V6 -- EF40 or EF37.
R37 50K 2.
*C37 =0.25 iF.
R38 470 K !r.
C21 -- 0.25 F.
*C38=-50,,F elect (6v.) wkg.
1239 47 K P.
*C22 =Not Used.
*C39 30 pF.
C23 0.25 i,F'.
*R54 660 K !z.
Indicates components where a change has taken place.
1.5Ks%,

R34

1.5M!?.
2.2K!?.

R26
R27

K

VC2-500Kt1,
V5

EF40.

16
p

-

elect.
CI8
C19- 16
,
C20- 0.01 pF.'

-

120 K !!.

%,

-

l Mn.

-

*
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tabulated below. It will be found a very close
fit to the specification.
HTt300v
4I

gn

c.aona,J Sound

11QCOnSlif14
THE

Bias

Transfr,

Erase
Head
Ì

O

P53

P4.16
C-'37

.-rrvr7
ó

C30

Record
Head

6T
Oscillator
Coil

CD/

Société des Radioélectriciens, in conjunction
with important French broadcasting, cinema,
acoustical and television groups, recently organised a
conference at which all sound recording processes
could be discussed, as well as the use of these same
techniques for the recording and storage of " information" in comparatively new fields, such as magnetic
recording of images, memory devices, electronic
calculators, computing and statistical machines,
automatic telephony devices, and so on.
The Congress, which lasted a week, was held at
the Maison de la Chimie, in the rue Saint -Dominique,
Paris, and over 600 delegates from 22 countries,
including the U.S.S.R. and Czechoslovakia, attended,
with, of course, the largest contingent from France
herself. The British delegates included Dr. O. K.
Kolb (British Acoustic Films), A. J. Forty (British
Post Office), M. M. Freeland (Radio Malaya,
Singapore), C. M. Phillips and J. A. Clark, of S.R.D.E.
and the Acoustics Group, Hants, D. W. Aldous
(British Sound Recording Association), Dr P. E.
Axon and H. J. Houlgate (BBC), A. Tutchings,
R.R.E., Malvern, D. G. Jaquess (Decca), H. A.
Thomson (Kelvin & Hughes, Glasgow), and Prof. D.
Gabor (Imperial College of Science).
An exhibition of the latest sound recording and
reproducing equipment was a popular feature of the
proceedings, to which the public were admitted for
150 francs (about 3s.) and given the opportunity of
making personal voice recordings and hearing the
playback.
About 50 exhibitors and distributors took space,
but only two British firms were represented
Grampian Reproducers, Ltd., Feltham, Middlesex,
and Truvox, Ltd., of Harrow, Middlesex, with
Mr. Robert Bradford, of the former company, in
attendance. The display on his stand of the modified
BBC pattern negative feedback disc cutter -head,
developed with the Reeves Equipment Corporation
of New York, and the associated 40VA and 60VA
output feedback amplifiers, attracted much interest,
as did the Truvox Mark III Tape Deck.
'

C32

HINote: If Wright and Weaire Choke Type 666
is used C40 must be connectedas shown

SUPERSONIC BIAS SUPPLY
*Oscillator Coil, Osmor R46 -1.0 K U.

i

August, 1954

Type Q T8.
R47=4.7Kst.
R48 -25 K sz.
*H.F. Choke, either
2
R49 =4.7 K sa.
Osmor type QC1 or
R50 =250 K Q.
*1 Wright and
Weaire
R51=1.0 Ku.
type 666.
R52 -=270 Q.
*R53=300 U.
C30 =0.005 pF.
C31 =0.001 pF.
1 Wright and Weaire
C32 = 0.1 p F.
Bias Transformer
C33 =0.001 pF.
type 579.
C34 =0.1 ,'F.
C35 =0.1 ,F.
* Indicates componC36 =0.005 pF.
ents where a chan e
r C40= 0.0005 pF.
has taken p lace.

= 17.0 db.
40 cps = 18.0 db.
.
60 cps = 19.0 db.
100 cps = 19.0 db.
250 cps = 19.0 db.
1,000 cps = 19.0 db.
4,500 cps = 21.0 db.
7,000 cps = 20.0 db.
8,000 cps = 18.0 db.
9,000 cps = 15.0 db.
10,000 cps = 11.0 db.
11,500 cps = 8.0 db.
There is one further modification, which can be
considered as optional, in that it is only required when
insensitive microphones are used. It is that the gain
of the recording amplifier may be increased by
changing the value of R2 to 100 Kd2 and connecting
a decoupling condenser C41 (50 µF) from the cathode
of V1 to earth.
30 cps

-

Five Sections
The Conference proper was divided into five
sections : (a) history, communication and methods
of measurement ; (b) magnetic recording ; (c) photographic recording ; (d) mechanical recording ; and
(e) applications and their extension into the realm
of information storage.
As over 60 papers were given in four days, meetings
were running simultaneously and the British visitors
split up to cover these diverse sessions and subjects,
ranging from studies of " wow " and flutter to an
artificial variable delay line using magnetic tape
designed as an analogue correlator to a survey of the
fascinating musique concrete, in which an analysis
of the form of music and the examination of its
transient and spectral constitution leading to its
application in objective music was discussed.
In the exhibition all forms of magnetic tape and
wire recorders were displayed and demonstrated,
with some good examples of American design (notably
the Ampex models).
D. W. ALDCUS.
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SOME THEORETICAL NOTES

AND

CONSTRUCTIONAL
DETAILS

By

E.

N.

J.

Marguerit

is always a controversy in
the amateur world as to whether
one should have a stabilised
power unit in the "den " or have each
piece of equipment fitted with its own
power supply. The answer seems to
be that a highly stable and ripple -free
source of power is desirable, as it
enables one to use it for supplying the
necessary power to a new piece of
circuitry while, it is being tried and experimented
upon. When the design, possibly suitably modified,
has been found satisfactory. it can be fitted
into the equipment it was designed for and its
It does,
own unstabilised supply built for it.

THERE

óut

Whichever system is used in a simple power unit
there is an inherent disadvantage in both, that they
have poor regulation. That means that the output
current is a function of the output voltage. If we
plot output current against output voltage we obtain
a curve as shown in Fig. 1.
As the current taken from the power supply
Another consideration,
increases its voltage drops.
of course, is that if the mains voltage feeding the
system fluctuates, the output follows these fluctuations

fairly faithfully.
Methods of Improving the Regulation
the
1. A choke -input filter can be used after
rectifier to obtain a better regulation. However,
the output voltage in this case will not be as high as
with a capacitor input filter. This means that if a
high output voltage is required, using a choke -input
rout
filter circuit, a fairly large mains transformer will be
needed. Fig. 2 shows the two types of circuit with
voltage.
against
Plotting current
Fig.
some typical figures to illustrate the above.
therefore, seem that a stabilised power supply is a
2. Another method of improving the regulation
necessity for any serious experiments in the field of is to use a voltage regulator tube across the smoothed
electronics.
output of the rectifier.
Those gas -filled tubes such as the VR75, VR105,
Power Supplies
90CI, 85A2 and many others have the
In this article this heading embraces any device VRI50,
that will convert an alternating
potential into a direct potential.
The main component for this
purpose is the rectifier. Rectifiers can take the following
forms :
1. Metal rectifiers.
2. Cold cathode rectifiers.
:Current
taken
3. Thermionic rectifiers
: 100m4
(a) Hard vacuum ;
(b) Gas filled.
All these can be used in
half-wave or full -wave circuits.
Half -wave rectifier circuits are
perhaps cheaper to build, but
disadvantage of
the
have
values of
large
requiring
Capacitor and choke -filter circuits.
Fig.
smoothing capacitors.

l.-

:

2.-
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property of maintaining, within limits, a constant
voltage across them.
In Fig. 3 a potential El is connected in series with
R1 and the regulator tube. The potential E2, which
is the burning voltage of the tube, is also the output
of the system. El must be large compared to E2
for good regulation.
To calculate the value of RI in Fig. 3 one must
remember that two currents flow through it : one is
the current through the tube needed in order to
maintain the ionisation of the gas, the other is the
current taken by the outside source fed by the neon.
Let II be the current required to maintain ionisation. This current varies from
to 5 milliamperes
according to types, and let 12 be the current required
by the outside load, then if EI and E2 have the
meaning of Fig. 3,
El -E2

August, 1934

respect to the cathode, so much so that

off and, therefore,

flow through RL.

t

TI is cut
passes no current, no current will
But as the bias is gradually
t

J
ut

1

R1=

1I

-12

The output current obtainable from these tubes is
in the region of 10 to 40
milliamperes.
V
If we plot the burning
E2
potential (E2) against output
current we get a graph as
shown in Fig. 4.
For example, the reguEt
lation of a VR150 from
minimum to maximum
current is 5.5 volts.
3. The third method is to

Fig. 5. -Using a triode

s}o

control output.

decreased (i.e., the grid becoming more positive
with respect to the cathode) the valve will pass more
and more current and this current must flow through
RL. In other words TI is used as an electronic
resistance:
E2 -Et = Regutatión
Consider now Fig. 6,

similar to Fig. 5, but RL is
now variable. Suppose that
R is at some position which
determines a certain value
of bias for TI. We have
seen above that this value
of bias will allow a certain
current to flow through TI
and RL. Keeping R fixed,
use an electronic circuit to
Min.
1 we now vary the value of
Max.
compensate for variations in
Burning
RL. Let us decrease RL in
Burning
the output due either to
Current
Current
an effort to increase the
fluctuations in the mains
current through it, but as
Fig. 4.- Plotting burning potential against
supply or to varying
TI has a fixed bias it
output current.
loads.
cannot pass that higher
current, hence to obey Ohm's Law E2 must necessarily
Electronically Stabilised Power Supplies
fall. Therefore, if we wish to pass the higher current
Theoretiebl Considerations
through RL we must decrease the bias on TI by
If the output voltage is to vary, due to the causes altering the setting of R. It now seems obvious that
mentioned earlier, use is made of the control if we had an electronic means of altering the bias on
characteristic of a triode to compensate for that TI for varying load currents we would have solved
our problem.
variation.
This is conveniently achieved by using a D.C.
Consider the circuit of Fig. 5 where the tube TI
The type of D.C. amplifier used for this
is connected in series with a potential E in, obtained amplifier.
from a suitable rectifier -smoothing arrangement. purpose is known as a difference amplifier.
In the above discussion we have assumed that
The output voltage appears between the cathode of
TI and the negative line. The grid of this tube, known EI is always constant, but we know that in practice
as the series valve, is connected via R to a source of this is not so as it depends primarily on the mains
negative voltage with respect to the cathode. Con- voltage. It is proposed now to consider the action of
sider also a load resistor RL connected across the the regulator as El varies.
Referring to Fig. 6, suppose that a fixed potential
output. Now, if the grid of TI is very negative with
E2 is required, and that a current
should flow
RL
through RL. To do this R must be adjusted so that
TI has the required bias to pass that current. Imagine
now that EI increases due to an increase in the mains
voltage ; E2 will also rise, but as E2 increases the
bias on TI will also increase, therefore allowing Tl
to pass less current, but RL is fixed, therefore the
increased potential El will bring E2 down to almost
its original value.
Hence the regulator will
automatically compensate for mains voltage
fluctuations.

Fig. 3.

-A

voltage regulator tube and associated

circuit.

Difference Amplifiers
By definition a difference amplifier is a two input
device which will amplify the voltage difference
existing across its inputs.
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E out via a resistor RL
Consider the circuit of Fig. 7 where T is a triode The anode of T2 is fed from
the
bias for TI. The grid
is
developed
which
a
across
at
is
held
cathode
RL.
If
the
having an anode load
the anode of T2.
to
returned
is
Ti
of
source,
impedance
lowa
from
E2,
steady potential
It is clear from this diagram that T2 is connected
and the grid connected to a potential El varying
within small limits, then the circuit will amplify the as a difference amplifier, its inputs being El, which is
difference of voltage (E2-E1). This output will be fixed and known as the reference voltage, and E2.
developed across RL.
To explain the behaviour of the circuit let us assume
Another form of D.C. amplifier is shown in Fig. 8. that E out rises. This increase in output voltage will
Here two triodes or a double triode are used with increase E2, thereby decreasing the bias of T2,
their two cathodes connected to a common resistor because the value of E2 approaches that of El. This
will make T2 more conductive and the anode voltage
will fall. Consequently the voltage across RL
Er
increases. But this voltage is the bias of Ti, and if its
bias increases so does its resistance. This fall compensates for the tendency of E out to rise.
Mathematical analysis of this type of circuit
shows that to obtain satisfactory results it is
tin
essential that TI has a high amplification factor and
T2 a high value of mutual conductance.
Practical application of this circuit would make
t
use of a beam tetrode for TI such as a 6V6, 6L6,
6Y6, 12E1, etc., and a high gm pentode for T2 such
this modification of Fig. 5,
Fig. 6.
as a 6Sj7, 6SH7, etc.
variable.
A circuit utilising the second type of D.C. amplifier
is shown in Fig. 10. The behaviour is the same as that
explained for the circuit of Fig. 9.
The type of double triodes normally used with this
circuit are 6SL7 and I2AX7.

-hi

(To be (ontinrreJ.)

Ep

Bias

Fig. 8. -An alternative triode
circuit using a double triode.

-A

simple
triode circuit.

Fig. 7.

The inputs El and E2 are applied to the grids.
Suppose that E2 is fixed and El varies, then the
amplified difference will appear across RL of T2.
It is essential that the D.C. amplifier used to regulate
a power supply has a high gain, and as the gain of a
triode amplifying stage depends on the amplification
factor of the triode and on the value of the anode
load, it is necessary that a high p triode be used and
that RL be large.
We shall now see how a D.C. amplifier can be
used to regulate or stabilise a power supply.
Consider the circuit of Fig. 9 where TI is the
series valve and T2 the simple form of difference
amplifier shown in Fig. 7. T3 is a voltage regulator,
i.e., a low- impedance source, fed from the H.T. line
through R3. This maintains the cathode of T2 at
a steady potential El. Rl and R2 are connected in
series across the output in such a way that the
potential at the junction of the two resistors with
respect to the negative line is smaller than El by an
amount which determines the bias of T2. Let this
Rk.

9.- Simple

difference amplifier.

potential be E2.
The expression for E2 is
E2 =E out

R2
>:

RI ;-R2

Fig. I0.

-A
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1.4 volt range of minpeaks and surges that an overBy David Boswell, B.Sc.
iature battery valves were
zealous mains unit is apt to deliver
not primarily designed for
and to guard the filament and its
use on rectified 50 cycle mains. The valve manu- coating with more care than is usual. In this respect
fac,turers state, however, that they can be operated the amateur is willing to do far more than the set
satisfactorily from such sources, but recommend manufacturer ; he has often to pay astronomic prices !
slightly different supply voltages. Exhaustive tests It is firmly held that the accepted standard of
are continually carried out by the manufacturers treatment administered to this class of valve in
on random batches from the production line, and battery /mains receivers is generally far too harsh,
these are designed to simulate the conditions and that
some means
must
be
found of
experienced in receivers of the combined battery /mains improving their lot if a good " life " is required.
type.
The tests pre -suppose a certain standard of
treatment which can best be described as " reason- L.T. Supplies
able," but it is contended that even this standard is
There are two common methods of supplying the
not always achieved by set -makers, amateur and heaters from the mains ; a transformer -fed parallel
otherwise. Since the " life " of these valves can be circuit is shown in Fig.
and the straightforward
seriously shortened when incorrectly powered, some series arrangement in Fig. 2. Both of these are
detailed investigation is desirable.
satisfactory if the set is running correctly and all
filaments are alight. It is instructive, however, to
Emission
compare the behaviour of both types of feed when
This range of valves, on the B7G base, is of proven one or more of the filaments burns out
common
ruggedness and reliability. During the recent war fault in sets of this type. The parallel circuit utilises
their use in such things as mine -detectors and an L.T. smoothing choke (in some cases, alas ! a
" walkie- talkie " sets demonstrated an unquestionable resistor), whose D.C. resistance will usually be
value in service, but they were then powered, with 15 -20 ohms. For a given value of inductance, the
one exception, by batteries. From a fundamental lower the resistance the Letter, and in this example
standpoint the disadvantage of a mains unit is its we will assume a value cf 15 ohms. When one
relatively poor regulation. Whereas a commercial filament fails there will be a tendency for several
90 -volt dry battery, when new; will not have a things to happen. First, due to transformer regulapotential exceeding 97 volts between terminals, a tion and a smaller voltage drop across the choke, the
mains derived voltage of this magnitude may applied voltage will attempt to rise. This must cause
momentarily deliver more than twice the operating an increased current to flow in the remainder of the
figuré. Many transformerless circuits normally valves, which in turn raises the resistance of their
considered acceptable for this class of receiver arc filaments. It is clear that the final voltage and current
here found wanting.
can only be ascertained by experiment or by plotting
Compared to their mains
types, the valves have filaments which are long and
60 A.
Fuse
slender. Small ripple voltages
can cause microphony, distor75 -85v.
tion and
other inaudible
at 8 -l2mA. DC
vibrations which do not occur
when batteries are used. Being
directly- heated their emissive
coating of barium oxide is
H.Tsprayed directly on to the
heater wire, and this is usually
a very thin strip of nickel aluminium alloy, whose surface
X /7,
area is relatively small. Anode
wn,
1.25v et
and screen currents are thus zb/7
230 mA.
N/8
limited to values well below Filaments
D.C.
those encountered in cdmparin
L.7"- and chassis
e v wk9,
parallel
able indirectly- heated types.
(common neg.)
It is obviously essential to
Fig. I. -The parallelfed filament method.
cushion the valves from the
1

-a
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that the
It
the curves of (a) the unit's output voltage against app ied simultaneously.
be
current, and (b) the variation of valve filament current fine directly- heated element will warm up and
with applied voltage. Where these graphs intersect,
s
will give the operating condition for any selected
number of valves. The form in which they appear
is shown in Fig. 3.
The following figures were not taken from any
particular unit. They represent an average case,
but it should be stated that in many miniature
battery -eliminators where the transformer core is
small and therefore nearer saturation, conditions
may be even worse. Let the five valve filaments be
operating at, say, 1.25 volts and drawing .23 amps.
P
from the power supply. When one fails, the current
C.drain falls to .21 amps: there will be a decreased
-.6
voltage drop across the smoothing choke and a rise
in output volts due to transformer regulation.
cr
In fact, the filaments have now to run with an L.T.
potential of 1.7 volts. This is dangerously high.
With the 20 ohm choke, matters are worse, the
voltage rising from 1.25 to 1.8 volts in similar circumstances. If the set is not 'switched off immediately,
such an increase may cause the next weakest filament
to go and the remaining valves are receiving over
two volts. It has been known for an unattended
parallel fed receiver, operating from a standard
commercial mains unit, to burn out all four valves
in ten minutes of silent destruction.
In a pure series arrangement, if one filament fails,
the rest are open circuited and immune from damage.
cS
1
A more usual practice is to shunt some, or all of
§'
in
the
chain
low
filaments
that
so
them, with resistors,
Fecx
shall not have to carry the anode and screen currents
s
a
burna
effect
of
the
cases
In
such
of those higher up.
out will depend on the position of the valve and the
Fitam
As it is readily
values of the associated shunts.
possible, using the series circuit, to give adequate
protection to the remaining valves after a filament
c'
failure, this method is preferable.
/oo
is

3-

c

/

H.T. Supplies
Another hazard which these valves ate expected to
endure is that of having heater and anode voltages
200.
V.

HT+

220.

/w

at

1W

ready to emit instantaneously,
but this, of course, is not
the case. A time interval of
between one -fifth and onethird of a second may be
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Fig.

2.-The series fed filament arrangement.
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.nx1a

aif

e

Current (mA.)
Fig. 3. Setting out a graph plotting volts and
current Jar various valve combinations.

240

v

assumed

involved.
When batteries are used,
due to their relatively good
regulation, no serious harm is
done, but with a mains unit
incorporating metal rectifiers,
the valves may have to warm
up in the presence of an H.T.
voltage greatly in excess of
their rated maximum (90
volts). This is particularly
true of the series -fed arrange ment in Fig. 2. Unless the
divider network (Rl and R2)
allows a drain at least as
great as the total valve H.T.
current, then a voltage of 150
volts or more will appear
when switching on, or after
a filament casualty.
It is emphasised that the

_

,.. a:r.'n:ta ..say. n.ils., 1.:4
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variations in H.T. voltage which occur under the
conditions mentioned are unlikely in themselves
to cause immediate failure. They are merely
recurring instances of misuse and their elimination
can add materially to the emissive life of the valves.
Surges
Heater current surges are common in receivers
with series arrangements, and these are due entirely
to the resistance/temperature characteristic of the wire
elements. In the case of tungsten, the ratio of resistance hot to resistance cold is of the order five to one.
This represents a serious problem where the greater
part of the chain consists of valve heaters as opposed
to voltage dropping resistors. The nickel -aluminium
alloy used in these particular battery 'valves has a
ratio of about four to one. This is still in itself sufficient to invite a sustantial surge, though the valve
heaters normally represent only a small fraction of
the chain.
A convenient method of overcoming the problem
is to insert a surge limiter, known commercially as a
Brimistor or Thermistor, in series with the heaters.
These devices have an inverse resistance/temperature
characteristic and are quite suitable where the H.T.
rectifier is a valve and forms part of the chain. To
use this type of rectifier in a small, portable receiver,
would inevitably add to the heat and size problems ;
for this reason the metal rectifier is preferred, and
surge limiters are omitted.

August, 1954

Also, when switching on series heater chains in
A.C. /D.C. mains sets, it is often noticeable that one of
the valves invariably warms up first. Its filament
may glow very brightly in one spot for a brief period
before the chain settles down, though normally its
robust nature makes it capable of standing the
strain. Such a phenomenon can be caused by dose
coiling in a spirally -wound heater,, or by local thinning of material where the wire is welded to its -connecting strip inside the valve. This may alsò occur in
battery valves, but will not be readily visible and.
in view of the relati\ely delicate nature of the heater
strip, prevention is a wise -moNe.
The battery /mains set' designer is thus presented
with a difficult situation. A "Brimistor " may protect the heaters from sudden mechanical expansion
due to the heating effect of current surges, but it will
also prolong the period during which the barium
oxide coating may be forced to emit before it is up
to an even temperature.
In addition, the H.T.
voltage may temporarily reach a very high level.
Undoubtedly, the ideal solution is to hold off the
H.T. supply while the heaters warm up slowly, but to
do this involves extra expense which often cannot be
tolerated.
Other switching surges involving the charging and
discharging of condensers are more likely to damage
the rectifiers and condensers themselves than harm
the valves.
(To

be continued.)

New Wireless Transmitting Licence Regulations
THE Wireless Telegraph (General Licence charges)
Regulations 1954-Statutory Instrument 1954
No. 439, published by the Stationery Office,
price 6d.-have now been laid before Parliament
and give the charges for the main licences other
than those for broadcast sound and television
receivers.
These regulations, which came into operation on
the 1st June, 1954, describe the fees and the scope
of all`the major licences. The fees- of these' licences
have now been assessed so that the revenue obtained
from each type of licence will cover the costs incurred
in connection with that licence.
The following are the most important changes
involved
Licence allows
(a) The Amateur (Sound)
amateurs to work their stations anywhere in the
United Kingdom. Originally they required special
Alternative Address or Portable Licences for this
purpose. Hitherto the power at which newly licensed
amateurs could operate was lower than that allowed
to established amateurs ; this distinction has now
been abolished, as has the different charges varying
with the power used. An Amateur (Sound) Licence
will cost £2 a year.
(b) A new licence, the Amateur (Sound Mobile)
Licence, has been introduced which, for the first time,
allows amateurs to operate from a moving vehicle.
This licence will be available only to holders of an
Amateur (Sound) Licence and will cost £1 a year.
(c) The annual royalty of the Amateur (Television)
Licence has been reduced from £3 to £2.
(d) Radio controlled models become subject to
:

licensing for the first time. The licence fee of £1 will
cover a period of 5 years.
(e) The annual royalty for the Business Radio
Licence, originally £5 per licence plus £5 for each
station covered by the licence, is now reduced to £3
for each station. The name of the licence is
changed to the Private Mobile Radio Licence.
(f) All Radio Beacon Licences now cost £I for five
years. This is a reduction for Aeronautical Beacon
Licences which at present cost £1 a year.
(g) Firms who require licences for testing and
developing radio equipment will no longer be issued
with Experimental Licences but will be given a Testing
and Development Licence. If their tests are conducted
exclusively under suppressed radiation conditions
they will be given a licence costing £I for five years ;
if it is necessary for them to radiate, the licence fee will
be £2 a year.
(h) Wireless schools and technical institutes paid
IOs. a year for their licences and an additional
10s. a year if they used radar.
Under the new
Training Establishment Licence they will pay £2 for
five years ; this licence will include the use of radar
for training purposes.
(i) The annual fee for ship licences is now £2
whether the ship is compulsorily fitted with radio or
voluntarily fitted. This fee includes a charge for
receiving broadcast (but not television) programmes,
but does not include the cost of inspecting the equipment. The inspection charge, hitherto included in the
licence fee for a ship voluntarily fitted with wireless,
will be separately chargeable.
(j) The fee for aircraft licences is increased from
5s. to £1 a year. The new licence covers the reception
of broadcast programmes.
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A dependably accurate instrument for testing
and fault location is indispensable to the
amateur who builds or services his own set.

0-5

0-100
0-250
0-500

0-100
0-250
0-500
Resistance

0-20.000 ohms
0- 100.000
0-500.000

D.C. Current

-2.5
0-5
0

(as

0-25

x,

milliamps

0-2
0-5

0-25

0-103
0-500

AVOMINOR

illustrated) is a highly accurate moving -coil instrument.
conveniently compact. for measuring A.C. and D.C. voltage.
U.C. current, and also resistance 22 ranges of readings on a
3 -inch scale. Total resistance 200,00(1 ohms.
Complete with Marls. inter Size : 4lins. x 3ái iv. x Ilins.
changeable prods and cramNett weight : IS o:s.
clips, and instruction
I
O
:
0
.
£
10
:
price
book.
Price

0-5

volts

0-25

UNIVERSAL

The

A.C. Voltage
volts

D.C. Voltage

0-75 millivolts

The

megohnss

D.C.

AVOMINOR

2} -inch moving coil meter providing 14 ranges of readings
600 volts, 120
of D.C. voltage, current and resistance up toTotal
resistance
milliamps. and 3 ntegohms respectively.
100,000 ohms.
Complete as abort
Size : Skins. x Spins. x I jins.
Price : £5 : 5 : O
Nett weigh: : 12 ogs.

0-10

is

GUARANTEE:

The registered
Trade Mark " Avo " is in itself a
guarantee of high accuracy and superiority of design and craftsmanship.
Every new AvoMinor is guaranteed by
the Manufacturers against the remote
possibility of defective materials or
workmanship

Sate

a

Proprietors and Manufacturers

:-

& ELECTRICAL

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER

Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I.

EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
'Phone

:

VICtoria 3404 -9

Pointers for Designers
AND

VALVES
INPUT STAGE
Z729
flow noise pentode,

FOR

Tone correction and
intermediate stages

8309

NUMBER

CONSTRUCTORS

TAPE

ELEVEN

RECORDERS
Rectifier

Output and bias oscillator
111727/6AQS

or

U709

N78

full -wave rectifer

double triode

C.

Vh

6.3V

V1,

6.3V

Vh

6.3V

VI,

6.3V

Ih

0.2A

Ih

0.6A

Ih

0.45A

Ih

0.64A

V,

V,
Vgl

250V
250V

V,
Vgl

250V

50 mA

Ik

250V

Va

250V

Vg2

140V

gm

5.5 mA

g,,,

I.85m1AV

Vhum

I.SµV

Rg,_k

=4700

Base B9A

10

ktt

1
Vgl
Pout

Base B9A

-12.5v
4.5W

Base B7G

250V
40 mA

Vgt

Pout

-5V
4W

Base B7G

6.3V
0.95A
Vh -I, 450v (max.)
Vi 350 rms (max.)
lout 150 mA
Base B9A
The heater- cathode rating
of the U709 permits operation from a common 6.3V
heater winding
.VI,
Ih

For. further information and full technical data write to: The Osram Valve and Electronics Dept.
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2
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The Complete Home

THE "SUPEREX"

Entertainer

'Editor'

THE

PORTABLE

BATTERY
4

SUPERHET

VALVE

A really magnificent portable receiver which you can easily
build in time for your holiday or week -end runs in the
country. Very handsome design and soundly constructed in
every respect. Covered in two contrasting colours of the
latest high quality I.C.I. Plastic Skin, which is very hard wearing
and damp resisting. The receiver is a 4 Valve Superhet,
which ensures the best perfotmance. No trouble has been
spared to ensure that this receiver will be equal to any of the
ready-made models selling at around E20.
All brand new components. Valves, Chassis, Resistors,
Condensers, etc., etc. Cabinet size 1(3 in. long by Ellin. high
by Sin. deep, available in various colours.
Complete Building Cost Approx. E7.15.0
Send for "Superex Construction Booklet," which gives
complete assembly instructions with theoretical and practical
diagrams, Price 1/6. This is credited, if components are
purchased later.
TERMS. -Cash with order or C.O.D. Extra charge for C.O.D.
Please add postage.
p.m.
a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday to Saturday ;
OPEN.

-9

1

Thursday.

SUPERIOR RADIO SUPPLIES
37,

HILLSIDE,

N.W.10.

STONEBRIDGE,

Phone

:

-

\S\ rOR /7/
REDUCED'---

SUMMER
FEES

\\

OSI COUPON
NO/IIW!

RADIO SERVICING

/

".

A

There's a big future in T/V and Radio. Act now ! Increase your
knowledge. Back up experience with a sound theoretical background. I.C.S. offer courses of instruction in-

T/V TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCED SHORT-WAVE RADIO
RADIO ENGINEERING
RADIO SERVICE ENGINEERING
RADAR
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS
I.C.S.

will

also

coach

you

for

the

following

examinations
B.I.R.E. ; P.M.G.

Certificate for Wireless
Radio Servicing Certificate
Operators ;
(R.T.E.B.) ; C. & G. Telecommunications, etc.,
etc.

DON'T DELAY-WRITE TO -DAY for

free. descriptive
booklet, stating which subject or examination interests you.
Fees include all books needed. Examination students coached
until successful.

Dept.

170E, I.C.S., 71,

Kingsway, W.C.2.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
(Dept. 170E), International Buildings, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2.

it

am interested in your special Summer Term Offer.

Subject
Name
(Block letters, please)
Address

L

45

GNS COMPLETE WITH MICROPHONE &
1200' TAPE

SPECIFICATION

.

Mu/lard miniature valves

TWO

Twin
truck heads
Three high -grade
specially designed motors u Independent Bass and Treble Controls for
recording and playback
Overall
negative feedback ' Amplifier may
be used independently for very high
quality record reproduction and public
address. * High fidelity Record head
Provision for external speaker
* Speaker muting switch * 4 walls
output-brilliant reproduction
Positive serro braking on all functions
Sire only 161in. x 12in. x Sin.
(without lid)
*
Radin/gram and
microphone inputs
For 200 -250 v.
A.C. mains * Automatic Erasure.
*

a

&

& G

'

3¡

SPEEDS 71 IPS
IPS 2 Hours

Recording.
HIRE

PURCHASE

CREDIT

SALE

&

TERMS

H.P. TERMS:

£15!15/Deposit, 12 atonally instalments q/' 60/- or 18
instabneuts of 42/ -.

'

33

T/V TECHNOLOGY
ELECTRONICS

"

E

ELGar 3644

RADIO ENGINEERING

SUITCASE TAPE RECORDER
Easy to carry -easy to look
at.
Operating height only
just, over
5
inches.
The
" EDITOR is the smallest,
mains- operated fully automatic portable tape recorder
with 7in. spools on the
market.
Finest salue and
quality at only

"

WAVE

L - M

I
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CREDIT

SALE

TERMS

only £6 to secure
with 8 further monthly
payments of £6.
.Send

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY

Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.

The Radio Centre

Tel. MUS

6667

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS
TELESONIC

4 -Valve Battery Portable.
Complete with Hivac
Metal Carrying Case. Simply converted to Personal
E2 including Conversion Sheet.
TRANSMITTER- RECEIVERS. Type "18" Mark III. COMPRISING SUPERHET RECEIVER and TRANSMITTER.
TWO
UNITS CONTAINED IN METAL CARRYING CASE. Complete.
8- Valves.
BARGAIN CLEARANCE OF REMAINING STOCK,
64/10/0.
RECEIVERS TYPE " 109."
8- VALVES WITH VIBRATOR
PACK FOR 6 -volts BUILT-IN SPEAKER. 1.8 to 8.5m /cs. Contained
Perfect. 100 ONLY, ES. Bargain Clearance of
in Metal Case.
Remaining Stock.

Valves.

In

Portable.

BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS.

Ex- R.A.F.
New.
Contains
Gyro Motors, Rev. Counters, Gear Wheels, etc., etc. Ideal for
Model Makers, etc., E3/S/0, plus 10/. carriage.
CRYSTAL MONITORS. Type 2. New in Transit Case. Less
Crystals, 8/- each.
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. AD¡USTABLE tin. to 31in. For
Metal, Wood, Plastic, etc., 6/6.
RESISTANCES. 100 Assorted. Useful Values, Wire end, 1216
per 100.
CONDENSERS. 100 Assorted. Mica, Metal Tub, etc., I5 /- 100_
PLASTIC CASES. I4in. by 101in. Transparent, Ideal for Maps,

Photos, Display, etc., 5/6.

STAR IDENTIFIERS. Type

I

A-N.

Covers both Hemispheres.

In Case, 5/6.

CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES. Complete
Case. 2 Impulses per sec.

in Sound Proof

Thermostatic Control, I1/6.

REMOTE CONTACTORS for use with above, 7/6.
MORSE TAPPERS. Standard Type ex- Govt., 3n6. Heavy Duty
Type " D ", 8,'6.
COMPLETE MORSE PRACTICE SET with
BUZZER, 6/9.

DIMMER CONTROLS. Bakelite. Wire Wound. New, 1/3 each.
MAGNETIC RELAYS SWITCH. Bakelite, 5 c/723. 2!6 each.
METERS AND AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS. Only need

adjustment or with broken cases. TWELVE INSTRUMENTS
(including 3 brand New Aircraft Instruments), 35/- for TWELVE
ITEMS.
Full List of RADIO BOOKS, 21d.

Age

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.,
.

ICS'

I1,

LITTLE

NEWPORT
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Sixteenth Article of a Series
Explaining the Fundamentals of Radio
Transmission and Reception. This Month
the Transformer, the Output Valve, and
Speaker are Dealt With, With Notes on
How to Read a Circuit Diagram
The

By

IHAVE

already dealt briefly in earlier articles with
the transformer explaining why it is used and
what is meant be transformation ratio. An
explanation of how it is made will help the reader to
endzrstand its function. The action of a transformer
differs from that of a resistance. The simplest transformer consists of two coils of insulated wire wound
round an iron rod and the coils may be wound either
side by side or one over the other. When a fluctuating
current is passed through one of the coils (the primary)
a difference of pressure (voltage or potential) arises
between one and the other. Also, the current passing
through one coil induces a current in the other coil.
Now, if each coil has the same number of turns,
then the difference in voltage between the ends of the
second coil will be the same as that between the ends
of the first. Similarly, if the second coil has more turns
than the first, then the voltage produced will be
greater than that across the first coil.
This is where the usefulness of a transformer
becomes apparent. It enatsles the voltage to be
stepped up any desired amount (I am, of course,
referring to alternating current ; it is impossible to
step up direct current). Thus, if the second coil has
twice the number of turns as the first, then the
voltage across the second will be twice as much
as the first, and if the second coil has three times as
many turns the voltage will be three times as great as
the first. A transformer can be wound to give any
desired transformation ratio. This ratio is selected
according to the characteristics of the valve it is to
" feed." If the transformation ratio is too high,
distortion will occur. Generally, a low- frequency
transformer coupled to the output valve has a ratio
varying between 3 to and 6 to I. The output valve
selected must, of course, be " matched " to the
loudspeaker. It would, for example, be wrong to use
a transformer and output valve giving an output of,
say, 3 watts undistorted, in connection with a loudspeaker which would overload at less than this.
Transformers used in wireless sets are not made on
the simple lines just described for purposes of
illustration. It would indeed be very inefficient.
Wireless transformers have soft iron cores, not in
the form of a rod, byt in the form of thin plates.
These plates interleave as will be seen in Fig. 71
so that they provide a rectangle with a bar connecting
two of the sides. A well -known material for these
cores is Stalloy, and it is available already stamped
in various sizes. It will be seen that this extends right
round the outside of the coils as well as passing
1

F.

CAMM

J.

through the middle of them. The coils are, of course,
very carefully insulated from one another, and arc
nearly always wound on the same bobbin. First,
the primary winding is wound on then a layer of wax
paper or insulating material such as Empire tape
and, finally, the secondary winding is put on.
The power valve acts in exactly the same way as tl.e
previous valve, small variations of current at the
grid giving large variations in the plate current.
The amplifying property of the valve itself added
to the step -up effect of the transformer causes the
total amplification to be considerable.

Primary

(b)

Secondary

Iron alloy
core

Primary

(C)

Secondary

Fig. 7I. -The essential parts of a simple transformer
are shown al a and b ; c and d illustrate the actual
form of a transformer used in a wireless set.
.

It

At this stage we may connect up the loudspeaker.
is connected in the plate circuit of the output or

power valve. That is to say, between the plate and the
positive end of the high- tension supply.
In order to understand the working of the loud-

speaker I will deal with the very simplest type, one
consisting of a vibrating reed, not used nowadays.
It consists of a permanent magnet, a strip of flexible
iron known as the reed, a coil of fine insulated wire
and a cone attached to the reed by a small metal rod.
The coil is wound on a small bobbin which fits over
one end of the magnet, while the reed, which is of a
springy nature, is screwed to the other end of the
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magnet. Its action is as follows :
the current from the plate of
the
power
valve
passes
through the coil ; this tends to
increase the power of the
magnet, for it is a well -known
fact that if an electric current
is passed through a coil of
wire wound round a piece of
iron the iron will become
magnetised -in other words an
electro-magnet or solenoid. In
the case of the speaker, however, the iron is already magnetised. In other words, it is a
permanent magnet. The current
passing through the coil, therefore, increases the magnetism.
We have already seen that
when music or speech or any
other sound is being received
this current fluctuates in
harmony or syntony with the
sound vibrations of the instruments being played and this
means that the magnetism
produced by the current will
also fluctuate, thus causing the
reed to vibrate and communicate the sounds to the cone.
Whatever type of speaker is
used (and there are several
types) this principle applies.
Reading a Circuit
In the early part of this
series, I illustrated a very
simple circuit with diagrams
showing the theoretical circuit
and the wiring diagram, numbering the parts to correspond.
As the circuit made use of very
simple components, sucl) as a
home -made coil and a triode
detector valve, which is scarcely
ever used to -day, I think it
advisable, now that the reader
has become accustomed to
more modern components, to
illustrate a modern three -valve
circuit in theoretical and practical form, with each component
numbered to correspond. This
circuit does not make use of
triodes but employs two pentodes and a tetrode valve. The
pentode valve, of course, gives
much greater amplification.
(To be continued)
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L.S.

Sockets

Li Transformer

Reaction

Tuning

111111111E-11311

On-Off

VEW

Wave -change

C

OOOS

pFj

Reaction

Condenser
18

LF

To

Trans.
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-oe

2
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1111151

0002

+

SOpF

LS
HT,t

To

Fig. 72.- (Bottom right) Theoretical circuit of a modern
(Above)
three-valve receiver.
Top and underneath views of a
receiver built to the circuit
showing position of wires. The
numbers on the circuit correspondent to the numbers on the
wiring diagrams.
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Ionospheric Conditions
ONE of the major studies at the Radio Research
Station, Slough, continues to be into
ionospheric " weather " and its effect on
long -distance radio communication. Data on local
ionospheric conditions are supplied to the station from
its own observatories in various parts of the world
and from those maintained by other countries.

This information is used in the preparation of
forecasts six months ahead of transmission conditions for the users of high -frequency radio
communications.
A recent development has been the construction
of special " British Zone " charts which forecast
conditions for circuits terminating in the British
Isles.

It

is hoped that
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these local charts

will give

more accurate forecasts than the general charts
previously used.
The station is also using a method of investigating
ionospheric conditions by studying long-distance
back -scatter (that is, " echoes ") from the earth's
surface of high power pulses transmitted from the
observation point. Sharply beamed aerial systems
directed along fixed azimuths and capable of operating over a wide frequency band are used for this
purpose.
A rotating beamed aerial system of
restricted frequency coverage has also been developed
for use with a Plan Position Indicator display.
Propagation conditions within a circular area of
5,000 kin. radius from the observation point are
shown on the P.P.I. as the aerial rotates. In addition
a camera is arranged to take one photograph at
By projecting the
each revolution of the aerial.
developed film at a greatly increased speed a vivid
picture is obtained of ionospheric changes within
5,000 km. of Slough.

Radio Navigational Aids
study of phase changes in low- frequency
THEground
waves, as they pass over geological
boundaries or from a path over land to a path over
water, is important for those types of radio aids for
marine and air navigation which are based on the
reception of low-frequency signals from fixed transmitters. The new system of phase measurements
which employs an ultra -high frequency radio link to
convey a phase -reference signal has been completed
and proved satisfactory in use.
Germanium Diodes
work of the station on germanium diodes
THEincludes
the examination of the current voltage
temperature characteristics and noise spectra of
point- contact and junction diodes together with
related theoretical studies.

The Guitar Again
HAVE received a number of letters concerning my
paragraph on the guitar, in answer to a comment
in an obscure little pamphlet which masquerades as
an official journal. I was invited to comment by
the editor of this precious publication, but he does not

I

like my comments. He labelled all electrified instruments as tin pan alley trash. Sorry 1 cannot accept
him as an authority on music. Having studied my
Groves, I havea better understanding of what comprises
a musical instrument than he does. t have no doubt
that members of the Classic Guitar Association are
a little peeved at the competition from these modern
instruments, not having yet realised the revolution
in public taste especially in music and musical
instruments which has taken place in the past 30
years.

Another letter on the topic comes from the editor

of B.M.G., the oldest established journal dealing
with fretted instruments. He is in full agreement with

the

are three kinds
my comments. He points out that
of guitars -spanish guitar (strung with gut or nylon
and played with the fingers) ; plectrum guitar (strung
with wire and played with a plectrum) and Hawaiian ,
guitar (strung with wire and played with finger
picks). He comments : " The Editor of the journal
you have mentioned considers neither of the latter
should be called a ` guitar.' If his instrument were
the violin, I suppose the hill -billy player of this
instrument would be told to find another name for
the stringed instrument he ` debases: "
Another correspondent, R. L. Williams, of Craven
Arms, Salop, congratulates me on the " obscure
paragraph " I wrote on the subject, and having so
labelled it by the rest of his letter shows that he completely understood it. He acknowledges the " farreaching influence " of my page, not a bad admission
from one who admits that he cannot understand
what I write. However, I am sorry to have caused
this rift in the guitar.

Important Work of the Clubs
are some radio clubs with very full
THERE
memberships which operate as little friendly
gatherings of keen amateurs, meeting once a week
in a private room at the local or in a school room
loaned by a friendly schoolmaster. Some of the
latter encourage their scholars to join, and in such
cases the handicraft room and its equipment are
placed at the disposal of members. There are much
larger clubs run on advanced lines which perform
valuable experimental work, and one of these is the
Leicester Radio Society, which between the night of
the 4th of May and the morning of the 5th assisted
G3CCA to make the first all- transistor contact
without the aid of any thermionic valves whatsoever.
That station made contact with G6P0 in Buckingham,
a

distance of 45 miles.
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910,4
DETAILS OF THE VARIOUS

CAUSES OF NOISE AND HOW TO MEASURE

SIGNAL/NOISE RATIO

IN

this article I am dealing with the noise actually
created in the receiver and not with noise
received by it. All radio receivers generate a
certain amount of noise and this noise will increase
as the amplification of the receiver is increased.
Now as weak signals require high amplification, it
necessarily follows that reduction of this noise
becomes more difficult as the sensitivity of the
receiver is increased.
All of the probable causes of noise in a radio
receiver can be minimised if not entirely eliminated.
The types of noise can be stated to be as follows :
(i) Shot effect.
(ii) Thermal agitation.
(iii) Microphonics.
(iv) Hum.
(v) Imperfect contacts, dry joints, etc.

Shot Effect
This noise is generated entirely by the valves in a
receiver. It is due to the fact that the stream of
electrons from cathode to anode is not absolutely
steady (ignoring, of course, the effect of the other
electrodes). The electrons do not leave the cathode at
the same velocity and consequently the electron
current is spasmodic. This causes a minute current
of irregular value to be superimposed on the main
anode current of the valve, thus setting up in the
anode circuit a superimposed minute voltage. This
is then amplified throughout the receiver to the
output stage. This noise from shot effect will appear
on the whole of the frequency bands of the receiver.
It will be found that in a valve that has very little
space charge the shot effect is very pronounced, so
that to keep this effect as low as possible various
valves should be tried. If not successful in reducing
it this way reduction of the voltages on the electrodes
and the reduction of cathode temperature will often
effect it. The reduction of cathode temperature can,
of course, be effected by reducing the heater voltage
slightly.
Thermal Agitation
As can be seen by its title, this noise is caused mainly
by temperature changes. The reason for this is as
follows : when a current flows through a conductor
it consists of a flow of free electrons. Now these free
electrons are in random motion with velocities that
depend upon the temperature of the conductor.
These random motions of the free electrons cause
minute variations of current that produce a fluctuating
voltage between the ends of the conductor. If this
noise is developed across a resistor in the input stage
of the receiver it will, of course, be amplified with
the signal and passed with it to the output stage.
It will be seen, therefore, that to keep this noise within
limits, and keep a reasonable signal /noise ratio, it is
necessary to see that resistors are of good make and
of correct wattage and to see that good joints are
made at soldered points. Components should also
be as far apart as space will allow so as to keep

By

F.

E.

Apps

temperature down. The effect upon thermal noise
will be seen in the formula

E= V4KTRAf

where E =RMS noise voltage.
K= Boltzmans constant.
T= Absolute temperature.
R= Resistance in ohms,
f= Frequency.
K =1.37 x 10-28 joules per degree absolute T in
degrees Kelvin.
Microphonics
This type of noise is caused by the mechanical
vibration of the elements in the valve or valves.
It may be due to vibration of the chassis, the valve holder or the valve itself, and is caused by sound
waves from the speaker. It can also be caused by
long leads (especially in the oscillator circuit)
vibrating. Some types of valve are more subject
to this fault than others, those most liable being
the second detector, usually a double diode triode,
and the frequency changer. Apart from using
other valves, precautions should be taken either to
mount the chassis, or gang, or valve holders on
rubber. Long leads in frequency changer circuits
should be avoided, and care taken to ensure valves
are protected from acoustical vibrations from the
speaker by enclosing them in cans.
Bad Contacts, Dry Joints, etc.
The noise that these faults can produce is obvious.
Amongst bad contacts the following are very
necessary to check.
Bad contact in valve sockets ;
bad welding inside valves ; bad tracks or poor
contact in gain controls ; loose laminations of mains
transformer or chokes ; loose filaments in dial
lamps ; weak springs in mains switch causing inter-

mittent contact ; poor aerial and earth contacts
dirt in vanes of gang condenser.

;

Signal /Noise Ratio
Reference has been made in this article to
signal /noise ratio. A brief description of how this
is taken follows.
The receiver to be checked should be in a place
where little outside electrical interference is likely
to affect it. A screened box in which the receiver
could be placed would be ideal. The receiver should
be tuned to the highest frequency on the scale (i.e,.
minimum gang) and all controls at maximum.
Using a reliable signal generator which will give
a modulated and an unmodulated signal, tune to
the frequency of the receiver. Now reduce the
output of generator until the output from the receiver
shows 1 milliwatt on output meter. Now replace
milliwatt output meter with a microwatt output
meter and switch off modulation from generator.
The reading on the microwatt meter will now show
residual noise. From this reading the noise level
in db can be calculated.
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:TRANSMITTING
TOPICS
WIDE -BAND

THEORY

COUPLERS IN

AND PRACTICE

"

By Wm. A. Hope

Circuit Calculations
A. Determine the primary current, Ip, by means
of Law A.
THE modern trend in transmitter design is to
B. Knowing ip, calculate the induced secondary
eliminate the use of unwieldy components, voltage by means of Law B.

especially in the intermediate stages, by using
W.B.C. techniques. The purpose of this article is to
explain, basically, the theory and practice of W.B.C.
For
circuitry based on the author's experiments.
those of us who are mathematically minded, the
derivation of certain formule will be given in the
Appendices.

(u M)2

Eqn.

Zs

Basic Theory

Two circuits are said to be inductively coupled
when mutual inductance exists between them. This,
in turn, enables energy to be transferred from one
circuit to the other by transformer action. Although
the overall behaviour of coupled circuits is rather
complex, we can enunciate certain conditions which
will satisfy our needs, no matter what type of coupling
is used.

Law A. -The effect of the secondary circuit

equivalent to an impedance of

C. Once the induced secondary voltage has been
found, calculate the secondary current, Is, using Law
C. The formule given below aae used in direct
calculation of the circuit constants and are valuab:e
in assessing the limits of the W.B.C.
Reflected secondary impedance to. primary circuit

(c

Zs)

is

ohms, added

Zs being the vector
in series with the primary.
value of the series secondary impedance alone, M is
the mutual inductance between the coils Lp and Ls
and co is the angular velocity in radians /sec. Reference
should be made to Appendix A.
Law B. -The induced secondary voltage, produced
by a primary current of Ip, is equal to cu.M.Ip volts,
and is 90 deg. out of phase with Ip.
Law C.-One question which has previously
cropped up in the discussion of W.B.C. principles is :
" If the secondary is considered as reflecting an
impedance into the primary circuit, why cannot we
consider the primary as reflecting an impedance into
the secondary `' " The reason for this is that the
impedance reflected into the primary circuit takes
into account the back E.M.F. induced in the primary
by the secondary current Is. Reference to Appendix A
will clarify this. We can now enunciate Law C.
The secondary current, Is, can be considered
equal to a current that would flow if the induced
voltage was applied directly in series with the
secondary and the primary circuit eliminated. These
three simple laws will hold good for all types of
coupled circuits connected with the design of the
couplers, and are essential in determining the circuit
conditions. as detailed later.

Equivalent primary impedance- Zp
Primary current,

Ip-

(r

-Z

I

Eqn.2

E

Zp
Secondary current

i

)2

(c'M)

Eqn.

3

c ME

Is- cwMlp
Zs

Zp.Zs -I (m

MI'

Eqn. 4
In connection with Eqn. 3, it must be remembered
that there will be either a lead or lag of 90 deg.,
dependent on the effect of M. Zp and Zs are the
respective vectorial values of the primary and
secondary

impedances.

to the primary circuit.

The

(ciMy,
-,
7s

reflected
is

a

impedance

vector quantity

having both resistive and reactive components, as
given in Eqns. 5 and 6.
Resistive component of

reflected

Rs(aM)

Rs'
Rs

Eqn.

Xs'

Reactive

impedance=

component

+Xs'

of reflected

5

impedance=
Eqn. 6

Xs being the two components of the
impedance, a positive reactance being
inductive. If the value of M.is small, or the value of
Zs large, the reflected impedance to the primary is
small. Thus the primary circuitry is only slightly
influenced by the presence of the coupled secondary
circuitry. Conversely, if M is large and Zs small,
the reflected impedance to the primary circuit will
be great, thus determining the behaviour of the
primary to a very great extent.

Rs and
secondary

Coefficient of Coupling (k) Factor
It is not intended to review the various types
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Coupled circuits here, as the author considers that increase in Ip and thus will increase the induced
these are already well known, and to go into their voltage at points just off the point of resonance.
respective merits would be futile. We will now proceed It will therefore be apparent that two new resonto examine the effect of the k factor between two ant frequencies are introduced at such values of k.
coupled circuits. If the coefficient of coupling, k, Thus the critical coefficient of coupling is reached
between two coupled circuits is low then it follows when the reflected reactance, at resonance, is equal
that the secondary current, Is, is small and the to the resistance of the primary circuit, i.e.,
resultant response curve is peaked. As k is increased, (wM)a_Rp.
the magnitude of Is increases and the response curve
Rs
begins to " flatten out." This will continue until the
Therefore : (wM)2 =Rp.Rs
reflected resistance from secondary to primary, at
Eqn. 7
resonance, is equal to that of the primary. At this and, for critical coupling, wM= YRp.Rs
Since the " Q " factor of the circuit is numerically
stage the value of k to produce this result is critical
and is terrtied the " critical coupling " -an important equal to the ratio of reactance to resistance, we get :
factor in W.B.C. design -and determines the maxi- Qp= wLp and Qs= wLs , where Rp and Rs are the
mum possible secondary current that is obtainable.
If we increase the k factor beyond this value the respective resistances of the primary and secondary ;
current, at resonance, will become less than that at and Lp and Ls are the respective primary and
the critical coupling value, while new peaks of secondary inductances.
secondary current will appear equidistant from the
wLs
Hence : wM=
point of symmetry, i.e., the resonant frequency point
JruLp
QP
Qs
the spacing between the peaks varying directly as k.
M
Fig.
shows this phenomenon which results from
Substituting k=
see Appendix B.
1/Lp.Ls
the nature of the reflected impedance, produced by
the resonant secondary circuit. When k is small, it
Critical coupling factor, ks,.=
Edn. 8
follows` that the secondary voltage and current will
ti'Qp.Qs
alsò be small-, bearing in mind that the shape of the
Since the critical coupling factor is usually small, a
secondary current 'curve will be much sharper than typical value of 0.01 will result if.the Q's are each
the resonant response of the secondary circuit since equal to 100.
the induced voltage is directly proportional to
primary current and must, therefore, be greater in Estimation of W.B:C Bandwidth
We have seen frpm Fig.
that the response is
the resonant - condition. lf, on the other hand, k is
large, the reflected impedance, at resonance, will be virtually flat over a certain range of frequency, near
large also, thits causing a reduction in primary current, that of resonance, while the response becomes steep
frequencies farther from the resonance point.
ultimately resulting in a low induced voltage, as well at
This is the correct relative response for any band -pass
as secondary current. The double humps are due to filter
; and will, we hope, be the ultimate aim of our
the fact that, with a tuned secondary circuit, the W.B.Ç. responses, when the unit is finally complete ;
reflected reactance into the primary circuit is inductive since uniformity, over certain frequency limits, is
at frequencies less than that of resonance, while it is our theoretical aim. The bandwidth is given by the
capacitive at frequencies above resonance.
approx. value of Eqn. 9.
Bandwidth =k (resonant frequency of tuned
Since the algebraic sum of the reflected reactance
Eqn. 9
and the primary reactance must always be zero at circuits)
any one given frequency, the
The author would like to
indicate, at this point, that,
effect of the secondary circuit
for uniform transmission withwill reduce the impedance that
in the limits of the W.B.C.,
the primary,. offèrs to the
it is advisable to raise the Q
applied voltage from the genfactor of the circuits at the
erator. This results in an
critical coupling point by 1.5.
(Continued on page 477.)
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A COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED
"ALL -WAVE" SUPERHET
CHASSIS

MODERNISE YOUR OLD RADIOGRAM

£23

FOR

We
thi Auto -changer complete with Model
,barei
as advertised together with 101n. p.m. Speaker
ins., or H.P. Terms
C!-C.1'

0 I) I: L 11.3 -A
-valve 3 waveband
Superhet Receiver for
operation on A.C.
mains 100 -120 volts and
200 -250 volts employing the very latest
miniature valves. It is designed to the most
modern specification. great attention having been given to the
quality of reproduction which gives excellent clarity of speech
and music on both Gram and Radio, making it the ideal replacement Chassis for that " old Radiogram, etc.
Brief specifications -Model B.3 -Valve line up. 613E6 613A6.
Medium
SATO. 6BW6, 6X4. Waveband Coverage : Short 16 -.31:
187 -551 - Long 900 -2.000 metres. Controls (1) Volume with on off
(2) Tuning (flywheel type)
(3) Wave change and Gram : (4)
Tone (3 position switch operative on Gram and Radio).
Negative Feedback is employed over the entire audio stages.
Chassis size. llln. x 7i in. x 81in. high. Dial size. 9lin. X 4f In.
Price. complete and READY FOR USE excluding speaker,
£12112.'- (Carr. and Pkg. 7/6 extra.) Or H.P. Terms £411'- Dep.
12 Months at 15/9.
MODEL. B.3 P.P.-This model L the 8.3. Receiver but incorporates two 6BW6 VALVES in PUSH -PULL, resulting in really
excellent quality reproduction up to approximately 6 watts.
Price- £15/15'-. (Plus 7/6 carr. and ins. or H.P. Term'. £55 -Dep. 12 months at 1918.
:

;

:

I

-

,

A REPLACEMENT RADIO- RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
A
MODE1.
-5.
5 -Valve Superhet Receive:

W3

covering the standard
wavebands, 18-50, 190-550,
PRICE:
900-2.000 metres.
ASSEMCOMPLETELY
BLED AND READY FOltn
USE £10'10' -. (Plus 7 (ì
Care. and ins.). H.P. Term..
£3101- Dep. and 10 Month; V`
at 16/9. This receiver is
for operation on A C. Maips
200 -250 volts. It contains the latest `i . i.LARD VALVE LINE UP, being ECH42
"`
(Freq. Ch.), EF41 (I.E.). EBC41 filet. 1st
Audio), EL41 (Output) and EZ41 (Rect.i.
It incorporates Negative Feedback and delayed A.V C., the four
Switch.
controls being (U Tuning. (2) Wavechange and (Seam
(3) TONE, (4) VOLUME -OFF. It provides really good reproduction
on both Grani and Radio and gives an exceptionally good range
deep.
x
610.
high
of station selection. Overall size 13än. x lin.
Dial aperture loin. c i'.in.

-

i'

COMPLETE KIT for 12
WATT HIGH FIDELITY
Pssh -Pau

' AMPLIFIER

A GENUINE
SPECIAL OFFER !
The COLLARD 3RC 521
3 -SPEED AUTO- CHANGE UNIT

13.3 3-

£7'15'6
for £23 plus 10:- care and
Dep. and 12 months 01 £l'9'2. or with BaPP Model for
£26. plus 10 - carr. and ire. or H.P. Terms £816'6
Dep. and 12 months of £1113 1.
01

h

£9/19/6. nd

ontñ3 at

10

(plus 76 cam and ins.)
Normal price £18.10' -.

D15

These units will
auto -change on all three speeds. Tin. loin, and l in
Incorporating Hi-fi Crystal " Turnover" Head.
They have separate sap
phires for L.P. and 78 r.p.m
which are moved Into pori-;
lion by a simple switch.
Minimum lase -board
size required 131ín. x
12: with height above
5; in. and height below
baseboard 21ín. A bulk
purchase enables us to
offer these BRAND -NEW
UNITS, including
.,., or'i -e.
mountin_ instruction,. at
t

A NEW DESIGN FOR HOME CONSTRUCTORS

The STERNS

" SUPER SIX "

-

compact and highly
Scient Superhet Radio
Radiogram Chassis of outstanding quality, far above
any other design yet offered
to the HOME CONYOU can
STRUCTOR.
build it for
is de16 It
signed t o t h e
very latest specification. great attention
having been paid to the quality of reproduction
both radio
which gives excellent clarity of speech and musig on
reception and record playing. A few brie; details :REAL QUALITY ON BOTES
Covers 3 Wavebands 18 -50
RADIO AND GRAM.
metres, 190 -550. 800 -2 .000.
metres.
INDREENPROVIDES
Employs 6 Valves Flavin,
DEN l' MAINS SUPPLY
PUSH -PULL for 56 watts
FOR RECORD PLAYER
OUTPUT
(if required).
DELAYED A.V.C. on all
FOR A.C. MAINS SUPPLY
'WAVEBANDS.
200 -250 Volts. CO Cycles.
PRE -SELECTIVE FEEDBACK.
Size of assembled CHASSIS
A

£10/7

12in. long x 810. x 8111. Dial
POSITION TONE CONAperture 81m. x 41ín.
TROL.
V
IS AVAILABLE
THE ASSEMBLY MANUAL
drawings n layout and includes a comvery detailed
4

ponent price list.

S'ER CAN BE BUILT FOR £10'76 with
THE COMPLETE I_;r1
Designed for A.C. mains 23)
.l: CI' or' for £12'7.6 with Miniature
the OCTAL VAL.V e
to 230 volts, employs 6
Valves.
valves plus rectifier. with
negative feed -back, and
comprises a main amplifier
A 4 -VALVE
chassis and a remote con QUALITY
trolled Pre -amplifier and Tone Control Unit,
"Push -Pull"
incorporating four controls -lass. treble, main
volume or mixing contol, and a radio. gram.
6.8 watt
only
microphone selector switch. This control unit measures
AMPLIFIER
ï x 4 x 21n. The measured frequency range of the amplifier with
for
this unit shows an excellent response from 11.000 cycles down to
A.C. mains
20 cycles. the bass and treble controls allowing independent
control of gain at both ends of the frequency range from zero to a
Incnrporat
gain of 50. It can be seen, therefore, that ample correction is proing Negamaxivided to suit any type of pick -up with any type of recording. Input voltage fortuning
tive Feedback.
mum output is 70 mV. 6.3 volts at 2 amps. and 30 mA. H.T. is provided for
Filter input. Circhassis
drilled
Unit.
including
unit, etc. Price of complete kit. Amplifier and Control
cuit and employing
comand valves. £14. Complete specification and layout 2:-. We can also supple
DVSs in Push -Pull. A
pletely assembled and ready for use at £17. Hire Purchase Terms (Assembled Chassis
simple arrangement
only) £5513 3. Deposit and 12 months of £11'4. Please add 7'8 care, and insurance.
is provided to enable
'l'HIS AMPLIFIER COMPARES WELL WITH THE WILLIAMSON AND SIMILAR
either a magnetic tryst al nr lightDESIC'NS .A'l' A FRACTION OF TITE COST.
weight pick -up to be used. and is
suitable for use with Standard or Long playing records. A tone control is incorporated, and the 10 -watt, output transformer
" PERSONAL SET " BATTERY ELIMINATOR
is designed to match 2 to 15 ohm speakers.
A complete kit of part to build a Midget '' All -dry " Battery Eliminator, l- i:'in,
overall size of the assembled chassis
The
is
suitable
and
mains
is
for
use
on
A.C.
volts.
This
Eliminator
69
volts
and
1.4
approx.
is 10in. x Bin. x 70n. high. and full practical
for any 4 valve Superhet receiver requiring H.T. and L.T. voltage as above or approx.
light
diagrams are supplied. Price. including
to 69 volts. The kit is quite easily and quickly assembled and is housed in afollow
drilled chassis and valses. of complete kit,
aluminium came, size Olin. a 1tin. x 31in. Price of complete kit with easy -to- KIT
Price of assembled chassis.
£6'17'6.
assembly instructions. 426. In addition we can offer a similar COMPLETE
supplied ready for use. £8128. Full descripto provide approx. 90 volts and 1.4 volts. Size of assembled Unit 7111. x 21(n. x lain.
tive leaflets are available separately for 1/-.
Price 47/6 (Plus l'- care. and ins.).
I

-

die

STERN RADIO Ltd.
'-..;..

109

&

115,

FLEET STREET, E.C.4.

TELEPHONE
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"High Fidelity at moderate cost"...
Introducing the

BUILD

FOR

Acorn low drain

£12.17.6

Illustrated leaflets describing the MINOR II and our other current
high fidelity products available post free on request.

R,OGEO.S llEIELOPIHENTS CO

Manufacturers of Precision Built Sound Equipment

" RODEVCO HOUSE,"
BLACKHEATH ROAD, GREENWICH,

S.E.

I0

Telephone: TlDeway 1723.

Demonstration Times

Mon. -Fri. 9.30

:

Sat. -

RADIO

- 5.30
- 9.30 -12.30

30/.
POST FREE

valve.
Loud clear tone.
Long range.

MAIN FEATURES:* 4.5 watts Output * Distortion at 3.5 watts
less than .25%
* Frequency response -1-.5DB
30- 15,000 cps. * Hum -80DB below 3.5 watts
* NFB 16DB * Matching for 3 and 15 ohm
speakers * Operation from the majority of
modern lightweight pick -ups * Treble cut control * Compensation for STD and LP records
* Miniature valves throughout.

116,

AMAZING

Selective tuning.

gramophone amplifier

:

THIS

FOR YOUR HOLIDAY

"Rn MINOII"
MK. II
A compact high- performance

PRICE

August, 1954

No earth.
Short aerial, 2ft.
Welded steel case.
Easy to assemble.
All parts for this set
are sold separately.
Ideal for :
Fishing, Camping

Cycling, Touring
On the beach, etc.

MAIL

ORDER

ONLY

This little set was designed to give you a
real personal portable
radio that you can enjoy
anywhere without disturbing others.
Use it on camping trips, in bed, in your office,
or just anywhere. Send 2/- for layout, Wiring diagram and Component Price List.
Details of our 30i- Short Wave Receiver are now ready. Send
2,- for Layout, Circuits and Component Price List.

R. C. S. PRODUCTS (RADIO) LTD.,
11, OLIVER
ROAD, LONDON, E.17

HANNEY of BATH offers:

P.N. SIX-VALVE A.C. SUPERHET. Osmor

The demand of Industry for our trained students
is still greater than we can supply -and is likely
to remain so for many years.
We offer

FULL TIME DAY COURSE
-year course in Principles and Practice of
Radio and Television.
I

LONDON, W.2.
Tel.: BAYswoter 5131/2.

,

:

;

Write for FREE BROCHURES giving details
of the above, of our 3 -year course (commencing
30th August) and of others.
E.M.I. INSTITUTES-the only college which
is part of a great industry.
10, PEMBRIDGE SQUARE,

R.F.

:

Next course commences 30th August, 1954.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES (Dept.32K)

3 -Band

coilpack, 88 /- : Osmor pre -aligned I.F.'s, 181- pr. ; Elston mains
trans. to specification, 32/- ; Denco 16 x 8 x 21ín. chassis, 11/-,
etc.. etc. Priced parts list available on application.
FREQUENCY MODULATION. For Wrotham high fidelity
Transmissions.
DENCO technical bulletin giving circuit and
point to point wiring diagram for building an F.M. Feeder unit.
1/6. We have all components available. Priced parts list on application.
N.B. STENTORIAN High Fidelity Speakers. HF610, 50;6;
HF810 80/8: HF912 671- ; 11F1012 (3 or 1552). 73/6ACOS 151 -g Pick -ups. HOP 20-1 std, or LP 8818. Heads only std.
or LP 4213.
COILPACKS. DENCO, CP 41L and CP 41M, 33/4: CP 3/370 pf.
and CP 3/500 pf., 42 /8. OSMOR " Q " HO 48/- : LM, 40/- : Batt.,
50!- ; TRF. 40 /- ; HF stage for HO pack. 201-. ETA 4-Station
pack. 43/8.
We stock COILS by Weymouth, Osmor, Wearite,
Denco, Teletron and R.E.P.
ELSTONE Mains Trans. for the SIMPLEX TV, 48/
VIEWMASTER. WIDE ANGLE VIEWMASTER CONVERSION. Complete set of parts for converting existing Viewmaster
to W.A., less valves, tube and mask £14118/6. W.A. Conversion
instructions. 3/6 : WB.113. 48/6: W2114. 23/6 ; WB115. 42/- :
W2116 and W2117. 7/6 each ; WB118. 22/6 : WB119, 269: WB121.
3/6
WB124. 10/6: Westinghouse 36 /EHT /30, 171 -. Plus condensers
and resistors as per our general list.
MUS.LARD "UNIVERSAL" LARGE SCREEN A.C./D.C.
'TELEVISOR. Denco drilled chassis with all mechanical parts,
FD12/4 duomag focaliser. 37/6 : 14Aí342 rectifiers. 3712
53/6
Goldsman droppers DK37/6. 8/9 DK35/6. 7/6. VA1008 varite res..

Associated with

H.M.Y.'
MARCONIPHONE
COLUMBIA

4/8. Other Denco parts. please see below.
WIDE ANGLE COMPONENTS. ALLEN. Teleking Chassis,
Coilsets (TK & Super-Visor), 44/6 : L0.308. 40/- ; F0.305.
50/DC.300-.. 39/8 : FC. 302, 31!- : GL.l6 & 18, 7/6 each : SC.312,
21 /AT.310. 30/- ; OP.117. 9,'- : BT.314. 15/- ; DENCO Chassis
21/Magnaview, 37 :8 ' Chassis, Super- Visor, 51/6 ; Coilsets, lagnaview. 41'2: WA /DCA1, 43/- : WA/FCA1. 311- WA/LC1 and WC1.
WA /FMAL 21/- :
WA!LOT1. 42/- : WA,FBT1. lei -.
7/6 each :
Send 64. stamps for our General List of components for V,t'ewmaster, Soundmaster. Williamson Amplifier, Teleking, Magnaview
(Brimar & English Electric large screen TV), Super- visor. Muilard
Universal. Close tolerance Silver Micas, etc., etc. Please add 1/postage to orders under £1.
:

L. F. HANNEY

77,

ETC.

IA's

LOWER BRISTOL ROAD, BATH
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,Re, M

that mutual inductance coupling is used to
couple the two windings and relevant coil winding
data are given in Fig. 6. Details of coil spacing are
not given, since the relative positions must, usually,
be determined by experiment.
The former used was the Aladdin Type 5937/6,
which has an overall diam. of ;;;in. and has a
winding capacity of ;;in. Incidentally, the complete
coupler can be constructed from Aladdin accessories
and is comparable with the dimensions of a midget
I.F. transformer. A 6SN7 double- triode was used
for all experiments and the response curve, in each
case, was drawn by plotting frequency against grid
current. The V.F.O. should be -set to the H.F. end
of the band in question and the primary trimmer of
the coupler adjusted- for maximum drive : then set
the V.F.O. to the L.F. end and adjust the secondary
trimmer for maximum grid drive. It may be necessary to move the relative positions of LI and L2,
question' of constructing our W.B.C.s separately, but the author did not find this necessary in his case.
after having determined the values of L and C, to Now swing the V.F.O. over the entire range and note
resonate in the centre of the pass -band of the- the grid current. If it is not fairly steady, reduce
amateur band under question ; i.e., resonating on the capacity of the 30 pF trimmer and repeat the
7.150 Mc /s for the 40-metre band. These values can process until flat grid drive is obtained. The grid
be readily determined using the various formuhe current should drop abruptly just outside the band
given in Appendix C.

-

3 - -Eqn. 8A
Qp. Qs
In designing the W.B.C. it is advisable to proceed
as follows :
(I) Use Eqn. 9 to find a suitable value of k, to give
the required bandwidth.
(2) Use Eqn. 8A to determine the best Q
values for uniform transmission response, within the
frequency limits. From Eqns. 8 and 9, we see that if
the bandwidth is large, the value of k must be
large and the relative circuit Q values will be low.
This results in the secondary voltage and current
values being small; thus the smaller the bandwidth, the greater will be the output, for a fixed
R.M.S. generator voltage input to the primary circuit.
Fig. 2 shows the relationship between k, Q and
bandwidth, utilising the equations above. Having
decided upon our circuit constants, it is simply a

Hence,

Fig. 3

k

2
3

4
5

6

1

-Pulse width and harmonic relationships.

Harmonic
of Fundamental
Frequency
(f)

is seen

Optimum la pulse Approx. Percentlength, at f c /s, ex- age Output compressed in electri- parable with Class
cal degrees (values

are approximate)

80' -120`
70' -110'

6
50' -70'
-85e

40' -50'

C Amplifier
(Class C taken
as 100%)

(/)

Plate
Vo/tage

65

45
30
25

(2)

Grid
Voltage

21

Frequency Multipliers
It is common practice to construct the V.F.O.
for the lowest frequency band to be covered and
multiply up to each separate band, using the W.B.C.
stages. It is a well -known fact that, since the pulses
of anode current of a Class C amplifier have a high
harmonic content, it follows that this type of amplifier
is ideal for W.B.C. operation ; since it is only necessary
to adjust the anode current pulse width for favourable
harmonic generation, provided that the bias is
increased as the output harmonic is increased.
(" Principles of Frequency Multiplication," PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, December, 1952.) The shorter the length
of the la pulse, the higher is the plate efficiency,
but more bias and exciting voltage are needed to
produce any given harmonic. The plate efficiencies
given in Fig. 3 are less than those normally associated
with Class C operation standards ; but since the
output is normally less than Class C, the anode
dissipation will, therefore, not be exceeded. Fig. 4
shows the various voltage waveforms to be expected
with the average frequency multiplier valve and,
although not to scale, suffices to illustrate the
point in hand.

Experimental Circuitry
The circuit shown in Fig. 5 was the basis of the
experiments conducted on W.B.C. techniques. It

(3)

-A-

Average r

P/ate

Current

f
(4)
Average !g

Grid
Current

(s

rota/ input watts Power lost in bias
Power lost at anode

)

Plate

Circuit
Power

Relationship

Total drive watts

(6)

Power lost ,n bias

Grid
Circuit

Power

Power lost at grid

Relationship

C /ass C harmonic generator
waveforms.
Ea= H.T. volts. Eb= Bias robs. Va min.= Minimum
anode volts. EL= Volts across anode load. ES= Input
drive voltage. Vg max.- Maximum control-grid volts.
Fig.

4.

Typical
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the

secondary

current

being the secondary impedance.

duces

a back E.M.F.

Band
1

1.7 Mc/s

I

3.5 Mc/s
7.0;Mc /s
14.0 Mc/s
21.0 Mc /s
28 Mc/s
Fig.

of

Zs

Prim. Sec.
Turns Turns
70

70

35
28
22

35
28
22

17
12

17
12

6.- W.B.C.

is

"'Zslp

,

Zs

This current proIp(wlbl)t
or
Zs

Approx.
Parallel
Capacity

Wire
Gauge
40g. Enam.
32g. Enam.
32g. Enam.
32g. Enam.
32g. Enam.
32g. Enam.

i

20pF.
9pF.
5pF.

2 -5pF.
2 -5pF.
2 -5pF.

coil winding data.

volts in the primary circuit. Since this voltage is
90 +90 deg., i.e., 180 deg., out of phase with Ip, it is a
back E.M.F. The reduction in voltage, due to this

back E.M.F.,

Fig.

5.-An

is-`2-

times the primary current

x

experimental circuit.

of -` Zs to the primary circuit.
Appendix B. The coefficient of coupling, k, is
defined as : " The ratio of mutual impedance
component of the two circuits to the square root of
the product of the separate primary and secondary
impedance components, of the sanie kind."
Mutual impedance component = wM.
Primary impedance component = wLp.
Secondary impedance component = wLs.
mM
-fDM- _
Therefore k =
V'wLp . wLs
VLp LS
wM
M
Thus k =
cu V Lp
Ls.
Lp .Ls

COMPONENT LIST
Two 25,000 ohm ¡W. Resistors
Two 500 ohm 1W. Resistors
One 20,000 ohm ¡W. Resistor
Three 100 pF Mica Capacitors
Two 0.01 ..F Capacitors
One 30 pF Trimmer
One F5937/6 Aladdin Former
One PP5939 Aladdin Core
One Top Plate to fit F5937/6
One Solder Tag Ring for F5937/6
One Aluminium Screening Can 21in. x 13/ 16in.
square.

/w

.

(Concluded on page 506)

limits ; if this is not the case.
the coupler is incorrectly adjusted. The response curves
obtained, using these couplers,
are reproduced in Fig. 7. The
output of the V.F.O. on the
160 metre band was in the region of 10 volts R.M.S., while
the H.T. voltage was 275.
Great care should be exercised
in the coupler construction,
since it will give endless pleasure and ease of transmitter
operation.

s4

/40

3

2/0¡

.1

28.0/

Reference 1. VFO. Output 10v RMS_
Levels
J HT Voltage 275v

APPENDICES

;

so that the effect of the secondary circuit, upon the
primary circuit, is the same as adding an impedance

:

Appendix A. The secondary voltage is produced by
Ip, the primary current. The
voltage induced in the secondary is wMlp and is 90
deg. out of phase with Ip.

o

/.7

/-8
VFO. Frequency

Fig.

7.- W.B.C.

/9

/.)

(Mc

frequency response curves.
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UNIVERSAL
PUSH-BUTTON
-416.{416-

4111.-416,111b.-411.-

-911.11r-.1111,11

PRE -SELECTED STATIONS ARE
AN A.C.ID.C. RECEIVER WITHOUT MANUAL TUNING.
UNIT
PUSH
-BUTTON
CHOSEN BY A

THIS circuit was designed with several requirements in view, and it ably fulfils them. A
good degree of selectivity and sensitivity was
desired, without the complication of a superhet
circuit, and this was achieved by using two tuned
circuits with loosely-coupled primaries, in conjunction
with an anode bend detector, which is comparatively
insensitive to weak signals. As a result, the four
desired stations were received quite free of interference, with a very short indoor aerial.
Particular attention was given, in the layout and
circuit, to avoid hum, which so readily arises in
The anode bend detector
A.C. /D.C. receivers.
cannot operate at hum frequencies, since the tuning
coil is then of negligible impedance, so no hum is

on to be amplified b_y, the output stage.
(Changing the detector to one of the more usual
type, with grid condenser and leak, resulted in a
noticeable increase in hum.) The hum level is so low
that it is difficult to hear any hum at all, unless the
ear is placed near the loudspeaker when no signal is
being reproduced.
Further to simplify operation, the on /off switch
is separate from the volume control, so that the
latter can be left at any previously obtained setting
small point which is found well worth while in a
receiver of this type. A double -pole rotary, mains
switch is used, so that the set is effectively disconnected from the mains when switched off.
The push-button unit is wired to provide one
passed

-a

35 Ka
I441

25MO.-

750v

Volume

Contro

RF

MD

`-

LFChn(

5KC]

O/F

r%s

,

V4

V/
6C6

25Z4

Detector

Coil

Coil

O

n'

Lw
k.

MW MW Mw
/
2 3

LW MW MW MW
/

Puáh Buttons

Fig.

I

z

Heater Chair

3

.- Circuit diagram.
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1

long -wave and three medium -wave stations, as
shown in Fig. 1. Each button operates a double-pole,
double -throw switch combination. When the long wave button is depressed, both trimmers Ti are
brought into circuit. When any of the other buttons
are operated, the pairs of trimmers T2, T3 and T4
are switched in, and the coils are switched to medium waves as the first button springs out. If no long wave station is required, four or five medium -wave

NNW NNW.

_

August, 1954

1.1=11_, NNW

1_, 1, 1_.0,11111110,
1.11

ME=

As there is only one stage of L.F. amplification,
very little distortion is introduced and quality of
reproduction was surprisingly good. If desired, a
measure of negative feedback could be introduced
over the output stage, by wiring a .25 megohm
resistor, with .5 /iF condenser in series, from 43
anode to 6C6 anode.
In the event of manual tuning being required, the
unused switch contacts should be used to bring into
circuit a 2 -gang .0005 iiF tuning
condenser, and the layout should
be suitably modified to accommodate this component. If a pilot lamp is wanted, a .3 amp. 6.3 volt
type, shunted by a 40 ohm watt
resistor, should be wired between
rectifier heater and mains dropper.
If these changes are made, care
should be exercised to assure that
hum is not caused. Twin flex
should be used for the pilot bulb
connections, and should be well
away from grid and anode wiring.
1

Chassis Layout
This is shown in the half -tone
illustration on this page, and the
chassis, approximately
7in. by
13ín., was bent up from sheet
aluminium. When completed, the
whole receiver pushes into the

Top

of chassis

view.

stations could be provided for, and the spare button
of course, be used for an additional station, or
for gram " reproduction. Tuning is accurately
maintained, even with changes in the aerial, because
of the loosely -coupled primary winding, and it was
for this reason that this type of coil was selected

can,

here.

COMPONENT LIST
Resistors
100 ohm, 440 ohm, and 5,000 ohm (1- watt).
1,000, 10,000, and 35,000 ohm (d -watt).
.25 megohm, .5 megohm, 1 megohm, and 4 megohm

(. -watt).
Condensers

:

Three .1 pF (359v. w.).
.1 pF (750 v. w.).
.002 pF and .005 pF (350 v. w.).
.01

pF mica.

.25 ,F.
50 pF (25 -50 v. w.).
Three 8 ¡d, (350 v. w.).
Four twin pre -set condensers.
Pair " Astral " Dual -Range coils.
.3 amp 800 ohm mains dropper with two adjustable
clips.
6C6, 6C6, 43, and 25Z4 valves, or equivalents.
Holders for same.
Double -pole 5- button push- button unit with knobs.
Double -pole mains rotary on/off switch (Bulgin).
60mA smoothing choke.
Chassis, P.M. speaker with transformer, control
knobs, 3 -ply for panel, screened [trading, etc.

1-t1141NI,NNII

back of a suitable cabinet, the
panel coming up behind a cut -out
approximately l0in. by 6in. As
a result, there are no live bolt heads or similar
exposed metal parts, and the receiver is safe.
The aerial condenser is to keep mains voltages
out of the aerial, and should he of good quality.
If the aerial is long, a small condenser may be
introduced in series with it, to sharpen aerial tuning.
A 50 pF pre -set condenser is admirable for this
position. The aerial coil and associated wiring is
above the chassis, and not screened.
Tag A on the mains dropper is the bottom fixed
clip, and goes to the switch. Tag B is the central
adjustable clip, and
goes to the 100 ohm

resistor.
Tag C is
the upper adjustable
clip, and goes to the

rectifier heater.
The condenser
wired in parallel with
the speaker transformer is connected
directly to the transformer tags, and a
capacity of .005 /4F
is suggested. A
larger capacity will
result

in

" mellow

"

a

more

tone.

of the
is cut to

The front
chassis

accommodate
on /off switch

th e

and

.,_,....0,11,_,,,.mm,1.01=.,.m_01,11,411,01111.41,1.0111.1INMIND,,.
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The trimmers are bolted along the rear runner of
the chassis, this position being chosen so that easy
adjustment is possible when receiver is in its cabinet.
Connections for the detector coa are shown on
the right. This coil is mounted by its earthing tag, as
is the aerial coil.
No reaction is used, but a coil
with reaction winding can be utilised by leaving
the reaction winding disconnected.

volume control. These are secured to the plywood
panel, and are not in contact with the chassis. As
a result, fixing bushes and spindles are " dead "
as regards possible mains voltages.

Sub- chassis Wiring
Wiring below the chassis will become clear from
the illustration at the foot of this page,- but a few
points require special note. The
heater wiring should be put on
first, and should be right against
the chassis. Other wiring is kept
clear of these leads.
The two
leads to the on /off switch pass
directly through the side runner,
between choke and panel, and
these are kept away from the
aerial, externally, to avoid possible
modulation hum.
The 43 valve grid lead is screened,
as is the lead from the detector
grid cap, to avoid hum and instability. The side of the switch near
the chassis is used for R.F. stage
switching, and the leads from the
tags on this, to the pre-sets, are
screened. All the screening bra ding should be bonded to the
chassis.
This can be done by
forming loops of connecting wire
round the screened leads, and
soldering.
The other side of the push-

button switch deals with the

detector circuit. Only the leads
to the long -wave pre-set need be screened here.
Wiring for the other side of the switch is exactly
the same, the leads being added before the switch is
secured in place.
Best alignment between push- buttons and panel
holes was obtained when the switch was securely
bolted to the panel. The frame of the sw itch should be
connected to chassis, to preserve stability, so the 6
B.A. bolts used were insulated from the switch by
means of ebonite bushes. This is desirable since the
heads are flush with
the panel.
Each of the trimmers TI to T4 is a
double trimmer, one
section tuning the
R.F. stage, and one
the detector stage.

The various leads
should go directly to
the tags, or stray
coupling may result in

instability

mom

Rear view showing pre-sets
Full details of the chassis and wiring diagrams will
month, along with further details of
the actual construction. In the meantime, for those
who are able to build from a theoretical circuit some
notes may be appropriate concerning the setting up
of the receiver. It should be emphasised, however,
that as with all A.C. /D.C. types of equipment the
utmost care is necessary to ensure that there is no
possibility of the user making contact with the mains.
One side of the mains supply, being connected to the
chassis, renders this " live " unless it is, as already
stated, placed in the cabinet, and therefore all bench
tests or 'other experiments, carried out with the set
out of its cabinet, must be carried out with the
greatest care.
be given next

Setting -Up.
The upper clip of the mains dropper should be
adjusted until the heater voltage, as measured across
rectifier or output valve, is 25.
(To be continued)
To RF Anode
Line

the

volume control is
turned to maximum.
It is also desirable that
all other connections
be short. Leads from
the aerial coil pass
down through the
chassis to the switch.

,...,_,e,,s,e, e,,._,,

wiring view

if
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C!
NUMBER

inaduui 6uglax

of queries

have

been

RecQiain

The circuit showed the mains input connected both
to earth and aerial, and it should be stated that
this can be dangerous. The coil on the right, therefore, should be the secondary of a mains transformer
in order to isolate the receiver from the mains, or,
if expense is to be saved by using only a heater
transformer, then the aerial and earth leads should
be isolated by means of fixed condensers rated
for at least 600 volts working. That on the
earth side should be .1 ¡tF and that in the aerial lead

raised

concerning the circuit published under this
title in last month's issue. First, no practical
layout diagram is available, and the only information
'e can supply is that in the issue in question. Secondly,
there is no battery version of this particular type of
valve and, therefore, it is not possible to make a
battery version of this circuit. Thirdly, the coils
may be any standard screened or unscreened modern
types, although if unscreened it is preferable to mount
them one above and the other below the chassis or
otherwise screen them from one another.

some value between .0001 and .0005 ¡1F. A revised
diagram is given below.
LF Choke
40 mA.

1270KO

66:/

o0

Output

LS,

Trans,

/6pF 8pF

.01p1-

40 mA.
250v

Rectifier

300vF

,OOpF

li

Heater
Trans,

390

O
0

o L2

K(]

p

O AP-

.1 r
T

Y Y

500

SOG

PF

NFT

--Ganged

470
Il

p
ó ó

,/

1

Y
6vo

qq

ISM
1

1

pF
1

Tuning------

If

"...TOO
pF

5M(J

Volume Control

The Modern refie.v receiver.

News from the Clubs

CLIFTON AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

Hon. Sec.: C. H. Bullivant, G3DIC, 25, St. Fillans Road,
London, S.E.6.
membership of this society is continually on the increase
THEand each week sees one or two new members. The Clifton
caters for all aspects of amateur radio front -the constructor to the
Programmes are
short -wave listener and licensed operator.
arranged to suit all tastes. For instance, on May 7th club member
his home on
"
Hi
-Fi
"
and
demonstrated
D. Veasey gave a talk
built amplifier with standard and L.P. recordings, whilst on
Junk
was
held.
On this
popular
Sale
May 21st another
occasion there was a record attendance of 48 and many pieces
first
a comhands,
including,
for
the
time,
changed
of equipment
plete television set.
Constructional evenings were held on May 14th and 28th,
when members busily engaged themselves on building up new
equipment or repairing faulty equipment.
During July it is proposed that the following meetings and
events take place :
July 9th, Constructional evening ; July 16th, Any Questions ? ;
July 18th, Second D.F. contest ; July 23rd, Constructional
-

evening ; July 24th/25th, Transmitting and receiving contest.
Meetings are held every Friday at 7.30 p.m., at the clubrooms, 225, New Cross Road, London. S.E. 14. A warm and
cordial welcome awaits visitors and new members.

SOUTHEND AND DISTRICT' RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : J. H. Barrance, M.B.E., 49, Swanage Road, Southend on -Sea, Essex.

Southend group of radio amateurs took part in the National
THEField
Day organised by the Radio Society of Great Britain

recently in

a

24-hour

continuous watch.

Two portable stations

were manned ; one at Thundersley Glen, working on 80 and 160
metres, and one at Pulpitts Hockley, working on 20 and 40
metres. Contacts were made with some 200 similar portable
stations in the British Isles and about a dozen foreign countries,
in spite of the rain, thunder and lightning. At one period during
the night, the rain was electrostatically charged, as was also the
tent and the whole area. The conditions were the worst ever
experienced at this annual event ; proving that in an emergency

communications could be maintained without mains or wire
in extremely adverse circumstances.
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rellüth/e ¡perform flIfee
STAND-OFF
TORS.

Working

voltage
Very
high

SPIN
WHEEL
A precision slide
rule drive complete with
3 hand glass scale.
The
spin wheel drive
gives
8

DRIVE.

1,500/5,000.
insulating resistance.
Ceramic non -tracking. Silicone treated to repel moisture (ideal
for tropics).
Tag or spill end. We have
a full range to cover most

through
ratio 24
I.
Fitted with
constant velocity coupling,
eliminating strain on condenser
and
providing
mechanical and electrical
isolation from vihration and

needs.

noise.

control

perfect

:

Price 27 (s.

JACKSON BROTHERS
Telephone

:

M.G.
GANG
CONDENSER.
Available as
I, 2 or 3 gang, 490 p.F.
nominal capacity, matched

standardised to close
limits.
Cadmium plated
steel frame.
Aluminium
Vanes.
Low
loss
non hygroscopic
insulation.
Length esdudin3 spindle
and

gang
- rice
?din.
I

l

-I

111.1.1g.
14 -.

1!..11,2,.

(London) LTD.,

CROydon 2754 -5.

:

,;,

in.

to

3

gan3

9'3.
3 gang, 18/3.

KINGSWAY
WADDON
SURREY
: WALFILCO, SOUPHONE, LONDON.

Telegrams

20 to 200" 200". to 2 kc/s 2 to 20 kc/s 20 to 200 kC/s

T

WHEN YOU. CONSIDER the LOW
FREQUENCY SIGNAL
enormous frequency range of this
instrument (10,000-11 we feel you
GENERATOR
must agree that it represents quite
outstanding value at its very
modest price. "Providing," 3011
will .say, " it is all you claim it to
be."
OF COURSE. We say that this
instrument is good, but let the
specification speak ; hyperbole cannot enhance facts. The, workmanship is sound and, where
necessary, robust -we have a hard
experience
of sending many
thousands of our instruments on
long postal journeys. The mechanical design and layout are, we think,
eminently practical-knobs where
you want them and a desk type
cabinet which removes the backache from scale reading.
We make no claims for our instruments which are 'not true, and if
you wonder why the price is so
:
low we can give the reason. We
make instruments and sell them or £5 -5 -0 Deposit and 6 Monthly
Payments of £2 -2 -0
direct to the user-it is as simple
as that!
(Post and Packing 5/- Extra)

PRICE

£15 -15 -0

Rcuit-C Wien
Bridge oscillator cirwith automatic amplitude

stabilisation.
amplifier protects oscillator from effects of varying external loads.
Cathode -follower output stage.
Frequency coverage 2Cet, to
200 Kc;s, in four decade ranges.
Sine wave output with less than
1% distortion.
Output power and voltage 0.1
watt into 600 ohms or 10 volts
across 5,000 ohms.
A.C. mains operation -110 and
200-250 volts 50- 100rv.
Call and inspect this instrument
iwe are open until 12.30 p.m.,
on Saturdays)' or send for full
technical details. Our range includes SIGNAL GENERATORS

Buffer

:

PATTERN

GENERATORS

CALIBRATED VARIABLE CONDENSERS
SUBSTITUTION
BOXES.

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOMED
HOMELAB INSTRUMENTS LTD., 615-617 High Road, London, E.10
Phone: LEY 5651

Telegrams

:

HOMELAB, LEYSTONE, LONDON
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IMPORTANT
NEW BOOKS
Crystal Rectifiers and Transistors.
edited by M. G. Say. 21s. Od.
Postage 6d.

Practical Television Circuits,
F. J. Camm. 15s. Od. Postage
Practical Wireless Circuits,
F. J. Camm. 10s.6d. Postage

by
6d.
by
4d.

Television Circuit Refinements, by
5s. Od.
C. H. Banthorpe.
Postage 3d.
The Oscilloscope at Work, by
A. Haas and R. W. Hallows.
Postage 6d.
Please irrite or call
catalogue.
15s. Od.

THE

for

our

MODERN BOOK
COMPANY

Britain's Largest Stockists
Technical Books
19 -23

of

PRAED STREET
(Dept. P.7.)

LONDON, W.2
'Phone : PADdinglon 4185.
Open all day Saturday.

( O)1111'NICATIONS RECEIVER 8.1155.
Pee famous ex- Bomber Command Receiver
known the world over to he supreme in its

ranges 13.5-7.5 me s.
kc. s. 500 -2íx0 kc s,
200 -75 Itc s, end is easily and simply adapted
for normal mains use. lull details being
supplied. Aerial tested before despatch
these are IN EXCELLENT CONDITION
class.

Covers

mc'v.

7.5-3.0

5 -wave

1,500 -500

ORIGINAL
IN
MAKERS
CASES. ONLY £9'19'6.
few

A

TRANSIT

partly dismantled receivers are

availabl. FOR CALLERS ONLY. Ideal as
a source of gpare parts. ONLY 30'- each.
A factory made Power Pack. Output Stage
and Speaker. contained in a black crackled
cabinet to match the receiver, can be
Operates
supplied at ONLY £5,10'0.
receiver immediately.

FIRST -CLASS
RADIO COURSES

.

.

GET A CERTIFICATE!

QUALIFY AT HOME -IN SPARE
TIME

After brief, intensely interesting study

time -YOU can secure your proPrepare for
fessional qualification.
YOUR share in the post -war boom

--

--

in Radio. Let us show you how

GUIDE

FREE

!

DEDUCT 10'- IF PURCHASING RECEIVER
8&.
POWER PACK TOGETHER.
Please add carriage costs of 10:6 for Receiver,
and 5'- tor Power Pack.

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such

2' in. Circular Flush Mounting. Widely calnirated
scale of 15 divisions marked "Yards." which
can he re- written to suit requirements.
These movements are almost unobtainable
to -day and being BRAND NEW IN
6IAKERS CARTONS area snip. ONLY 42 8.

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
P.M.G. Radio
Final
Radio,
Amateurs, Exams., Gen. Cert.

100

MU

RO %IIPS 31E'tElt -S.

to
TR.INSFORMERS.-Manufactured
our specifications and fully 'guaranteed
Normal Primaries.

925 -9 -425 v.

250

a.. 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a. ONLY 50!350 r.-0-350 v. 160 m.a. 6.3 v. 6 a.. 6.3 c. 3 a..
v. 3 a. OM.% 42'6: 250 v. 0-50 v. 100 m.a.,
0.3 v. 6 a.. 5 v. 3 a. ONLI' 32 6. 3:30 v. -035') v. 151 tea.. 6.3 v. 5 a.. 0-4 -5 v. 3 a. ONLY
32 6. The above are fully shrouded upright
4.3 v.

4

mounting. 5.5 kV. E,H.T. with 2 windings
of 2 v. 1 a.. ONLY 72'8: 7 kV E.H.T.. with
PLEASE ADD 2'4 v. 1 a., ONI.Y 82 6.
POSTAGE FOR EACH TRANSFORMER.

2.

-undertaken at home in your spare

success-compelling qualifications as

of Educ., London

11.5c. (Eng.),

A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,

Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with parti:ulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this
It may well
invaluable publication.
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

--

FOUNDED
150,000

1885

-OVER

SUCCESSES

---1

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING

148, HOLZORN,
LONDON, E.C.I

(Dept. 461),

KC. ('INSTALS.- Standard 2 pin
mounting. Ex-new equipment and perfect.
ONLY 15- (postage etc.. i -)
500

8 YOI.T SIER AT'OR PA('KS.-Made by
Don't scrap that H.R.O. of America. Output 163 v. 80 ma.. TELETRON SUPER INDUCTOR COILS
full
failing car battery 6.3 v. 3 a. Contains 6X5 rectifierin andblack
WITH MINIATURE DUST CORES
Self contained
radio cell. Try smoothing.
Type IIAX.- Tripla
RE
size 71n. x Vin. x Gin.
WBAT orRenewbat
cabinet
crackled
condi- ONLY 29.'6 (postage. etc.. 2 -1.
wound for Xtal diodes. No
overlap. Ideal Radio
tioner. Works like
"Head" for Recording and
Simple and safe to AMERICAN ROTARY Tic 4NSFORM
a charm.
Quality Amplifier:. 31- ea.
use. Full instructions. Car size ERS. -12 v. D.C. input. output 255 v. 65 nt.a. Coils of guar. performance for
electric
or
running
for
car
radio.
Useful
3i -, p.p. 6d. Radio size, 1/9.
stamps for
shaver from car battery, etc. ONLY 22'6. every purpose. 3d.and
circuits.
lull range, data
CHAMPION PRODUCTS,
CO..
TELETRON
THE
exR.A.F.
are
-These
PCIIPS.
1"A('l'Ill
43, Uplands Way, London, 94.21. rotary vane type, and are ideal for handy- 966, Nightingale ltd.,
Phone: LAB 4457
I ontlou. N.9.
men and model makers, etc. New and
;

atlInseax
Introducing

the:

-

THREE
MAKE SOLDERING
A PLEASURE

SMALL

SOLDERING IRON

Complete with detachable

19/6
BENCH STAND
The smallest high -power
iron.
Length
soldering
only 81' : adjustable long
bit dia. 3 16 mains volt100/110,

2001220,

230250.
The

"STANDARD"

Popular Soldering Iron
14;11.
now reduced to

Replacement Elements and
Bits for both types always

available.

KENROY LIMITED

162/297 UPPER ST.,
ISLINGTON, LONDON,
N.1.

Rey. Desis t
N0.867&11
amb

2

INDICATOR CHITS, TYPE 6.- Contain
VCR97 Tube with mu -metal screen. 4 valve..:

TUNA TRIPLE

ages

ONLY 22'6 (postage. etc.,

Unused.

Telephone :
Canonbury 4905 -4663

of EB3I. NEW CONDITION.
59'6 (carriage, etc., 7'6).

EE50 and

OILY

SPARKS' DATA SHEETS

2

LO 31.
LO 15.
LO'21.
LO 27.
LO'30.
I.O' 31.
LO 35.
LO 41.
LO 18.
LO ;D.
LO'14.
LO'32.
LO 17.

n9 and
'anal Sheets of Guar:,.
Tested Radio Designs
Portable M I, w,ve.s.
Receiver.
-2.000
m.
2 -Valve All -dry 13
3 -Valve All -dry T.R.F. M L waves.
4 -Valve All -dry All -wave Superhet.
2 -Valve All -dry M; L wave Receiver.
3 -Valve version of above.
9 -Valve T.R.F version of 30 and 34.
9 -Valve Superhet M 1, Portable.
2 -Valve Plus Rect. A.C. D.C. M,L.
An A.C. only version of the above.
3 -V Plus Rect. T.R.F. A.C./D.C. M'L.
An A.C. only version of the 14.
A.C.'D.C. 3 -V Plus Rect. Portable.
waves sell-contained aerial.
All4 -Valve Plus Rect. A.C.'D. C.

2 -Valve

METERS
PRl('11
F.S.D. SI'/.E. AND TYPE
15'I ma. D.C. 2!in. Flush square
2218
D.C.21in. Flush circular
1
25'D.C. 2!ln. Desk type
1
7'8
square
Flush
D.C.2in.
5
..
12'8
D.C. 211n. Flush circular
103
718
D.C. 2in. Flush square
159
1218
D.C. 21fn. Flush circular
500
5'therm° tin. Flush square
503
M
5'thermo 2fn. Pro). circular
500
7'8 LO 22.
20 amps D.C. lin. Pro). circular
7'6
40 amps D.C. 21n. Pro). circular
5 30 -0-30 amp D.C. Car type moving Iron
15 volts A.C. 21in. Flush, cire., mor. Iron 8''S
AMPLIFIERS
Cartons
Maker's
New
in
All meters Brand
Wide range of Designs available.
FULL - SIZF. DATA SHEETS FOR
Amounts giren for carriage refer to inland only. ABOVE WITH DETAILED DESCRIPTIVE INS'l'ltC('l'IONS. REC.
which are
ALL 218. excepting L0117 and 22.Old.
stamp.
3'- and LO 41, 3'3. All flux
CORPORATION,
U.E.I.
details of
full
List
giving
For my Latest
133, Gray's Inn Road, London. W.C.1 above and other designs send 2;.d stamp.
(Phone : l'ERnrinus 7937)
COMPONENTS AND DRILLED
CHASSIS SUPPLIED
(Ouen until 1 p.m. Saturday.. We are 2
mins. from lliglr Holborn (Chancery L. ORMOND SPARKS (P.)
Lane Station) and 5 min.. by bus from 8, co(' It'l' ROAD, s5YAN A(a:. DORSET.
(Note New Address)
King'. Cross-)
-

;

-
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AMPLIFIERS -CONTINUED

By R.
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Kindle

(Continued from page 396 July issue)

a matter of fact,
somewhat irregularly
a number of such
spaced and hence the
I
A Series of Articles Dealing with the Theoretical
curves are given
distortion to which valves
Considerations of Amplifier Design, and Con on the same graph ; each
are prone. Fig. 21 gives
taming at a Later Stage Constructional Details
curve is for a different
the actual curves of a
of Various Types of Amplifier.
grid voltage, but along
triode. They would be
any particular curve the
curved over also at the
grid voltage is constant.
upper end if they were
if the valves were perfect
extended so far, but the
these lines would be perfectly straight and the makers set a limit to the amount of power that may
" curves " for different grid voltages in equal steps be dissipated at the anode. In this case it is 1.5 watts,
volt which means that the H.T. power tvoFts multiplied by
(say each curve is for a grid voltage of
different from its neighbour) would be parallel and mA) consumed must not be more than this figure.
equally spaced. Such idealised curves for a fictitious The dotted curve on the characteristic curves indicates
perfect valve are shown in Fig. 20, for Eg =0 volts this maximum and there is little point in drawing the
to Eg= -9 volts in steps of one volt. Supposing the curve farther into the realms that may not be used.
anode load is 50 K and the H.T. applied is 250 On this set of curves, is superimposed the load lines
volts. Now if 250 volts appeared actually at the anode for the three load resistance values considered for
of the valve (Fig. 20b) there must be no current the idealised valve, i.e., 25 K2, 50 K2 and 100 Kt?.
flowing because there is no voltage drop in the Now the load lines do not cross the curves at exactly
anode load, so the first point of the resistance graph, regular intervals. The 25 K2 load is not too bad,
which is being superimposed on the anode volts/ however, over part of its length, though at its
anode current graph, is for Ea =250 volts and la= extremes the spacing becomes erratic.
The region
0 mA. At the other extreme, if the whole 250 volts between -2 volts, and
volts gives reasonably
appeared across the load, so that, in effect, the valve constant spacing between the curves and the 4 volts
was a short circuit, there would be 0 volts at the grid swing gives an anode voltage swing of from
anode and the current flowing would be, by Ohm's about 135 volts to 205 volts (read from the base
scale corresponding with the two extreme points
law, =5 mA. The second point to plot on the along the load line over
which the valve is worked).
graph is, therefore, for Ea =O and la =5 mA. These Input 4 volts, output 70 volts, amplification
=172
two points are A and B respectively on Fig. 20a, and
the line joining them is called the load line for times. That is easy
Kil. The valve, working with such a load, must
The 50 K2 load line will allow an
input
always operate according to a point resting along signal, but the abode now swings from equal
110 volts to
this line. When a signal is applied to the grid the 190 volts ; now input 4 volts, output SO volts
operation of the valve will carry it along the load cation 20 times- better than the smaller load.amplifiHow
Mine between the extremes represented by the voltage
about a larger load still, then ? According to the
of the signal. The requirement for distortionless 100 K2 load line the same input
swing takes the
amplification is that for a certain slight change in
grid voltage there must always be the same change
in anode current, and this is clearly the case with this
o
imaginary valve because the various curves are
E9
parallel and at equal distances and anywhere along rOmA
the load line the distance between two adjacent
line extends over an equal
"curves" along the
part of the Ea volts scale. Load lines for different
anode loads will all start from the same point on the
baseline (assuming that the H.T. voltage remains
constant), i.e., at the point representing the H.T.
supply, 250 volts in our example, but they will run
to different points on the la scale because the maxi- 5mA
mum current for the condition of zero volts at the
valve anode will vary. For instance, a load of 25 K2
permits a maximum current of IO mA and so the load
line is AC ; for 100 K2 the maximum current is z mA
22 mA and the load line is AD. The greater the load
a
the less steep the load line. On all these lines distortionless amplification is possible and so the obvious
inference is to use the bigger load if the maximum
amplification is required.
ra
hTappiißy
Ea
But, to leave the world of imagination and to get
(25ó v
down to the practical facts, the real valve curves are
not at all like Fig. 20 ; they are curved and they are Fig. 20. -Load lines of an imaginary perfect triode.
AS
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t'ONwei

as will be seen from Fig. 21, the
grid voltage has to be kept more negative than -5
signal peak -to -peak of 95 volts, making the gain
volts with 250 volts H.T. to avoid the maximum
line and the erratic spacing of inter= nearly 24 times. This is better still, but notice that dissipation
the load line is getting near to the curved ends of sections with the grid voltage curves indicates a high
the gharacteristic, where the spacing is less regular, degree of distortion.
To sum up the triode case, therefore, the optimum
indicating that the proportion of distortion is on
the increase, and the load line for 250 KSd also load is the load represented by a load line drawn from
shown is even worse so far as distortion is concerned. the applied H.T. voltage and at an incline such as to
1f, however, the input signal is less than that already cut the curves as near as possible at right angles.
considered the distortion caused by the curvature The value of the load is calculated by observing the
current indicated on the la axis where the load line
20
cuts the la axis. Then by Ohm's Law R =E.I., i.e.,
/00011
H.T. voltage multiplied by la (multiplied by 1,000
The load can be
because la is measured in mA).
Max. dissipation
made somewhat larger than this optimum with an
/5 watts
increase in gain, but if made much larger the input
/ /ti a
signal must be kept small or else the H.T. supply
must be increased to avoid undue distortion. On the
,
/ hd
other hand, if the load is made less than optimum
the gain will be reduced and if much smaller the degree
/ /b
of distortion will be seriously increased. Generally,
A
the anode load ofa triode should not be less than three
/
times ra as specified by the valve makers.

anode volts over the range 85 volts to 180 volts, a

of 1,000 ohms,

95

/

Pentode

Now consider similarly a pentode, for which the
equivalent curves are given in Fig. 22.. The same
considerations apply, i.e., to avoid distortion the
load line must cut the curves for the range over
which the grid is to swing so that they are as near as
We already know that the
possible equidistant.
pentode will not accept so great a grid signal as the
,00 triode without serious distortion, and these curves
/00
200
2 0 300
The optimum load will be
bear out this fact.
Fig. 2I. -Load lines of a triode.
represented by the load line that crosses the curve
will be proportionally less. The rule is, then, that for the lowest grid voltage reached by the signal
the load can be made larger, and consequently a input just above the curved foot. For instance, an
greater amplification obtained, for a given degree of anode load of 100 KQ will allow the grid to swing
to about -2.5 volts without a great deal of disdistortion for a smaller input signal.
tortion. Increasing the load increases the distortion
and requires a reduction in input signal for equally
Grid Current
In considering the permissible grid voltage swing tolerable results ; on the other hand, decreasing the
the risk of grid current has to be borne in mind. load actually decreases the distortion at the expense
In fact, because the curves are nearly
Electrons that are attracted to the grid of the valve of gain.
have to pass through the grid resistor, in which horizontal the load line has to be practically vertical,
process they will produce a voltage that will upset indicating a zero load, to cut the curves at right
the working point of the valve and so cause distor- angles and so to give the minimum distortion. At
tion. That is quite generally known, but what is not best, however, a pentode can accept only a small input
always realised is that grid current can flow before unless considerable distortion can be tolerated.
the grid goes positive. For instance, iri the case of
Practical Design Considerations
an ordinary triode such as is now being considered
It will be remembered from the earlier discussion
grid current begins'to flow when the grid is -1 volt,
and consequently the input signal must not be that the shunt capacitance across the load resistance
allowed to drive the grid more positive than this is the stray capacitance from anode to cathode (Cak)
of tie amplifying valve plus the input capacitance
point.
of the following valve (Cgk ; this is the "cold " input
Small Load
capacitance, i.e., that before power is supplied to the
Now consider the other extreme -the reduction of valve) plus the capacitance fed back from anode to
the load to a smaller value. It will be seen that as the grid of the following valve by virtue of the Miller
load is decreased the load line takes on a steeper and Effect, and this fed back component amounts to
steeper angle, cutting the grid volt curves more and (it -1). Cag ; these are the inter -electrode capacitances.
more obliquely. Now if the spacing of the curves is the electrodes involved being indicated by the little
varying, and we know that such is the case, by cutting letters, g being grid, a being anode and k being
the curves more obliquely the variation in spacing is cathode.
In Table
are given the values of inter -electrode
more and more accentuated and so distortion becomes worse and worse. Another effect is that, to capacitances of some valves likely to be used for
The total shunt
keep below the maximum permitted dissipation line resistance coupled amplification.
the range of grid voltage permissible becomes more capacitances are given also, assuming a gain of 12
(Continued on page 489.)
restricted for the H.T. voltage assumed. For a load
s
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CONDENSERS
The following is a selection from our

FOR SETS OF

=ALPHA

VALVES

0

;obi.

x

-

v.

4.50

...

nr/d. 4311 v.
mfd. 350 v.
x:32 mf,i. 475 v.

...
...

12
16

...
...

...
...

2(3!4/-

...

..

...

3/3
4/9

24 u,ß1. 430 v.
25 16 mfd. 350 v.
32 v n,f,l. 1311 v.
32
111 mid. 3511 v.
3.2 : :1.2 mfd. 430 v.

...
...

...
...

2/9
3/6

A

...

4 n,Ll. 450 v.
TIN. 450 e.
III s A nlfd. 350 v.
16 x 16 mfd. 350 c.
20 20 nitd. 500 v.

61C8G, 6K7G, 6Q7G, 6V60, 5Z4G. 37 8 per set.
1R5, 185, 1T4, 184 or 1354 or 3V41, 30,- per set.

767, 797, 706, 7C5, 7Y4, 42/- per set.
ECH42, EF41, EBC41, EL41, EZ40, 50:- per set.
UCH42, UF41, UBC41, UL41, ÚY41, 50 - per set.
12K8, 12K7, 12Q7, 35Z4, 35L6 or 50L8, 37 ;6 per set.

...

...

einford

corners, available in following slave:
bin. x 4in.S 2t in., 4/8 en. Sin..\ dins
°lin., 8/3 ea.
7iu. x "lin.,
7/3 ea. 12in. n Sin. x 21íu., 818 ea.
141n. x Ain. x 2/ in., 9/8 ea.
1l in. x
flic a2lin.,12 /-ea. All are four sidol
type suitable for amplifiers, radio
remivers, etc., etc.
ft

mop
atop

HEATER TRANSFORMERS
lrput 2 colt .5 amp ..
4/6

231 v.
2S1

eure

1/8 yd.
1/6 5'd,

lin. ELIPTICAL
TYPE SPEAKER COMPLETE
WITH
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER, 1918 ea.
ELAC 4io. z

volt, :t0 luny...
voll. 1.3 amp...

r. In11,l 1
v. Input 4 snit :tall 0,05
v. ;spot :, volt 131 amp...
!:tí v. I n , t. II.:t fuit .51401p...
231 T. Io p :,t 6.3 volt 1.5 :mop...
2:11 v. Input 6.21301f 3.11 anlil...
2:íI v. Input 12 volt.75 anrp...
2:1, v. Input Ii.3 3011 1.5 :rais
teat

5

9/ES
VALVES
6/- 81811;
8/8 6Hli
8/- 6,130;

11'/.4

IA311'i'
1C5CT

2

amp ...

...

IL4

Ilts

.

7/8 6J5GT

8 8

u--

194

8 8

1136

1715

5/6 :001
8.9 :111111
8 6 9004

7/8 1îJ311
7/8 6471;
7/6 6167G
1T4
7/6 11K7M
1115
.10/- I1K70T
:r20V9G
6/9 6K9G
252
5r- 11103';11
3A4
9/- IIK9GT
7Q4 (S18) 9/6 6.16
3136

394
3V4

4G1
42
511411

0Y:1(IT
5Z3
5'L4C

6A7

6180
1iA8CT
8AC7
61G3
GARS

tiAL5

/

,a},

112
5 5 6 :151

5/- 6L6(4

8/6 61.70
8/- 6S7

3/. 6Q7G
8/- 6Q7UT

8/6 fiMA7(IT

8/-

6i(7

60117

8/6
8/6 60.J741T
9/8 09167
9/8 69157
10/6 114767(1'
8/8 69Q7

9r9/- 6530

6(14
r,C:561T

9/-

1i113

9/-

105.1111

7/6 101'I4
7/8 1216
9/- 121157

9/8/8

12.1'17
12t28

7/6 12H6
61-112,15

8:6'

11I67

81 13Kì1:T
8j.:12`107

91- 120H7
9/- 12047

7'8 129R7

7/- IiVB(T

6( Y)

8/8

10V60

6ATr,
6AM3
(iB8G
8BE6
1iBN'li
6C6

Io, 11

6115511

6111.6

4/- 787
9/- 7c3
9r-

"

9- lo,"

8'-'. I2007
8 8. 128K7

7/6 60,17

9/.
7/.

8 9
6 6

71-11

7117

7/6 7R7
6/6 77

8/- 707
5/-

7/8

120417
12137

7'8 101)1
8
8
8

':,tu,l

^-:11.u1r1

23/4(

6 'S.i7.6r)'l'
'6 35Z4GT
8

n1.11(:'P
ATP4

14,3

('.I..R. Law mol-tance, 1200 7/6 pr
C.H. R.
High
1,si tance.
...

4.1101113
.4

meneau
'phones.

11

.

lightweight
inch

/.

l'e.

1,2ou t1

1/9 ea.

..

for 2/1.

2

_- v.

mfd.:i:50 v.
...
(B.R. Range)
BR.'150 S mf,l. 500 v....
64

,11

83
29

.1

u

6e

,'11:1.5

49

ri

11

88-

IiI'VIl

O

mfd. 3:01 v
mfd. 3.50 V.

8.

8 1111,1. 3511

16

nlfil.

1,1

-

1.90
I':36

819

98

8-

5 .

6; 9 -

9'-

5,8
5,8

11/8
9 9 -

./.41

1

:

1

mbl. 350 v.

inf.'.

8

mlll.

8;6

11¡306 10 6' I:5511
1
10 - EP/I0 9yI
1

;

8 8 5 -

11.111111

8/81KT74
7/8 I; T71)
816 R'f\1
9:- I( f/ II
10;6 I, /
9.- \I114
,

I

1

,

,

'

1

10

1:150

\ 11116

5-

319

8/2/4/-

41-

11111.4

I:Fti

8'8

-'

EP51

8,13

l0-

:111

59
9'-

C'111i5o.:m

9/-

5

:52

'R103

I:I.:r2
69.'1"1'11
6 6 \1^"<
7 6

I

56\

,

9;- I1\I1

9

8-

l'i0
n:/:<PU

7.61 K'l'81

8,13

318

I:K:32

9-.0141

1

I,i.!

Si-

7/8

',

PI:\ -

l':1:,

III

-

5

2 -

\

9 6
4 9

11'77

5

1

98

tCSI.

\rt.5

..

3/-

...

2/9

...

...
...
...
...

.

4/-

1/9
4/9
1/9

Bias Condensers
Tag endell-luetal types
12 rnbl. 50 v. ...
25 mfd. 55 v. ...
...

...
...

1,r_

...
...

2/9
1/9

mfd.

511

r.

12

...

v.

...

Ind mid. 25 .

Wire ended
covered

odd.

'23

Types.

316

51
36

8.6
10/30/-

8_AC6PES 516 P1283
7/3 7Q7
13 - S66
116
7/8 714
8 I'V68
6/. PL82
11 6 l'li:s
1iFtIG
1
7/- 73
CV71
1/- 5I.81
13 8 Sil
A SPECIAL PURCHASE OF TUNGSRAM VALVES ENABLES US
TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING
257.5
9/- 6460
9- 104125 111812,513
9 - I.1 210
e, /.
HP4101
O. I1BFI t
9
11/8 6\Iil:1'
6,3 61'70
8/8 01'220
6/5.170
8/8 80
9'- l'V:311
9/-11.1"220
6/- 111110
5.19
H R2111
5/9

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
3 -way mounting type
MT
4

I.- Prin'ary

0-210-210-230

1/-

...

r..

...
...

Cardboard
...

1/9
1/9

RADIO CRYSTALS, 1/8 doz.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS.
2011.210 v. A.C. at 10 amps. Bakelite
c"e in very good condition. 15; -,
pap. 216.

MT:- Primary

0- 210 -230--250.

Secondare 350-0-230 v. 80 In A
Ii.:t v. 4 asp., 5 v.
ainps. Roth
filament windings lapped 4 v.
17/8 each.

l'ri

METAL RECTIFIERS
volt ante.
...
... 1/6 ea.
...
... 3/- ea.
colt I amp.
230 volt 4:1 mA.
...
... 6/9 ea.
...
... 7/6 ea.
250 volt 73 nA.
:11111
volt 611 111A.
7/6 ea.
4/9 ca.
Pull Wax, 12 volt 1 amp.
12 volt 2 amp...
8/8 ea.
12 volt 3 atop.... 13/6 ea.
12

HALF WAVE I MBA PENCIL
RECTIFIERS
K3í4

1

kV

1.140

K314.1

K3 /510

1.:260

Complete fn every detail, go -axial
plugs and supply leads. EF42 valve
supplied. A modern unit by well-

knewa maker -act ex-Government.
Price 21'- ea.

...

kV ...

...
...

kV

K3/611 1. 5 'kV
K31900 2..550 kV

...

4/6

6/-

...

7/9
8/3

...
...

9/-

...

14/-

...

STANDARD S.T.C.
RECTIFIERS
RM1123 v.
RM'2 123 v.
8M3 123 v.

PRE AMPLIFIER

ltMa

60

m/a

... 3/9 eu.
... 4/3 ea.

lt m/a
1111

250 v. 250

nr /a

m/A

..

5/- ea.

... 16 /- ea.

THE

" COMPACT " TELEVISION
AERIAL
Be Aatilerence, Ltd., type CD4,
Lsted at 50/ -, our price 19; 6.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE
(bd. in stamps.)

All components for " Modere Reflex Receiver "

6616
('iF15C

July issue listed.
TERMS : Cash with order
ac
folios!): Orders value

or C.O.D. Postage and Packing chargea extra
111 /add 0,1.: 211/- add 1/411/- add 116 ;
l:.i add 2/- relent otherwise stated.
Minimum C.O.D. fee and postage, 2/3.
MAIL ORDER 076121.
;

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE " DEPT. P.W.,,

,ALPH
6

VIÑCES

1

v.

,co/are 230 -0 -230 v. 80 lnA
arepo, 4 v. 2 amps with taps at
v
filament winding. Prier,

1/3

mid.
2/3
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. High
Ii rude Wax Dipped 220/240 v. input.
0 and 1.2 v. 2 amp. output. 10/6 each.
FLEX CONNECTORS. 5 amp. size,
2 pin, 11- ea.
NYLOII DRIVE CORD. 23 pile. on
Wooden Keel. Best quality. Special
Prier, 219 reel.

*

8/3 "1,0e.

.

r. ...

12 v.
39

TRAPS, Type IT6, 2/6 enOUTPUT 'TRANSFORMER, standard
l'entnlle, 2/9 ea.
I.P. TRANSFORMERS, 465 kc /e.,
ION

17/8- each.

119

tun odd.

221111, .arri;Igc 7/12.
VITAVOX PRESSURE UNITS. Heavy
Duly P.M. 211 watts. Tu fit the above
horua. Brand new. 24/9/8, carriage

4

1 /11

...

:,11

s5nmc sure, weigh approx. 23 II,,.
d mcasare 44in. from tap to bottom

4/9

2/9

Cardboard

450 v.

post.

42in. EXPONENTIAL HORNS. 1110
fitting. These horny have a 28ín

4/8

8:6

-I.m\
I

9:- \'I'1:;:.

8/6 5E045
8;6 PES°2 1
6/8 PL33

8/-

430

1/9

...

30

I:11:14

...

and

5/ -.

...

mfd. 12 v.
Wire ended Types

11-6

54s
2/8

...
...
...
...
...

v.

451)

mbl. 450 v.
nlfd. 3511 v.

2/-

(... 1/9
...

2511

5o

11441

...

24 u1fu. 350 1'.

9'8
12:8
12/10.-

I!BC33

-

11

7/8 KT2

8 8

I

136'0P61

.151

'I\

1

v.

330 v.

PMI.

mfd.

11

II.tI
"VA
1

QI'21
10,8.'11^"2

1

l'4n
:/4,1

'1

11'8
7'8
7;8

t12211

11 6
14 8

I

11 -

11 -

11- 1'1sl

ì

16
Ili
16 -'S1

...

5/9

.`/9

...

...

packing

2/8

5/6

ea. 3/3
ea. 3,'6
ra. 4, -

.

11'8

11/8
11/- l'II -II
11,6 I'JO'
6/6
ts
101- lrl'11

It4l

6,-

11'6

2í-

1:141

2.-

11-

9i- 51,2

):;,11
148

...

...

ßR.1630 l6 mfd.
118.2030 211 mfu. 5011 v.
8 mfd. 3>f10 v.
8
BR.501 30 mfd. 12 y....
Midget Metal Types

.10

GUAANDT60XEDEw

...

.

'

46,- each.
pies

niA.:159 v.

8

nuf,l. 350 v. 25 tuA.

3'2

:1.2

SUMMER VALVE OFFER
EFB, 8' -. EL2. 6 -. 5130. 5' -.
220 IPT, 8: -.
1L13C, 2:8.
Mffi.4, 5; -. 8A6, 3.9. 7D8, 8,9.

88

46

/5/8/9/5/-

10

HEADPHONES

o ide type
CRYSTAL DIODES,

complete with screened lead and
plug Crystal insert, nickel chrome
plated head, listed at 2 gas. Our
price, 21,- each.

5

10/-

.

Hea,lb:m,l,
HAND MICROPHONE
BY " REGENT "

7/9

9:11

and

...
...

2

!:11

LINE CORD
con;

3
3

Input

v.

:32

3/9

...

.

aS

Special purchase once again
enahlen us to offer this splendid
unit, order yours now and
make sure while stooks last.
Collero AC37 Gram motor,
complete with loin. turntable.
governor controlled to run at
78r.p.m. Suitable for 100;125 v..
201,256 v.,

3:6

.

CHASSIS
Aluminium.
n,irilled,

MOTORS

4/3/-

...

8 - 16
8 24

45'- per set.

10 EF50 Valves (Ex New Unite),

COLLARO AC37
GRAMOPHONE

stocks of manufacturers' surplus
condensers,
W by
well -known
makers.
Aluminium Can types, Clip fixing

RADIO
CHAMBERS,

SUPPLY

VICTORIA SQUARE,
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Ili7.lr
IIMONEY BACK

GUARANTEE

CWO
coo

vu

621 ROLIFORD RD. LONDON.

T.V. TUBES.

E.I2.

GUARANTEED

3

MONTHS.

£5 521n., £3 91n. Most makes. no E.M.1. Picture shown to
callers. Not Es -W.D. Carriage and insurance 15/6 extra.

AMPLIFIERS
57 6. A.C. or A.C.!D.C. 3 valve. ideal for pick -ups or microphone.
4 watts output. Chassis 61n. x 4tn. Post 216.
77 6. 4 valves and rec., push -pull type. Approx 7 watts output.
A.C. or A.C. D.C. Chassis 9in. x 4tn. Post 2i8. Both these
amplifiers are ready for ose with the addition of a speaker.
SPOTILI
8 /9: Butlers. new but ex -W.D. 71in. dia.
61in. deep. These lights are similar to those sold for 23-25.

:IPI's.

DESIGNED FOR YOU!
NO additional

tone source

power supply

calibrating

energising

or

metal work
are required with any of these Kits

but finished Black. The lamp fitting. is of the pre -focus type.
This can be easily changed by fitting a holder from side light
(119). Also a chrome screw is required to cover hole in centre
of glass. Post
BULBS for above. 6 volt 36 watt.. 12 volt 48 watt, 4/6 each.
SIDI:1.I(:HTS. -1 /9. Fitted with infra -red glass, but easily
changed for clear or red. Post 9d.
CRYSTALS GERMANIUM.-1/9. With 3 FREE circuits.
Brand new by B.T.H. Long wire ends. Post 6d.
TRANSFORMERS.-Microphone trans., 2/9. Ex -W.O..
condition in fully shielded case. Post 9d. Pick -up trans.:' 1..
new ex -W.D. unused. E.M.-1. type. Fully shielded. Post -.
ROTARY CONVERTER.-121. Power unit type. 523. Ln
21v. out 291,., at 50 m'A. Carriage 2.6.
DTNI.OPI1.1-0 ex -coach seats. 37'6. 34ín. x 16in. x 4in.
thick, complete with back. Moquette or hide covered.
Carriage 4 ,6.
M' \1.01'11.1.0 Luxury type complete seat. 37.'6. 24in. ::
1

EACH KIT IS A COMPLETE WORKING

INSTRUMENT ON

ASSEMBLY

Only the simplest of tools are

for

required

assembling and ample diagrams with step by step
instructions are supplied in each case.
All Kits operate from a standard I volt torch cell.
SPOT FREQUENCY SIGNAL GENERATOR
Fully screened in steel case 4in. x 4in. x 3in. Provide;
modulated signal on six switched spot frequencies, three
-P. &F
on long waves and three on medium.
3Ç
1/6
(add
465 Kcls I.F. ALIGNER
Fully variaste tuning from 445 to 485 Kc /s.
All other details as in Sig. Gen. above.
R. M. TWIN MULTI -OHMER
C
P. &.6
Resistance substitution set with both fixed
and variaile outlets, covering all useful 25/ - 1/6
7
megohms.
to
values up

/

17/6'-1;6

.

RES /CAP. BRIDGE
500 pF to 50 mfd. 10 ohms to
megohm:. For use with any type 'phone;.

Six ranges.
5

INDUCTANCE BRIDGE
Five ranges. 59 micro/Hy. to 100 Hy. For
u_e with any type 'phones. As illustrated
above.
AUDIO BRIDGE
Three ranges. 40 to 16,000 cycles. As illu;traced above.

v31

/6P. &,P.

:10

I/6

YL/

/Cr. &.P
U

16in.. back 2fIln. high.

Carriage 4'6.

RECTIFIERS
Brand new selenium. Ansrox. ratina 180v.. 40 m/A
Post lid. 8 0 T.V. type. 300v 25.) m'A. Salvage, guaranteed
Post .3. 12'3. New T.V. type. 300v. 2.30 m;A. Post 1'3.
lt.\'ll'I)R IES. 3'3. 60v. 00v. portable. 7/9. 90v.
1 v. 0.3.
Post 19 each. L.T. 4:/s. l'6. Post 6d.
I_STORS. 2v. 4i amper. 7.. Post 233.
3 0.

1

'.

'cna dunr

r.-,

1954

(

'nht;o.9ue.

SOUND MASTER SERVICE
The Sound Master is an entire!, new Portable Tape Recorder
which has been produced especially for the Home Constructor
by the designer of ch_ famao; View Master Televisor.
Full constructional deta/ls are now available.

INSTRUCTION ENVELOPE,

6'Sd. post free.
WRITE NOW for our fully detailed price list.
We carry full stocks of all items needed for the Sound Master
and can offer a

1/6

RETURN OF POST SERVICE.
FULL, HIRE PURCHASE FACILITIES AVAILABLE

1.P.
1/6

WATTS RADI O

on complete or part kits.

38/6P

Stamp for illustrated leaflets. Cosh with order or C.O.D.
Overseas 3/6 extra.

8,

BAKER

(Weybridge), LTD.
STREET, WEYBRIDGE,

SURREY

Our research department has the following for disposal :
Crystal controlled Sig. Gen., with Crystal Oven, all complets.
Portable sub -standard meters. Details on request.

DEPP.

RADIO MAIL

® ®®

QUANTITIES

4 -6,

A REALLY SMALL RADIO RECEIVER

F.

RALEIGH STREET,

NOTTINGHAM.

LARGE
SUPPLIED AT

CRBOX
OR

SD

CLEARANCE

PRICES.

P. K. Utilities

RALEIGH

NOTTINGHAM

This radio receiver, although as small in size as a matchbox,
gives loud. clear reception of the BBC Home, Light and Third
Programmes on the medium waveband. about 180 -550 metres.
The set also tunes the Light Programme on the long waves,
No cacswhiskers, valves or batteries are
1500 metres.
required, and the receiver works off a short indoor aerial in
many districts.
POSTAGE

PRICE

91-

3d.

EXTRA
This offer applies only to Gt. Entain ana Northern Ireland.

SWIFT RADIO
'102, BATH RD., WILLSBRIDGE, Nr. BRISTOL

www.americanradiohistory.com
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times in the case of a triode and 80 times in the case
of a pentode, the following valve ii ;each case being
assumed to be a similar valve (or in the case of the
12AÚ7 the second half of the same valve ; the two
figures given for Cak for this valve are for the
two halves of one valve.
In all other respects
the two halves +are identical).
Wiring and component strays, apart from the
valve itself, of 15 pF, a likely figure, are taken in
assessing the total shunt capacitance. The superiority
of the pentode over the triode in this respect is clearly
indicated, and also the improvement made in new

upon previously from the point of view of load
lines and so in practical design the value indicated by
the load lines would be accepted, knowing that the
frequency characteristic will actually be better than
that stipulated.
It is not always desirable, of course, to extend the
frequency characteristic beyond that which can be
usefully employed. A case in point is the design of a
feedback amplifier such as will be coming up for
consideration later. Often such an amplifier can be
unstable at a frequency above audibility and this can
cause havoc with the fidelity of the amplifier. The
cure is to reduce the gain at
TABLE 1
those high and unwanted freTable showing magnitude of stray capacitances in a R.C. amplifier.
quencies.. If the stray capacitances are found to be too
6J5
I2AU7
6B R7
6SJ7
small to give the necessary
restriction in range with the
139A
chosen size of load extra
Octal
B9A
Octal
Triode Double
capacitance can be added
Triode
Pentode
Pentode
across the load to give the
Triode Connected Connected
required compensation.
Cgk
3.4 pF
1.6 pF
3.2 pF
4.25 pF
6 pF
Let there be given, howCak
3.6
.5 .35
6.7
4
7
ever, one further reminder
Cga
3.4
1.5
1.1
.01
.005
that Req, as determined
Cga x valve gain
40.8
18
13.2
.04
.8
above, is not only the anode
Total Valve Shunt C 47.8
20.1
23.1
9.05
load resistor, but that resistor
13.04
(Cgk Cak Miller
in parallel with the grid
Effect)
resistor of the following
valve. The grid resistor will
Add strays external to valve, say, about 15 pF.
very likely be about MD if
the following valve is an
Total shunt C
63 pF
35 pF
38 pF
24 pF
28 pF
amplifier and not a power
Reactance of Strays
valve.
So, having decided
at 20 Kc /s
120
230 Kr2
200 K!2
330 K.Q.
270 K!2
from a load line analysis
Miller fed back capacitance assumes gain for triodes to be 12 and for what size of load the valve
pentodes to be 80.
would prefer and having
checked from a consideration
miniature valves compared with the octal variety ; of strays, in relation to the maximum frequency
obviously, the small modern valve is preferable and required, the highest value of resistive load permisshould be used wherever possible. Using the figures sible, the choice will be for the smaller of the
in this table, the maximum permissible resistive values indicated by these two methods. For instance,
load for a given upper frequency range can be worked an effective load of 100 K!2 was found practicout.
able for the triode, but any increase was seen
Consider now the design of an audio amplifier of from the load line to introduce distortion. Now it
which, let it be assumed, the load may be allowed to is found that an anode load up to 230 1(12 is perdrop to .9 of the mid -frequency value at 10 Kc /s. As missible from the stray capacitance point of view, but
shown previously the load drops to .7 of maximum the smaller figure 100 K!2 is chosen. The
M!2
at the frequency at which the reactance of the total
stray capacitances equals the resistance of the load
Req (the anode load resistance RL in parallel with
VC2=/OOv

-

,

1

K)

1

the grid resistance in the circuit of the following
valve Rg) and it drops to .9 of maximum at half the
frequency of equality. In the present case, therefore,
the maximum resistance for Req is equal to the
reactance of the strays at twice the stipulated upper
frequency limit, i.e., 20 Kc/s. The reactance of the
capacitance can be calculated by the standard

vCi=ev

8
É
6

formula

Xc

D4

=27TfC

but to ease matters, because it is one thing to know
how to work out these things, but quite a different
matter to make the calculations frequently, Table 2
has been prepared and the values required for the
case now being considered are also presented in
Table 1. The maximum permissible load Req for
the stipulated frequency response is, then, a half of
the reactance figure given in Table I. These indicate
permissible load resistors higher than those decided

C2

r

"Control grid volts

Ov

- 0Sv
-/Ov

- /Sv

SOkn

- 2.0v

Q

/00

-2.5v

L.<25Okn

3Ov
-35v
00

400

Anode voltage

Fig..

- 4Ov

500

22.-I_öad ,lings.. of a, pentode.
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grid resistor will have comparatively little effect in
this case, and a 100 KL2 resistor will be used as anode
load. This, in parallel with the
MD grid resistor,
will give an actual load Req of 91 KD. In view of the
normal tolerance in components of 20 per cent., we
are not likely to lose any sleep over the difference
1

between a load

Fig.

of

100

KD and

91

K.Q.

D

A

23.- Triode load line allowing for differing D.C.
and A.C. load.

August, 1954
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correctly used in appropriate cases and so that, in the
cases where a divergence from standard is necessary.
the correct steps to allow for the exceptional circumstances will be known.
Dynamic Curves
The method adopted by the vai've makers is to
determine the most suitable load resistances in normal
circumstances and to redraw the curves allowing for
The effect is, of course, to
these load resistors.
reduce the steepness of the la /Eg curve. These are
known as the dynamic curves. In addition to the
la /Eg curve the values of ra, ti and gm are plotted
on these diagrams. There is nothing very magical
about these curves, and the foregoing discussion
will have made clear to the reader what problems have
been faced in preparing them. In fact, the main
curve is merely the plotting of the points of interception of the load line on the static curves with
the curves for the various grid voltages.
Suitable Design
Perhaps the best way to bring out some further
theoretical and practical points concerning resistance
coupled amplifiers is to tackle the actual design and
construction of an amplifier, starting with none
too rigid a specification, but rather aiming at a unit
of utility and versatility such as one would like to
have about in the workshop to press into use whenever occasion arises and which might well form part
of a more specialised piece of equipment, even a

There is a complication in the drawing of a load
line that should, perhaps, be mentioned due to the
fact that the coupling capacitance Cc, which has
been conveniently forgotten at middle and upper
frequencies so that Req has become RL and Rg in
parallel, does, in fact, isolate Rg from the H.T. supply
point of view. This means
TABLE 2
that RL alone must be
Table giving reactance of capacitances at higher frequency limit.
considered when determining the initial working
5 Kc /s
20 Kc /s
10 Kc /s
2 Mc;s
Mc /s 40 Kc/s
3 Mc /s
point of the valve before
signal is applied. The
32 M2
16 MD
8
160 K2
4 MD
pF
53 K2
80 KD
correct procedure is first
6.4 MD
3.2 MD
32 KD 800 KD
1.6 MD.
5
10.6 K12
16 K2
to draw the load line for
1.6 MD
3.2 MD
16 KD
400 KD
800 K.12
5.3 K2
8 KD
the actual anode load 10
4 KD
2.7 K2
8K2 200 KD 400 K2 800 KD 1.6M2
resistor alone. The work- 20
1

I

M

1

ingpointwillbealongthis

30

1.8

K2

2.7

KD

1.3 KD
2 KD
Fig. 23 shows this 40
1.6 KD
1,060 2
for the triode case and
880 2
1,35012
Fig. 24 for the pentode 50
750 2
1,150 D
case, the load line being
530 2
800 D
Now the working 1ÓÓ
AB.
point is so chosen that the
grid can swing in each direction to follow the amplitude of signal fed to the valve, seeing that the
requirements of linear amplification, i.e., that the
load cuts the curves with reasonably equal spacing,
are met. This working point is O. Now the Toad line
for Req (RL in parallel with Rg) is drawn, AC in
the illustrations. Now through O is drawn a line
parallel to AC, shown as DE, and this is the true
working load .line when the signal is applied. In
actual fact, where Rg is large compared with RL,
this is not likely to be much different to the simpler
method in result.

line.

5.3
4
3.2

KD
KD
KD

135
100

80
67

2,650 D
2,300 D
1,600 D

57

40

KD
KD

270 K12
200 K2

530
400

KD
KD
KD

160K.2
135
115

KD
KD

KD
KD
320K.2
265
230

K2

80

K2

,

160

K2
KD
K2

1.1

800
640
533
460
320

MD
KD

K2
KD
K2
K2

complete receiver, at a later date.
Supposing that a gain of about 150 times is aimed
at. This is rather more than is likely to be obtained
from a single pentode in a reasonably stable wideband
audio circuit and, in any case, it sets a nice problem
in design for triode working.
(To be continued)
C

4r

Practical Application of Valve Data
The reader may well be thinking how he can
possibly work through this maze of design work when
he wishes to build an amplifier. The truth of the
matter is that in most cases he will not have to. Most
amplifier requirements are more or less stereotyped,
and standard design data can be used to provide short
cuts. It is necessary, of course, to understand the
foregoing theory so that the standard data can be

A

D

Fig

24.- Pentode load

line allowing for differing
D.C. and A.C. load.

^di:2a.:reií.7'w:..e':-,x:,iíìsn.
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17/6
Post 26.

39/6

Excellent

resin e--

famous

makers.

-

cabinet
over-production by
one of our very
covered

Complete with three colour scale
and
metal chassis. Suitable for battery or
mains receiver. Size
approx. 13 x 9I x bin.
Limited fluent. ity.
Ma n: 1lhesos -newworking L. and 1f. mains superhet radio to fit this cabinet
is available, price £7-10/ -. (Limited quantity Only.)

4/6
VIBRATOR UNIT Complete
-

Customers spending one pound or more this month will
receive a free copy of our constructional booklet. " The
Stroller " (see last month for full details of this fine
receiver). Booklet available separately price 2'6, refunded when parts purchased.

I,Post 1/-

for

5.

CABtNET

Veneered
and polished -with
glass or perspex front.

FREE THIS MONTH

in cace -si: -volt. operation.

o

Carr. 3/6.
12. TELE-

9/6
Post
116.

UNBREAKABLE
GLASS

L/-

PORTABLE RADIO CABINET
With-special crackle finish-with
handle and back.

PANELS
Size 101 x S1in.- parcel of five
panels 5 / -.

PORTABLE

/

12/6

)BATTERV

Post L--

CONSTRUCTORS PARCEL
Five valve superhet chassis
size

15

x 5

x

-

RADIO

10 /Carr.
3/6.

tin. with three -

waveband glass scale, pulley,
driving head. etc.
Also TABLE CABINET
Veneered and polished -takes the
above chassis. 32/6. Post 2;6.

BAKELITE CABINET
Two tune with built -in handle.
Note. --.All have slight imperfection:; but these are hardly
noticeable and will not affect
the soundness of the set.

£9.10.0
Carr. 15/ -.

416
Post 1/-.

ALTIMETER

CONSOLE CABINET

ALSO CßiT,4/A'/NYC A4T
fOw CCWrERS/ON rd
fWe P/CN/C PL,9YE.P

Walnut veneered and polished
with record soave anti unci.1
motor- board.

Imps

i

,, id

These contain
barometer movement.

12/6

Post
3/6.

THREE -SPEED GRAM MOTOR
mains- operated,
A.C.
MO-240
complete with turntable -plays
33, 45 and 78 r,p.m. records.

2/6

Post 2i0.

ft. Post free.

100

CONTRUCTORS PARCEL

CONNECTING WIRE

Bakelite -abinet. complete with
dial. pointer. metal chassis and
back. Or with all the parts to
make c. , -Ilact 'l'. H.P. Radio
La -lo!

316

P.V.C. covered in 100 ft. coils -most colours -four coils.
different colours. 9I -.

Post L -,

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.

CLOCK CASE
Veneered

drilled.

and

polished

- un-

42 -4C.

Post orders should ba 2ddress:d to Dept. 7, RUISLIP
Personal shoppers, however
Id call at t

CA

Indmil111111,

Ruislip, Itlidfix.
Phone RUISLIP 5780
Half day, Wednesday.
:

152 -3. Fleet Street, I:./'.4,

Phone : CENtrel 2633
Half day, Saturdry.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Stroud Green Road,
N.9.
ARChway 1149
Half day, Thursday.

Finsbury Park,

Phone

:
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THE HAM'S SHOP lDaeOri%

tad

fI hracp

t

al

.

BSandoinp

in Great Britain.
KING STREET, BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND.
WALKIE TALKIES.-Type 18 as new. £6-10-0.
INDICATOR UNR'S.Type 62.13-5-0. complete with Valves ani
Tube. Type 6A. £3.5-0.
TANNOV A MPLIFIEHS.-60 watt. £5 -10-0. less Valves. (Onl'.:.
few left.)
(' RESTAI. '1ON1TORS, 6 6 each.
TUNING )'NITS. T.Lt.8 and 9. 12 6 each.
CONTROL UNITS.-On Chassisain.. bin. x l fn.. 2 pots. swift h
knobs. etc., 213.
MAINS TR.AN.EORMEI{S.- 350 -0-350. 80 m.amp. 4v. 4 amp. -!z. i

August, 1954

THIS CAN BE YOURS FOR
and 8 monthly payments of the same amount
(Cash Price £3.3.0).

1/o

70,

!.

amp.. 15 each. (These are new and boxed and cannot be repeated.
350-0-350. 6.3v. 4 amp. 5v. 3 amp.. E1.
('IIOKF:S. -200 m.amp.. 31 each.
MIDGET OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.-3'6 each. MIKE
TRANSFORMERS, 2'6 each.
RESISTORS, with slider adjustment. NO ohms. 50 watt. 1'3 each
MICROPHONE AND HEADPHONE SETS.- Breast. 106.
THROAT MIKES. -3'8 each. CARBON MIKES. 1'6 with
Transformer. 4'6.
MORSE KEY AND BUZZER SETS. 5 -.
ALLAYS. -62.5 ohms. 2 6.
NEON LAMPS. -1'6.
CUT-OUTS.-12 and 24v., 60 amp.. I'6.
ALUMINIUM RIVETS.-2 per lb. box.
SLOW MOTION TUNING DIALS. -With glass and metal frame.
5:- each.
SIGNAL LAMPS. -4;ín. plated reflector, Gft. rubber covered lead.
In wooden box with handle, 7 6.
WIRE STRIPPERS.-5 -.
RE''. COUNTERS. -1!8 each only a few left.
BULGIN TEST PRODS. -4 6 per pair.
('OILS. -32 gauge enamelled wire, 1'3 each.
('OIL FORMERS. -6 x 1; and f, x ' 8t1. each.
SOLDERINGI1tONS. 110 volt. 7 6 each.
METERS. -3.5 ),KV. 35 - ea. (Sensational Offer.)
CHASSIS.-All types. Chassis for Simplex TV in heavy gauge
aluminium, drilled. E1 -2-6.
C.R. Tt TIES. -5CP1. El VCR97. 35 - 3BPI, 251 -. (Prices of other
tubes on application.)
(Look out for our 24in. Tube advert. in the near future.)
POLISHED EBONITE I{(IDS. -9d. each.
A.C'. MOTORS.-220v.. suitable for Tape Recording, 15 - each.
SPEAKERS. -51n.. 6;M. and Sin. from 12!8 each.
THOUSANDS OF VALVES in Stock. -Price on application.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. -165 K.C.. ¡'8 pair.
(2!- carriage.)
CHASSIS WITH COMPONENTS. -5- each.
THOUSANDS OF ()I'H1ilt BARGAINS
enclose
S.A.E. with
PACKING AND CARRIAGE EXTRA. Please
enquiries. DELIVERIES WITHIN 14 days.
ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE.

terms.

OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE
FROM 24/- to
RANGING
57/6. All available on easy
Send for leaflets and full details.

Did you know we also supply Wolf Cub Drills
and accessories, Burgess Sprayer, Vibro- Tools, etc.,
etc., etc. All on Easy Terms.
Let us have your enquiries. No Order too Small.

LAFCO

LTD.

COMPOUNDS,

(Desk 491

3, Corbetts Passage, Rotherhithe New Road, London, S.E.IO.
Telephone

:

BERmondsey 4343

13

TECHNICAL

Dual Range Coil
with Reaction

with the New

((

CHALLENGER

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTS, LTD.
MUCH PARK ST., COVENTRY

THE POCKET LOUDSPEAKER SET
Using our clear drawings and instructions you can build a.
midget loudspeaker receiver small enough to St in the jacket
pocket. This receiver is fully self-contained -no aerial. earth
or external power supply being required. The midget batteries
used are of the new layer type specially produced by a famous
British maker for this class of receiver. Only one single -gang
midget variable condenser is used for tuning, and the receiver
requires no alignment. The midget components chosen are
current British production, not surplus or foreign.
Instructions and Drawings. including Theoretical Circuit and
Point -to -Point Wiring Diagram.
PRICE 3;6 POST FREE

Price i10.10.0.
Ask your dealer or send

:-

E.W.A.,

stamp for

266, Warbreck Drive,'

Blackpool.

SWIFT RADIO
102, BATH RD., WILLSBRIDGE, Nr. BRISTOL
Orders by post only.

.

..;44;44;.

Fidelia
BUILT
RADIO
UNITS

Britain': lowest priced Tape Deck.

details to

This offer applies only to (a. Britain. Irish Republic and
Northern Ireland.

.;.

0.

.

.

model 224 -6-6. 7 valve 22142 -0.
8 valve 223-18-4.
Technical data sheets free.

n;

.

. ...

Y,
Eleetro Acoustic Developments,
Amhaest Road, Telsoombe Cliffs, Bnases.

. .: 4,44 .... . . . ...

. . . . ..

EQUIPMENT

Noted for over 111 years for .. .
S.W. Receivers and Kits of Quality.

THE .r
FIDELIA p.
MAJOR 10
Hand
high quality radiogram chassis at
economic price, 10 valve, model
illustrated. £32-8 -4, De-luxe 9 valve

built

SHORT WA VE
HACa

HAND

6 lbs.

guaranteed.

33,

'1

Three Speed High Fidelity Tape Deck.
A first -class precision built deck.
Beautifully finished in Old Gold stove
enamel. Size only I lin. x 7t_.in. Weight

and
Mains Circuits

Trade supplied.

Butts,

;..;.;

With Battery

8/pair

tested and
Post 3d. on all orders.

3 year full -time
course commencing September, 1954, from those
requiring comprehensive training to advanced
level in ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, qualifying
for technical posts in radio, telecommunications,
Syllabus
television and industrial electronics.
will cover requirements of C. & G., Brit.1.R.E.,
and I.E.E. examinations. Entry age 16 or over.
Application forms and further information from

.;..

p

Individually

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

Build a really portable Tape Recorder

Circuit
with 2 Mains and
2 Battery Circuits

All coils wound on low loss formers.

COLLEGE

The

4/.

COILS
2//,6 with

Matched Pair Dual Range
T.R.F. Coils with Reaction

Applications invited for entry to

College,

HIGH GAIN

Range Miniature
Crystal Set Coil

Session 1954 -55

Principal, Technical
Coventry.

p

Dual

:

:

COVENTRY

R E

.
4444
e .

www.americanradiohistory.com

Improved designs with Denco colle :
One -Valve Kit, Model "C" Price, 25i_
Two
,.

kits complete with all components,
accessories. and full andinstructions.
inspect a
Before ordering call
or send
demonstration receiver,
stamped, addressed envelope for
descriptive catalogue.
"H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. TB), 11. Old Bond Street,
All

C
i

;=i
m.
sii..
..13'.ií
/..
-. i,..jwii%iii
...
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A SHORT SERIES FOR THE
SERVICEMAN AND EXPERIMENTER

-of

-

WITH " X " AND " Y " AMPLIFIERS
(Continued faon: page 398, July issue.)

PART 2 DEALS
is very rare that the signal to be examined is of
sufficient amplitude to deflect the spot across
the screen an amplifier has to. be used. The
gain, of the amplifier will vary, depending on the
amplitude of the signal to be examined. For example,
a C.R.T. requiring a peak-to -peak voltage of 140,
i.e., an R.M.S. of 50 volts, will, with an input of one
volt, require an amplifier that will give a gain of fifty.
If, however, the output from the amplifier is push -pull,
then only 25 volts will have to be supplied by each
output. Again, if the amplifier is made of high gain,
a suitable attenuator can be incorporated to reduce
the gain, so that in the example given above with a
gain of 500 it would be possible to scan the screen
with an input of only 0.1 volts, and with the use of
the attenuator the gain may be controlled at high
inputs.
Matters, however, are not as simple as this, as it
is not possible to get the amplification and the
bandwidth. Again, the amplification of low frequencies can be a problem; special amplifier circuits
have been designed, and will be described later in
this.series.
The normal amplifier circuit differs from the
normal audio amplifier circuit in that it must be
capable of a high output at very low distortion, and
also phase shift must be kept at a minimum. The
high frequencies must also be reproduced in full,
and this is not always possible. It has been stated
by one authority (Dr. F. E. Terman) that for a
saw-tooth or square -wave to be reproduced correctly
all frequencies from the fundamental to the 27th
harmonic must be produced in correct phase and
amplitude. However, the writer has found that quite
good results can be obtained with circuits that do
not reproduce more than the first six or eight harAit

22k12

-t 300

7kll.

_2yF

--

monies. It is interesting to see just how a wave
becomes if all above the fifth harmonics are removed.
An Example
The operating condition of a triode for the minimum distortion is the same as for the maximum
output in the case where it is terminated with a
resistance equal to its impedance. The gain of the
stage under these conditions is equal to a half of the
amplification factor. For example. a 6C5G will, with
a 7 K!? anode load and a supply voltage of 300, give
a gain of 10, and an output swing of about 200 peakto-peak at very low distortion. Increasing the H.T.
will give a greater output for the same amount of
distortion. The bandwidth that can be obtained
from such a simple circuit runs up in the megacycle
range, but will depend on the stray capacity 'of the
circuits. If, however, it is desired that a greater gain,
say, 100, is required, the two sections of a 6SN7 can
be used, one feeding the other. Decoupling will have
to be used, and the circuit of Fig. 5 is quite useful.
Phase Shift

Single -ended output amplifiers allow the shift
voltage to be fed to one plate, but there are circuits
where the output can be fed direct from the plates
of the amplifiers in such a manner that electronic
shift can be used. These circuits have several advantages-they reduce the output capacity of the circuit,
reduce the number of the -components, and also
operate in such a manner that the centre of the screen
is at all times the point of no distortion. That is, the
shift can be applied to a wave in such a manner that
the amplifier can be heavily overloaded, and yet the
portion of the wave at the centre of the screen is
being amplified in a distortionless manner.
The

O.P.

Fig. 5. -Using a 6SN7 with the two sections in
cascade.

Fig.

6.

-This circuit
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is known as the Schmidt.
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circuit is the Schmidt, and it consists of two valves
with the cathodes joined and operating with a
common cathode resistance. The basic circuit is
shown in Fig. 6. The circuit values in this circuit

and the cathode coupling resistor is made ten times
this value. A coupling resistor of lower value can
be used, but the balance will not be as good. An
increase in resistance over ten times will only decrease
are " calculated, " but in practice, of course, the the output for a given distortion.
50052 could be 4700 or 5100 and the 5,0000
lf, with this circuit, the grid of the second half is
either 4,7000 or 5,1000. If the reader studies the fed with a D.C. potential, and not earthed via a
valve data for the Mullard ECC40 he will see that condenser, it is possible to vary the bias on one half
450-550v ,,of the valve. This will upset the ratios of the anode
ì Ì
currents in the two valves, so that the voltages
developed in the two anode load resistors will be
quite different. With the anodes of the valves coupled
/OOkr2
direct to the deflector plates this can be used as shift
control. The values of the resistors in series with the
potentiometer will have to be calculated, as if the
control were placed between H.T. line and chassis
only a portion of the track would be used. The
47ko change of only a few volts is usually quite sufficient.

ti

ÌÌ

Practical Circuit
An amplifier circuit described several years ago by
54R the writer gave a gain of some 3,000 with a zero
The circuit
phase shift down to zero frequency.
(Fig. 7) is quite simple, but a little unusual. The first
valve is a conventional 6SL7 used with one section
as an anode load for the other. This is not new, but
it reduces the distortion to the lowest possible value,
and was first used in the 1920s. The bias of both
47kn. sections is obtained with the aid of the normal
cathode bias resistor -in this case 4.7 K.Q. The
H.T. supply to this valve is stabilised by the use of a
voltage halving circuit. Here an EF50 was used
in the original circuit, but later experience has
shown that the EL84 is far more efficient, as it has a
larger slope and higher current -carrying capacity.
F-ig. 7. -An elaborate circuit which has Teri' high
The second 6SL7 is in a conventional Schmidt
gain and minims m phase shift.
circuit. The value of the cathode coupling resistor
of the second valve will have to be found by trial
in the data the impedance of the valve is given as
and error. The top frequency that one can expect
11 K(2 whereas in the circuit the values of the load
to reproduce with this type of circuit is in the region
resistors are 22 K.Q. The reason for this is that
20 Kc/s, but there is no zero. If, however, it is
the feedback in the cathode coupling circuit has of
required to use the circuit for frequencies below
the effect of doubling the impedance of the valve.
c /s, then the H.T. supply must be stabilised. The
The calculations for the circuit are quite simple. The I
output voltage for sweep purposes in about 150 volts.
cathode resistor is calculated in the normal manner
(To be continued)
by dividing the bias voltage by the anode current,

Complete Installation for
Small Craft

fitted with dials large enough to be operated while
wearing gloves.
The " Renown " section of the installation is a

seven -valve superheterodyne receiver specially designed
complete three -in -one radio installation, for use with a rotating loop aerial to provide both
ANEW
designed with a particular view to meeting the reception and direction- finding facilities. It is
requirements of near- and middle -water fishing fitted with a built -in loudspeaker and covers three
vessels, is now in production by the Marconi Inter- frequency ranges of 131 to 45 kc /s, 375 to 1,250 kc /s
national Marine Communication Co., Ltd. Known and 1,154 to 3,400 kc /s, thus giving full coverage of
all the necessary marine frequencies, including those
as the " Guillemot /Renown /Seapilot " installation, it
provides full facilities for radio- telephony trans- used for the transmissions of the " Consol " position mission and reception as well as for direction- finding. fixing system and the BBC weather reports, forecasts
The transmitter, designed only for radio -telephony and warnings, as well as those on which the coastal
working, is crystal -controlled and operates in the radio-beacon stations transmit.
As in the case of the " Guillemot," controls have
frequency band of 1.6 to 2.85 Mc/s. This coverage is
subdivided into six sections selected by a switch and been kept to a minimum and made as simple to
six preselected spot frequencies can be provided for. operate as possible. The frequency band selection
Power is obtained from 24 -volt accumulators, and the switch, tuning and volume controls have all been
power output to the aerial, unmodulated, is 14 watts. provided with easily -handled knobs, and the
Renown" and " Guillemot " being of approxiOperational controls have been kept to a minimum
and apart from the " On /Off " switch, consist only mately the same dimensions may be fitted one
of the aerial tuning circuit control and the frequency above the other to make a neat and compact installaselector switch. Both the frequency controls are tion ideal for the small wheelhouse.

4
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Volume Controls 80
Etlìswa

Midget

type.

I

4; -w

hi.

t,fl

8d. yd.

Sw,

COAX PLUGS. 1/- each.

4/9
ALL VALUES. -10,uun
ohms to Io Megohm..

.er

'

t'AHf.E COAX

Polythene insulated.
ORAFE " A" ONLY
Not Kx-t :,wt.

sear.

3/-

SOCKETS, 1/- each.
LINE CONNECTOR. 1 /2.
OUTLET BOXES, 4/6.

BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per yd. 8d. 1,
80
TWIN SCREENED FEEDER per yd. 1,- f ohms
50 OHM COAX CABLES, 8d. Pre yd. Ain. die.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic. 311, 7. pf. 9d. 1(61 pt.
I50 pf. 153: 210 p1,, 15
n' a pi.. 1/9.
Val to,

,

ohtus to

I

10

w. 4d.: t W. Bd.:
w. Bd.
_ w. 1/- ; High
stability -, e'. ",,, 2' -.
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS.-Pest Maker Miniature Ceramic Type 5 0., 15 ohm to 4 K.. 1'9
I

4

;

I

ohm to ti K., 23
Is w.. Ito 01110 to lu
.7
w. Vitreous, 12 K. to ' Si K., 3' -.

10 w.,

;

;

K., 2'9
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT. FAMOUS MAKE
Pro -Ott Min. 'l'V. Type. standard Size Pots, 2l in.
K tort -I Shitted Knoh.
Spinelle.
High Grade.
All valor.. 2S ho,, to ;m
All d'alors. 11111 ohms to
K., 3/- e
-Si K.. 4 -.
eo K.. 5.6; Inn K.. 58.
,',rt,o, Track W %W EXT. SPEAKER
CONTROL dur!, 3
0/F TRANSFORMERS. - Small rapped pentode, 3f9.
Heavy duly 711 tua., 4'6. Ditto, tapped, 419,
L.F.CHOK$
r
-N 25 h. donI So
. 5. ..
., 12'6. T. h. '211
IS h. Boo nia., 10'6.
1
LYNX, Ch. 2511 ,lia., 13 6. SIMPLEX, 11th. 151 not..
101. MAINS TRANS. Made in our own workshops
to high grade specification. Folly inter -leaver) and
impregnated. 'l'appel prim. 200 v. 251 v. Heater
Trans. 6.5 v. I) amp.. 7/6 ; ditto 6.3 ,. 3 amp..
ditto, 12 ,
10/6
75 amp.. 716.
351.tt.SS1,
SO I,
v. 4 a
2 a.. ditto 5111- 0.300, ditto
2.50 -02.m. IL-. AMPLIFIER TRANS. 250 v. 51 ma.
wave, 6.3 v
Frilly Shrouded, 17 6, Viewmaster. Auto l'vte'. 35' -. Telekitg, 30 -. Ivan.
Cur to-I. 30' -. simplev, 35, -. Rea unto an,l
SO, -.
Specials to requirements.
SOUNDMASTER SPECIALS. Maine Trans., 35' -.
L. F. Choke, 10i43. 0,P Trans., 6'6. Envelope, 46.
specified Water Switches, 29.,8 per set of I.
GOODMANS.- Latest M"
A gIP
' t
Ft a.,,s t'ait. Vernier Focus awl ndiustahle
Shift, 35-. ELAC. C.R.T. I.,, Traps. I'S.
:

Pitt

L.5V. 4101 t1 2,00l0 n,.
KBl'4 I, 6:1,4 I. E /41,
Brand New and
nd Crm,rnute,d, aìth Inin. P.N.
2S1 r. Nair position Wave;Speaker, AA'.
change Switch. Short-Medium-Long-Cram. Slow
Motion 'Toning. Speaker and l'irk-np tom e.lir w.
High G irroml.t erred coils, 405 he's LP. l.alest
circuit technique ,belayed. A.V.C. add \Peat ivr
feedback. Output 4.2 watts. 3 ohtll. output transformer on chassis. l'h.x.wis sire 134 x .1t x '!Ain.
doss Dial-- Inin. x' lit,., horie.,ndal ,,r te,t,cal type
available, lit by 2 Pilot Lamps. t'rlo,,r Black Station names, 1..W. Green, M.W. Re.1. S.W. White.
Four Knobs supplied. Walnut or Ivory to choice.
ligned and calibrated. Charssis ss,lated from mains.
PRICE, 110'15'0, Carriage and Insurance, 4/li.
(Without It'd,. Speaker, 29150. Carr. & Ins., 4,6.)
-

A

XTAL
HAND
MIKES.
LIGHTWEIGHT
Chrome Ruìsh-- quality and sensitie it-v for
only 15' -.
ELECTRODYNAMIC MIKE

8
8

ms

S4
ft5

INSERT.-1'.8.1.

8
8

.t44

make, prevision engineered. Size only in. diem.
by tin, Bargain, Price 3/9. Matching Trans. 3, 9.

:

;

;

:

;

;

f
7

Listed Kl IS": Speck! Clearance Price.
.27/6: p. & p.. 0.
On -O8," Bd.
TOGGLE SWITCHES EX- GOVT.
Ervin M' core solder 50 /411. Id g. or 14 g., 5/8 4 lb. ;
T.C. wire, IS to 22 s.w.g.. Per. yd.. 3d. PVC Connecting wire, to colons. S ngh or Stranded, 25. yd.
2 K. 5 w. H. P. a M Pots, 4'8.
l0 K., 25 K..
Colvern a a Pot, I in. spindle, 3/6. SCREENED
GRID CAPS I.Oot., or Maeda. Bd.
.
BULGIN
HIGH VOLTAGE VALVE CAPS, 1.0,1., 1/ -.
FUSES, --Inin. all cables 011 na. to 11 a., 511,
ALADDIN FORMERS and cores, kin.,8d.: tin., 10d.
SLOW MOTION DRIVES.-- Epicyelio ratio 4 1.2,3.
INT. OCTAL CABLE PLUG l6 -pin), with coo, -r, 1'3.
200-250 Volt SELECTOR SOCKET ,Lit. x Iin.) wine
flier, 1/ -. PILOT LAMPS. -6.3 y. .:la., 8d.
SPEAKER FEET. -Expended anodised metal. 14in.
by in., 3 /- EXT.L.6. -Switched Socket, an-nR and
',simnel 'witching, complete with plug. 2/
-COPPER PLATED AERIAL RODS. Sin. n 121 ,,.
push fitting. 2/6 ,loo., P. & p. Dd.
MAINS LEAD. -:S yds. Twin 'Twister) Maroon Flex.
Top Quality 2:5/00715 Cure, 1 -.

De
C4
t/.4
I%1

-"

:

-

7

6.6 I2SH7
p;
371,n

8.1,007

78

'A(:5

It

8

hS117
riS1.7

BA6
BE6
)BW,;

EIIis

100665

106dAK5
7 87S7

('4

'C6

7 8 nUO

781'.A6
9'6 12A\;

00

F6
IF12

5 6
7

iH(iM

8,

12.AT7

10i5 E('91

6,11

121.7

16/Bi
10,81

3'6' 12X4

8

PV.1

11'6
11,6

8'

PVSI

9
8

P1402 10'8
fF:S^_S 8'6
8,'6

t'22
6VP23

Brawl new.
Mullar,1 and

*
*

R.F. Pent. .62..
I.
1.. F. Pent. 1.95 ,. t,

11E69

'F'7n

9'8
7'6

106

10 6
10 6
141ce+.

PUN;
U1,72

Ex

*
*

Deaf Aid

\F'W

5r4,

ÍII

8

\F'Ylt

T.R.S.

is,

by

fns

(LEA', 33
158 pr. 8. G.

P. & P.

OS

II

TRANS. PRIM.- 1,.211^250 v., See
a.. 13.'8: 2 a., 161- :a a., 18/6 s 4 a.
26' -.
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.
or t2 v. t amp., 8/9 :t a., 121 4 a., 15,- : ei a.
I-n v.-17 v.
6 a.,
1(-

-I/

1

;

-

I

;

;

ACID HYDROMETER. -New exOov't. Unbreakable. Packol in metal rage, 7in. x IIin. dia., 4/8.

H.F. MIDGET CHOKES.--14 ILK., 2,6 each.
BRIISTORS. -1'21 for :t n. heater chai ne, 3/8,
19.2 for .15 a., or .2 a., 2/8. Cps (Pilot lamp', 16,
COPPER ENAMEL WIRE.--1 In. N to 90

2' to 26 u.w.g.. 2 6 ;tu to 40 s.w.g., S'6,
SWITCH CLEANER Flair', squirt eland, 3/8 tin.
RADIO SCREWDRIVERS.- Sheffield made
blade, :II in. n din. In._ handle, 5.11011 r., 41d. each.
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. 51005 mil.
midget with tri mown. 8,6 37.5 pf. midget less trimwith II-Minters and
6;8 ; .0005 Standard r
less trimmers. 8 / -; ditto, soiled, 258.
feea,
t, 9/VIBRATOR POWER PACK (Jeff-Travis-U.S.A.).Compact Steel Cane Tic. s Oit,, x dit.
v. Input.
Output, 90 v. H.'I'., ti v. awl 1.5 v. I..'r. Complete,
p.. 21. Sortable Pottery Portable Sets.
25/- ; p.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.H., 3 OHM.
sin. Plessey, 12:6..1 troo,lmans, 13:6. filin. Eta,.
14;8. Sin. R. A A., 17/8. 10in. l'lesery-. 25/-. 12111.
i

:

Sin-

;

l'

.

1

l'ruvox,

I.F.

'

www.americanradiohistory.com

TRANSFORMERS

485 Kc /a Slug toning Miniature Circular
Can, 21in, by 11in. diem. Fits octal V- bolder
cut out. High N sad good bandwidth. Br
Pye Radio. Two mounting feet.

pass door.

orders post free. Lists 3d.
extra postage.

TRANS.

2/-

CHARGER

SPECIALISTS

WHITEHORSE ROAD,
WEST CROYDON

P. asad P., lid.
ALL MAINS

VCR97 f2

RADIO COMPONENT

THO 15415. Bolee 133 or

307,

oe

post

CRYSTAL DIODE. -Vern 4ensitile.
H.R. PHONES. -IHigrarb A t,er.),
BROWN'S. 4,1100 oh MS, 15'8 pr.

0.

;

7 /6,.aeh

s4'R20

7

TESTED FULL PICTURE

1.'-

SO'37

r

H,,a,. 'Types:-

P.,

VIBRATORS. -4 -pin 12 v. Mallory, etc.,

Ms PEN 8.6

SUB MINIATURE VALVES
WIRE ENDS

*

output, 9'6. P.

6,8

Hl'1t2a 7/8

7'8'351,0
EF30
7 8 2576
EF39
25/4
9
Hoge Stock it.V.A. Valves at 1951 I,.w ,:,.
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET
RS, 1T4, 157 and 301 or ::VI
dK7, 1:1/7, 6Vrl. .1'/,4 "r
'(:6

VIBRATOR TRANS.-(c v. input, 250 v. 50 m.r.

9'6

3 6 V11116 88
7 6 MII 1
96
91 EC1.61 1218

1?03I

61E89

10;131EBC':t3

line, small, Bd,, large, 1,' -.
COILS.- Wearite "P" type, 26 each. Osntnr
" Q " Type, adj. dust eore, 36 each. All r
.
REACTION COND. -.mad I, .utu3, .1101151 mid., 36
' ea.
E.H.T. TRANSP.-4 Ky. A.1'., 2 v. 2 a., 451 -.

956

3 5

2
7

98641.5

.

1246

48SPdt

106K-(:,n

1/9
5011 mid. la v.. 3/ -;
SPECIALS. --Can Types.
1, Inn v arid. ti V., 4;6 ; 16
1,11110 mid. 12 v., 5'- ;
Hunts, 0'8 ; .1 IN.
ff 2 kV., 4,6 ; 5 odd.
mid. 7
;t.5 kv..5
11
8.
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE PLYK341 3:2
BACK VOLTAGES.. K" "':,'t Iv.. 4,3
kV.. 6 / K3'45,:1.0 kV.. 6 "6: K.'.SII 4 kV.. 7,3;
Kr. pin IS kV.. 18. -. MAINS
K:1 tun 4 kV., 121
R342, duo
TYPE.-RM I, 12:1 V no net.. 4,458; EMI, 1911 nn,.. 59: It M4 ^_511 V.275,ta..
KNOBS, GOLD ENGRAVED.- Watnnt. or Ivory,
14 it. diem., 1/6 rash.
" P,w,,o," "Coolrást."
" Brilliance -On -Off,"
" On-Off,"
" Brilliant,"
" Volume " " Vol. -On -Of," ' . Tone." " To ing."
" Treble," " Boon," " M'averhange."
" Rndio-

9'6

9 8 7C6
10 8 EYaI
F:T!1I
15

8-

19

"S., M., I.., Cram.," "Record- Play,"
"Brightness," Ditto not engraved, 1!- each.
POINTER KNOBS. -Brawn with write: nu,rking

7;6

86 EL32

81'V6

8/6

a
v.Hn11talli6
6 0 si,lum,2sn
WO I- 2011,275 v. B.E.C.
12¡6

5.'6

166

Kid

108 KFy,I
108 EF-yt

10865\7

b136

British.

b 8

6 8 UKgt
111,91
9
IIA1191
11
7 6 oil el 14G:.,8'- 101.92
8 8 6V6
8
IIILU
9

AMe
ATri

S,irpl us.

1

6

1080/4

1V4

:

713

9 'Peo46 ì e '7.-'7.1
1;F4n
8
2 6 611
10i8 501!i
10 8 dPOS
15' s07
0
6147
981:'/.:r!

l

WOODEN WALNUT CABINET. -IOin. x Tin. x Sin.
'l'RE or srl perhet, romp. pnuche( chassis, dial,
hack -plate drive, po: nter. Pte., 28,'6, plus post'
TYANA.- Midget Sidering Iron. 211/2'0 v
2311151 v., 19;11.
TYANA TRIPLE THREE.Complete with detachable bench slam], 19,8.
NEW SOLON MIDGET IRON. -:'.S w., 191. IDEAL
FOR ItAPIO CONSTR1I "101{$.
C.S.T. HEATER ISOLATION TRANSFORMER.Low leakage winding with O
r. boost. Ratio
1
1'5,2 v.,10;6: 4v., 10.'8 ; 6.:3v.,10'ß; 120.,
10/6. MAINS PRIMARIES and Specials to Order.
I, 3'9 ea.
MIKE TRANSF.- Ex -uo.t, Ratio 51
111 1.
Oct., 4d.
VIHOLDERS.- -Par.
EF70,
1312A CRT. 13. Moulded . Int. Oct.,
EASn. Bd.
6d.: B711, 9d. ; with screening can. 1,6 BOA,
COP:, BRA. 1 -; VCR97. 2,5.
EFSn,
Ceramic
1371:, 1: -. ENG. and AMER. a. 7 and !t -pit. etc.. I' -.
TAG STRIPS. - " or 3 -way, Id. : 4- or 5 -way, 3d.
or in_
. Bd., rte.
say, 44.
T /V. PRE-AMP. -('honnul I. Easily mnditied
t'hat,nels or Converter o
other Channels
Midget ('h.,..
41 x Cl x It. 'Complete wit rE.F4O rotor, ,.
lea,) awl ping. Rcaly for tote. Brawl New Mo.

6E6

1147
IiIn
1'.1.127

itub,

+2512.5 v.

B.E.C.

Cram.';

118 Er.70 Equip
5'6

86 I'ItA6 58

I617

y.

V.

u

'

31/25 v. Itut,ilier
50025 v, Plessey

8/6

2 -I.;e2 ;45r1 V. B. EA

i2}3!;:111

12156t v. In,hilìrr

:

VALVES
GUARANTEED
71 101Ilo

51.6J5

97

16i-16;450 v. B.E.D. 558
16+16 510 y, Drlh. 6/-

2r8
41-

Plhilirr

t.S,1511 v. Plhilirr 4/8
I9/351 v, 11.E.1',
3¡32/3.50 v. Duhilier
4!S

:

l

AS

D,Ihili,r

v.

16i510 v.

;

Radio-gram. Cabinets, superb Walnut Aniah,
Sire 30in. s 29in, c 15in. Lift -up lid. Int.
Reword Storage space. Facia out out for above
Radio Chassis. Soundly constructed. Complete
with Back, Speaker Barre and Fret. Bargain
29 19s. 6d. Callers only, please.

áóáD

11i51111

:

BARGAIN OFFERS
RECOMMENDED FOR
ABOVE CHASSIS
GREAT REDUCTIONS
Brand new Plessey 3-speed Autochanger Miser
Unit for 7, 10 and l2in. Records. Twin Hi -Fi
Xtal Head with Duopoiat sapphire stylus.
Playa 4,000 records. Sprung mounting. Superb
Quality. Bargain Price, 94 ens. post free.

;

TAPE RECORDING BARGAINS

1,27S v. 13.13.1I.
2/450 v. 1t.E.O.
41:151 V. Dnh.

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
THREE WAVEBLi1DS
FIVE VALVES
S.W. 16 in.- 51 t,.
LATEST M I' 1,1,A RP
M.K. Olin m. -551 In.
El11-IC, EF41.

.

1

ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK.
Sn/51 v. Plessey
2/2/- Can Typen, '-'lìps, 3d. ea.
2/3 16,450 v. T.C.C.
3/6
4/16 32/350 y. B.E.C.
4¡51,1 v. Hunts
2{- 61/:t50 V. 'l'.1' 1:.
6/6
4,451 V. It.F;.lt.
2/3 2511,'350 v. ILEA'.
818
4N5tl v. T.C.C.
219
8-I 10/450 v. It, F1.1'. 5/455011 v. Unbili,-r
26 Si 16/500v. Hnbilier556

Tnhnlar Wire rmis

;

RESISTORS. -.All

495
CONDENSERS.- Mew Stock 011 mftt. ti kV,
'Gl'.l'., 5/5. Pitta, 12.5 kV., 9/6 : pf. to 506 pf.
Eke, 65. ; Jgl l . M ira or To.. T.C.C. :,al v,,0l
Sprague 5()1 V., .02 N.S.F. 5111 v. .1
350 v
Micamould Tub., 9d.; Hunts Mohisral 5011 ,
.1115, .ul odd., 9d.:
.05 mfrl. and .I odd., 11-;
..: natl., 1i6 ; Tubular .a
3511 V. 1,9.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS.--Io";,,
5 Rf. to 5.0.1 pf., 1'-. +i1U pi, to ;Loop pt., 1¡3,
DITTO 1"6 Iex slnk).
1.5 pf. to 50I pt., 1/9, 515 pf. to 1,1110 pf., 2/-.

..STANDARD din.

Long spinner. Guaran-

teed

WIRELESS

,

BRAND NEW, 6/9 PAIR

VP-0.)T'

---.:

ZRy

714

5/6

OZI

6!-

81)2
91)2
IOF1

4/6

11133

8/6

1135

6/6

106
1L4

4/6

1LD5

1L5

86/6

.

8/6

2AX7

7/6

12H6
12K8
12SH7

584G
OAK)

8!6
7/6

86

6:ÁK6

6A8
6B8

4'7'-

6BA6
613E6

6ßJ6

6F12

6/6

29F2
20L1

6
7

2515

-

2/6
5'7/5/6/6

35Z4

10/31-

8'6

6/6

6/6

8/6

19AQ5

7/6
8/6
7/6

6R7
6SA7
63G7

7/6

6SK7

8!6

7/6
81-

6SL7
6SN7
6V6
6X5

8/6
7/7/8/-

6Y6
7C5

705

7/6
7/6

757

7/6

8/6

7%8

42SPT

12'11/8

2i3/6
SP61
3/6
MSPEN 5/-

4PT

8/8

KT24
HP4101
DDL4
6U5
174

4/6
5/6
5/6

7'8
7/6

MS'Pen 5'MVS!Pen7/6
PL38
20'-

1216

QP230

ß.'8/6
42MPT 1216

SP61

50L6

2'6

8,6
8

UBL21 12/6

77

86

UL41
UR3C
UU6
UU8
UY41
U12

10 -6

210LF

215S0

2 -

4'7/6

13/6
9.'-

10/6
10/6
16/6
9/-

8'-

5763
919002
6!9003
6'O
AC PEN

U403

10J6

VP41

718

CBL31

VR53

DH'30

6391

VLS492 80/VP2
8/6
6/6
VP23

10/6
17/6
15/6

V1255

VR57
VR91
VR136
VR105

(1!-

EBL31
CC9l
EC53

ECU))

17i8
7/7/6

X24

101-

5/7/6

8'-

9'10/6

716
10'- X66
7/6
10'- 163
All guaranPost Gd. 24 hour C.O.D service.
list.
Ire.S.A.E.
others.
Many
teed.
Boxed
Ex -Govt.
and Guaranteed.

7C7

ECC34
ECC35

VALVES
1R5
155

81-

8/-

4

3V4

8'

-

9

-

86

51.140

5Z4G
6AC7
fiALS
6AM6

5'8
^.g

11 6
7 6
GT G
46J5G & GT G
6 6
626
11'6
6101M
8-6

605G

6146 &

6KBGT
6L6G
6N7G

11 8

11/6

1016

6SL7GT 9'6

6SN7GT 11
6V6GT,C 9
T

-

12A6

-

8

EF U
EF50
EF5i

1

-

125H7
5'6
25L6GT
10'``
35L6GT 10'5oL6GT 10 807

931A

ATP4
CV67

CV174
DA41
E1192
É1436

EB34
EC52
EC54

9 6

7.6
6 6
9/8

EK32

I

7/6
EL35
11'6
KT33C 10L63
8'6
.EL32

10'6
90/7'6
25'-

PENIS 10'6

7,-

5130

S541
SP51

318

5'6'9'6

25.2(1-

V872
V1120B

7/6

1R10513011'-

10 8

VS7ÓO'1Ó 8
VS110A 7'VU111
4'-

3'6

6.16

HET. FEEDER UNIT.

-VALVE
-BAND SUPER* * *4HET.
" NORM. / HI -Fl /
3

GRAM." FEEDER UNIT.
3

-BAND
-VALVE
* * *5SUPERHET.
RECEIVER.
-VALVE -BAND A.C. /D.C.
* * *5SUPERHET.
RECEIVER.
A.C.
-BAND
-VALVE
* * *6SUPERHET.
RECEIVER.
A.C.
-VALVE -BAND
/D.C.
* * *6SUPERHET.
RECEIVER.
3

3

3

3

2 -BAND T.R.F.
* * *3 -VALVE QUALITY
FEEDER

SUPER

UNIT, ETC.

AMPLIFIER AND
** *FEEDER
POWER PACK.
TUNING IN** *MAGIC
DICATOR UNIT.
TRACER
A.C.
** *SIGNAL
QUALITY AMPLIEYE

-WATT
* * *SFIER
A.C. WITH NFB.
- WATT PUSH - PULL
* * *10QUALITY
AMP., A.C. WITH

WILCO ELECTRONICS

STAFFS.

- Brani

is

printed on the best glossy art paper
and also contains

Set Building Hints, Servicing Hints,
Facts and Formulae, Resistance

Colour Code, Symbols, etc., etc.,

AND our current Catalogue.
WHAT MORE COULD YOU
WANT FOR ONLY HALF -ASO DON'T DECROWN !
LAY, SEND FOR YOUR COPY
TO -DAY ! !

RESISTORS. -12

1

watt assorted. Brand

New, 1/6 box of 12. post 43. 32 mfd. 450 v.
(U.S.A.). brand new, 1/6 each. 6 for 7/9,

post

10d.

WANTED
VALVES,

C.R.T.,

IR5

VR116

6

7Y4
6Q7

8/6

6V6
6K8

8//

774

3S4

* B.I.Cond.,
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

4

11/6
11/6

6E80
12K8

918

1210

10/6

T33C

8/-

7/6

EB91

EF91
41MTL
ARP12

8
9

39

8/6

ECL80

81-

91-

8/-

9/-

9/6

12Q7
7C6

818

* G.E.C. crystal diodes,
* Pye plug and sockets,

*

80

8/6
8/-

-

9Ì8
8/6

50L6

8/6

6d. pair.

mfd. 500, 1/6.

Cond. Panel, 3 Westectors, 22 1 -watt
Resistors. Condensers. 3,' -.
6Position Push-pull Cnit. 1/9. Post 4d.
Special Valve Offer. IT4, IRS, 3S9, 3V4,
or I55. 296 the Set.
610, 6K7, 627, 584, 6V6. 371- the Set.
6AM6, 6 for 42, -.
Coil Packs. L. M. S. 25' -,

with circuit.
Block Cond. 4 mfd.. 500 v.w.. 2/9.
Rev. Counters. Total count .999. Use;
Flash -lamp battery. 5/6.
Co-Axial Cable. 8011 per ft. 8d. s'ari.
Post 1/- per 12 yards.

*
* R.4I'. Pots. Midget 1011. 2/9.
Fuses. lain. 1 a., 1.5 a., 2 a., 3 a.,
* 3/6 doz.
* Jack Socket,. 2 hole fixing. 6d.

REX RADIO,
:

a.

Catalogue 8d.

Mail Order only.

'l'etm.,

5

I'ost. 9d. up to
116 up

C7,

7treet,
lí- up to 20/-.

LOW,`

10.'-,

to 40!-.

(T. G. Howell)

'

high. BRAND NEW. 6'- pair, high Q "
postage 6d.
C.H.F. COILS as used in the original model
3 Band. all dry 3 (April S3 P.W.). 6/6 pair,
postage 6d.
DUAL. NAVE 11.F. Coil as used in original
models Summer All Dry Portable, Modern
1 & 2 Valver. etc.
4'3 each. postage 3d.
K " TYPE COILS as used in the original
model A. C. Bandpass 3. 313 per coil. Ose.
Postage Csl.
& S.W. Band also available.
NOW READY our new booklet " HOME
RADIO " containing full details for constructing from a crystal set to 3- valver,
fully illustrated with list of component
suppliers. etc. 32 pages. beautifully printed
and in simple language. price 2- per copy,
plus 2;d. postage. Send for your copy now.

Frame. Aerials, chokes, etc., etc. List ltd.
stamp.
138. THE RIDGWAYY, 4VOODINGDF.AN.
BRIGHTON, 7.

TELEKIT SUPPLY
Chant].)

WES 2392.

every
one
New.
1377, Z77. 6AM6, 803, CV138,
CV640. CV136. CV13I, W77, N77, EL91. 61f7G,
V752 (EL32), R17, 5'- each. 54'- doz. 6V6GT,
6X5GT. 6AQ5. DH77, 6AT6, 8/9 each. 6K7
(metal), 5' -. 6F6, Si -. SP61 or 91. 2/6.
RK34 (2C34), 1 /9. ATP4. 2'6. 24 -- doz. EA50.
1/9. MÚ14. 8 /6." 5Y'3GT, 7'9. K744, 5!9.
954, 1/6. E052, 4/9. EF50, VR91, 4'6. R10,
5/6. KTZ41. 3'6. post Gd.
SET OF 4 BATTERI' VALVES, -1R5,
155, 1T4. 3S1, 27 - set or 7'- each. post 63.

4/8

19Ì6

7Q7

<P:;('IAI, OFFER. still available Midget
LF. T.s. 465 Eco. 13 /16in. square x lain.

ñ;;;

VALVES.
guaranteed.

9/8

6Ii7
5/6
EF50 (Syl.)

LP2

6L6

ASTRAL RADIO PRODUCTS

SPON

:

7C6

9/6
9/6

RODING'S
" HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S
HANDBOOK"
*

Rd., Croydon

TEL

8

NFB.

STANLANE,WILLETTS
WEST BROMWICH
43,

9Ó137

35Z4
35L6
2X2

Hours Service
9/6
6SN7

A.C.
** *SIGNALETC.,GENERATOR,
ETC.

VU120A -4'6

8/8

204. Lower Addiseombe

:-

A.C.

43

85A2

blueprint circuits, parts lists and
technical descriptions* e n a bl i n g
YOU to build all of the following
high -class equipment
* * *3 -VALVE 3 -BAND SUPER-

SI-

TP22
10'8
752620 17/8
UAF42 13/6
UC1I21

This small sum will bring you fifteen

16/6

8/6

PY82
PZ30

3516

Ë
A50
SP41

A.C.
-VALVE
-BAND
* * *4SUPERHET.(
"CORONET. "1

PM247VI 12/6

8/6
12!6

8!6
807

816

7/6
9/4/-

24

8/6

6X5

HL2
2HL1320 6 KT2
3/6
KT33C 10/KT36
17'6
KTW62 5'MH4
5/8
MHD4 10/6

7/6

'

6L7
6L18
6N7

FY51
EY91
H30

7/-

eed.

1018

7/6
20!7/8

EL9I
EM34

15'-

131)3

7/6
9/6

6F33
6H6

10/6
ó/6/6

12SK7
12807
12SR7
15132

7/8

613W6

.6CH6

10/6

12ßE6

7/-

ECM!)
EF37
EF80
EF91
EL38

3/-

125J7

6/6
8/-

6AM6

6J5
6J6
6J7

August, 1954
All Volves G

8/6
10/6
10/6

ECC81

2/6

12A8

12!-

8'-

8/6

10513

12AT7

2021
5U4G
5Y3G

,p771..iJ'1n-i!!l,SIJIMPIi

; i:<:SFR°

VALVES

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC Corp., Ltd.,
38, Chaleot Road, N.W.I. PRlmroie 9090

3136
3Q5

.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

496

1T4

e.5.

This is one of the sets you can
build using our prealigned units !
(AS USED BY MR. F. J. CAMM
IN HIS FAMOUS " CORONETS.").
Send stamp

for priced parts lists of

" P.W." A.C.. A.C. /D.C. or Battery
" Coronets." All parts in stock.

Bromley, Bent.
VALVES. NEW It
OZ4
1L4

LABORATORIES

(DEPT. P8),
AIRPORT,
BOURNEMOUTH
CHRISTCHURCH, HANTS.

TEST EQUIPMENT

www.americanradiohistory.com

4!-

5/6
1LN5(soiled)
5/1/5
0/8
174
6,6
1115
6/6
716

6A8

ROBING

MAIL ORDER DEPT.
Lane Works, Chantry

6AL5
6AM6
6AT6
6B8

Phone

SURPLUS,

6BA6

63E6

6BR7

6BW6
6CH6
625
6K7

6/6

6X4
6X5

6/6

7DI

8/7/6
7/6
6/-

7'-

Lane.

Ray. 5845.

GUARANTEED.

786

1ÌD3
12AT7

8 6

(soiled) 5/6,51.17 (soiled)

7:-

5'-

12A6 1299

15D2

6 6
7 6

7135

6-

7H7

6--

787

:

6'-

6/-

8Ì7/5141-

ALBO

4/6

CV181
EF50
VR21
W77

6/-

5/3/7/3

BEC'KENHAM, KENT
THE SHOP FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR
NOW OPEN AT 104, HIGH STREET.

s
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dly.

OF EX- SERVICE VALVES, WITH
By

E.

BASE CONNECTIONS

G. Bulley

THE valves that

are today available upon the
The amount of amplification effected by the valve
surplus market are shown in table 1, and in question can therefore be controlled by
the variation
comprise two specific types, namely one that of the signal input to the grid, or in some cases
by
is termed the " variable mu," and the other having a variation of the screen voltage. The
latter affects the
sharp cut-off characteristic. The former derives its slope of the valve. By varying the
slope characteristic,
name from the fact that the pitch of the grid helix it in turn affects the amplification
factor.
is varied along its
active length, reTABLE
SURPLUS VALVE TYPES
sulting in the mu
of the valve being
Max.
Max.
Max.
Max. Op.
varied as and when
E.F. I.F.
E.A.
Screen
Max.
Screen
Slope
Freq.
the bias voltage is
Voltage Voltage
Wa
Dis.
Ma /V
(Mc¡s)
altered. That is to
say, as the bias voltVR65
6.3
.63
250
250
4.5
1.25
8.5
100
age is taken more
CV I 36
6.3
.2
300
275
4.75
0.8
2.6
100
negative so the mu
6.3
CV 138
.3
300
300
3.0
7.5
0.9
of t he valve will 6C6
6.3
.3
250
100
1.25
decrease. This VT193
6.3
.3
250
100
2.0
2.115
characteristic, NR64
6.3
.3
250
100
2.0
2.85
therefore, allows VR106
13.0
.2
250
125
1.65
the valve to handle
VR108
13.0
.2
250
125
1.25
much larger signal NR79
6.3
.45
300
150
3.0
0.5
7.5
inputs without disARP21
6.3
.45
300
150
3.0
0.5
7.5
tortion in the cir2.0
.21
150
60
1.0
cuit in which it is ARP24
ARP20
4.0
.95
200
200
4.0
8.5
being used.
ARP38
4.0
.25
250
100
1.25
2.2
In the case of the VT149
4.0 .25
250
100
1.25
2.2
sharp cut -off type, VR9IA
6.3 .3
300
300
3.P
1.7
6.5
125
t h e
grid pitch is VR100
6.3
.3
250
100
2.0
2.85
uniform along its
entire length a n d
therefore one can say that the mu characteristic is Cross -modulation
more or less constant, and is not therefore affected
The adoption of the variable-mu valve does prevent
by the bias on the valve.
what is known as cross -modulation, that is to say,

1-

,

"

_onventrona/

r

cathode
bias

t

Fig.

1.-A

conventional H.F. stage in a modern
receiver.
-

F g.
Fg.

2. -An alternative to vite circuit shown in
1.

Here the R.F. transformer primary carries
the anode current of the valve.
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frequency changers so long as there is a separate
oscillator valve. This practice, however, is not
recommended for U.H.F. work, the reason being that
There is always the possibility of interference from the
output of the local oscillator. A typical circuit in
which the valve is used as a frequency changer is
shown in Fig. 3, and is included so that the reader
will appreciate the application of such valves. Fig. 3
shows the method by which the
output from the local oscillator
ti. -lis injected into the grid of the
R.F. valve which is being used
as a frequency changer.
An advantage of an'R.F.
stage, however, is that it proTo /F
vides greater gain with improved
Stages
signal noise ratio.

the use of such a valve prevents the interference
which can be set up by the modulation of two or
more signals.
A typical R.F. stage is shown in Fig. 1, and in such
This
a circuit, screening is an essential requirement.
can be appreciated when one realises that any stray
reaction effects will create instability. However,
upon examination of the circuit, it will be seen that

Loca.

Oscillator

A.V.C.
A further advantage of the
variable -mu type of R.F. pentode is, of- course, the ability
to use the variation in gain
afforded by the variable -mu
characteristic in an attempt to
overcome the drawbacks of
fading when receiving long distance signals. Variation in
the bias voltage over quite a

wide range varies the gain of
the valve, and therefore it is
usual in the superhet type of
receiver to use this type of valve
in both the R.F. and -F. stages.
Oscillator
After the I.F. stages the signal
Coil
is rectified and applied not only
to the A.F. amplifiers, but also
back to the R.F. and I.F. stages.
R.F.
The voltage produced by tha
Cirecris of a +uperhet frequency changer stage in which an
Fig.
rectified signal is used for the
pentode acts as frequency changer.
bias of the controlled stages
filters to avoid instability) and thus as
the aerial is inductively coupled to the grid coil, the (through suitable
more bias is applied to the
latter being tuned by a suitable condenser Cl to the the signal becomes stronger
This type of valve is
reduced.
thus
the
gain
valves
and
condenser.
trimming
is
the
;
C2
frequency required
base " and " long grid
grid
"
short
in
both
available
a
condenser
by
bypassed
suitably
The screen grid is
alternative types may be used
C3. and the output from the R.F. pentode appears base " and therefore
of control desired.
degree
to
the
according
This,
transformer.
R.F.
the
of
across the primary
transis
in turn,
CONNECTIONS
ferred to the sec TABLE 2
1

'

3.-

-PIN

ondary of the
a nd
hence passed on to
the next stage. In

transformer

this arrangement,
condenser C4 i s
used to adjust the
coupling between

1

K

H
G1

GI
H

the valve and the

R.F. transformer
primary.

However, an alternative arrangement which is more
commonly used is
shown in Fig. 2.

M

H
M

M
H

Furthermore,
also

valves can
be

used

K& G3
K
A
H
H
A
A
H

An Alternative

such

2

as

H
A

K
H
H

62
H

(LS.

I

3

A
H
H
G2

A
A
G3
G3

4

5

G2

G3
A

H
H
G3

A
K

62

1.S.

G2
H
H

I.S.
H
H
G3
G3

62

A
A
G3
A
A
A

G2

A
A

G3
G2

G2
H

62
G2

= Internal- shi:ld or

6

7

G3 & I.S.

G3
G3
G3
LS.
LS.

T.C.

Base

H

01

--

M.O.

01

B7G
B7G
USS6
1.0.
1.0.

- - --- - ---K'
M

H

8

G2
G2

H

H

K
K

H
G2
G2
H

H

K
M

K
K

K
K

G2
H

H
K

H

K

GI
H

LS.

K

GI
GI
G1'
G1

B7
B7

01

1.0.

GI
GI
GI
GI
GI

M.O.

(Pin G-H)
GI

I.0.
B7

I.0.

I.O."
B9G
1.0.

screen.)

°t144,té#l!k=EF=átì;
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(Dept, PW) 42 TOTTENHAM CT. RD,,
LONDON, W1. Telephones LANGRAH 11512

wy o)

:
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Money Back Guarantee on All Goods
4 watt AMPLIFIER KIT
This is a 3 valve 3 stage Amplifier for use
with Gramophone, Microphone or Radi,.
Vaire

111MO!

O11W.1'

can supply all the parts (including valves, 5in. moving coil speaker,
cabinet, chassis, and everything
down to the last nut and holt) to
enable YOU to build a professional looking radio.
The chassis is
punched and drilled ready to mount
the components. There is a choice
of any of three attractive cabinets
12in. long. 5in. wide
6in. high, as
follows either ivory or brown bakelite, or by
wooden, finished in walnut. Complete
and easy -to- follow point -to -point and circuit wiring
diagrams supplied.
MODEL I. T.R.F. RECEIVER
MODEL 2. SUPERHET RECEIVER
This is a 3 valve plus metal rectifier TRF
This is a powerful midget 4 valve plus
metal rectifier Superhet Receiver with a
receiver with a valve line -up as follows :
valve line -up as follows 6K8. 61(7. 6Q7.
6K7 (HF), 6.17 (Del) and 616 (Output).
The dial is Illuminated and when assem618. The dial is illuminated and coverage
is for the Short Wave bands between 16 -50
bled the receiver presents a very attracmetres, the Medium Wave bands between
tive appearance.
Coverage is for the
180 -550 metres, and the Long Wave bands
Medium and Long Wave bande. Operates
on 200(250 volts A.C. Mains.
between 800 -2,000 metres. Operates on
200.'250 volts A.C. mains.
Plus 2 6 Packing,
We

line -up is as fr,llons : 6-S17 : 816
5Z4. Negative feed -lack. Tone control.
Voltage adjustment panel incorporated.
4 watts output.
Fcr operation on A.C'.

Mains 200/250 volts.
The complete Kit includes every item.
down to the last nut and bolt, drilled
and punched chassis and comprehensive

:

point -to -point

/

£ Ji

S,

Insur.

T.R.F. RECEIVER

1O

O

Carriage,

PRICE

Insur.

Plus

7

-

2

6

Pkg.Carr.
& Ins,

can supply this Receiver ready built at £6 15s. Ed. plus 3;6 p.c.
ALL COMPONENTS SUPPLIED ARE GUARANTEED
ONE YEAR
NOTE : We would respectfully suggest to those interested in FOR
building this receiver
that they send for OUR Instruction Booklet. Intending constructors can then judge
for THEMSELVES how comprehensive this Booklet is,
Instruction Booklet and priced Parts List for either of the above available separ' tely
atli-. This money will be refunded if circuit
diagram is returned as NEW within 7 days.
When ordering please state Model No.
We

diagram.

£4.5.0

£7.19.6

Plus 2/6 Packing,

circuit

8in. x 6in. x 21in.

:

ALL COMPONENTS SUPPLIED ARE
GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

:

Carriage,

wiring

Chassis dimensions

The Output
Transformer supplied
is for use with a londspealc, r
a ohm,'
impedance and we would suggest that the
output of the complei,ed amplifier .justifier
the use of one of the latest W.B. H.F.
Speakers which can te supplied as follows
8in., 60'6 ' 91n.. 67lOin., 73.6.
All
plus 2,6 pkg., carr. ins.

HIGH QUAI.IT1 A.('.!D.C. AMPLIFIERS-VEIN
For 200 -250 A.C.ID.C, Push -pull output (approx. 3 w.).
Valve line -up : 4 latest type miniature Mullard valves

-1 UCH42,

1 UAF4I, 2 UL41 in push -pull. Special feature
H.T. supply is
to
enable an R.F. tuner unit to be powered incorporated
by the amplifier.
Dimensions. gin. x 4tn. x 4in. Supplied
complete with circuit diagram,
Packing, carriage, insurance on each model. 36.
Circuit Diagram only, available .separate;+,
at l'-. To those who require this Amplifier
TERMS OF RI; SINF,S1: Cash with order (or C.O.D. Post items):
ready -built we can supply it at £5.1.0,
all orders for small items totalling over £2 post free unless otherwise stated,
plus 3'6 pkg., carr., ins.
NOW OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS 9-4 p.m.
PERSON
PERSONAL
SHOPPERS ALWAYS WELCOMED

-separate smoothed

66/6

IIIIIIIIIIIIIII(IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH
SETS OF 1/AIAlì5
Ten. EF50 (Ex-Bra nd
New Units), 5 each
...45/- Set
6K8G, 61(7G. 607G
SZ4G. 6V6G for
7

TP25,
HL23'DD,
VP23. PENIS or
...
0P25)
...25'-

..

6K80.61£70,6Q7G,
25A6G. 25Z5 or

37'8

.,

('R1'S'l'AI. ]1I('ItOP11(iNE
INSERTS

Brand New R.F.

We have over 20.000 American and R.Y.A. tall es in stock.
ALL VALVES NEW AND GUARANTEED.
OZ4A
71- 6K8G
9 12507
7'6 EY51
12 - 5130
1F6
6l66K8GT 9r- 12SH7
^6EK32
8/6 747,5 VS7Ó18
1115
716 61,6G
10- 125J7
8 6 EF91
9'76
1S4
7/6,6U5
76 12SK7 8'6 EL33
10 -1CV66
61S5
7'6 ¡fiUSG
7'6 12SR7
7 6' F,L32
7 6 VR150'30 8 8
1T4
ICS
1LN>
2X2
iV4
3S4

5Z3G
5U4G
5Z4G
6A7G
6AC7
6AG5
OA8G

8AM6
6B8
6C4

fiCSGT

8D6

8/6
POST
FREE

6F6G
6G6G
6H6GT
6H6M

6J5GT
6J8

6AK5

6J7G

7M
6K6
Ideal for tape recording and
amplifiers. No matching trans-

former required.

RECORDING TAPE
G.E.C.
600 feet Reels
,..
10 /1,200 feet Reels
17/6
5,

11111111111111

(RADIO LTD.)

3A4

25Z6G
..
...3715 ..
12K8GT, 12K7GT,
I2Q7GT, 35Z4GT.
35L6GT or 50L6GT37'8 .,
12SA7GT, 12SK7GT,
12SQ7GT. 35'L4G'l'.
3356LGT or 50L6G'f

POST
FREE

EN R Y' S

RF24 20 -30

61f7G

7%66L7

81-6N7G'C
81-,6070'1'
5'- 65J7GT
9!-'6R7
7/6 6X50
7.6 6SA7GT
8'6 6SQ7GT
81 6SG7

81
818
66

65H7S1

6SK7GT
6SL7GT
7'6 6SN7GT

8/6,6SC7

9!- 6SS7
7.6 6V6GT

8'6

7C5

88

7C7

6/8 7H7
8/6 7B7
618 7S7
5r- 12A6
8/6 12C8

51- 12H6
91- 12K7GT
91- 12K8GT

7 0 14A7
7 6 25Z6GT

6 1:F50 (Regd. CK:ilOAX

.6

Sy1.1 10 6 F.F50
5-

8 6 25Z5
8 6 35Z4GT
86 25A6

6
6

8.6 35L6
8.6 50L6GT

86

6 DK40
6 UL41
6 UY41
6 4D1
6 802

42

,$14'3

7 8 75
78

°$
9'9-

6

80

866A

1

10 -9001

76

7 6

8

8$

956

8-

154

8 6 955

10 -,1299A
7 8 TZ40

6I931A
8,6' EA50
7

86

9'- SP61

4-

9U2
R3

Oil

EF51

EB34
8/8 12Q7GT 8:6
8/6
g¡g EBC33
9/. 12SA7GT 8/6 EF36

8/812SQ7GT8;61EF39

44-

RF26 50-65

-

42SPT

6'15SG

4-

8

12'6
10 - VT501

6

6
6

4-

8 6

10

-

4-

718

7/6
12/6 AC/PEN(71
12/8
10/4/- PENDD4020
4r
12/6
4/- FC13C 1014/- VP4(7)
8/6
4/- ID5
8/8

MORSE PRACTICE BUZZERS
Morse tapper and 4 volt buzzer complete on baseboard, with battery
and headphones. Brand New complete 151- p.p., or less Headphones
and Battery, 6- post paid.
28 -page

Catalogue, 3d.

Open Mon. -Sat.

HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2

5'7.000 v. wkg.

.1

7

CP5600,
6 each.

Bakelite

ESA INDICATOR

Complete
4

-SP61.

with

UNIT

12- EF50.

3 -EA50, 2 -EB34

Double -deck

Chassis.

on

V/
contro s. Resistors, etc.
In absrdute New Condition.
69'6. Carr. 7B.

" 426 ' CONTROL ('NIT
Containing
4- REDEF50,

8 6 41ívIP

37 6 PX25
50/- KT33C
2- KT66
6- GU50
3/6 XP2V
XH Q.5)
8/8 VUlll
8/8I VU133
6/8'.VU120A

Type
Case.

MS!PEN 7'6
6 MS;PENB

TP22

5-'l'H2'33

8

T.('.(!

,

;

^6
6-

5!- ATP4

10

6

15 -Post.
19 6 post free
mo s
45- post free

YCR577(' Blue and White
63in. Tube. This Tube replaces the VCR97 and
VCR5F
without alteration and gives a full
Blue and White picture.
Brand new in original
crates, 35/
carr. free.

5-

A52

MU14

SP41

7 '8
6 6

4 - HL23'DD 6
4'- VP23
6
8 6 V P41
5- U22
8

B- U19
6:- Y63
6'- P2

76

:1I)ICOPEN.

6/8
86 .4C5'PENDD
8'6
12'8
8 6 PEN25
68
9 - PEN46
9 - QP25

6-D12
6- D8.3
8- KT2

9032
9003
9003

-

:

-

8 9004

86
8'6

SP2

VP2
:6 TDD2A

5-

INli

me

RF25 40-50 me

',

IRS, 155, 1T4, lS4
or rI,S4 or 3V 4 ...27'5 .,

8/6

;

,

2 -SP61,
2 -EA50,
1 -EB34,
2- Single -gang
0005 Condensers,

W/W,

Vol,controls

and Switches, etc. Size
121n. 1: 61n. x 51n., 35 -.
Carr., 3 / -.
:

" 182A "

INDICATOR
]NIT.Complete with
VCR511

and Screen. 3and 1 -5U40
V'controls. Ideal
for T4 or 'Scope. Brand
New (less relay).
In
original cases, 67,6 Plus
EF50.

9 W/W

4 -SP61

7!6 cater,
9-6. Thurs.. 1 p.m.
TEL.: PADDINGTON 1008/9,

0401.
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Wireless Supplies

ALFRED PADGETT

Unlimited

40 MEADOW LANE, LEEDS, 11

(founded 1925, originally Stratford, E.I5.)

(Established 20 years)

Still on the go, and STILL carrying
the MOST COMPREHENSIVE
STOCKS of Component Parts in
the Industry

Pagas

All Goods fully guaranteed. Cash refunded
if not 100% satisfied with your purchase.

16

!

Mail Order Address

Circuits

2!6

Get all your requirements from one
source, and experience
SAME -DAY SERVICE !

Our

only

Globe Court Liversedge Yorks

Enlarged again
!

ONLY. TYPE 17 SETS, less valves.
Many useful spares, store soiled, 3/6 each,
Post 2/4. Circuit and Full Working Instructions for these sets, I/- post free.
300

Handbook,
The
Home
ments. now
its suppleincorporates

POLAR Tuning Condensers,
brand new, not salvage. Ceramic
470
pF. swing
insulation.
(Nominal .0005 /IF.) Full length'
spindle. Eyebolts supplied for
mounting on any plane.
2 -gang, 8/6d. post paid.
3 -gang, 9/6d.
Also 2 -gang 300 pF. for Denco
Coils, 7/9d.

the
abovepoint-to-point tlitledalayout
and FULL
wiring
constructionaldia
for

ctiof
details
PLUS full variety of
a
for building constructional
details
PLUS pages
coil Pock
coif
of Radio Information,
Resistance
building

a

etc. PLUS
all our circuits

Code, Formulae,

pYOU

VALUE!

IT'S TOPS

UNLIMITED
OLD CHRISTCHURCH RD.,
HANTS.
BOURNEMOUTH,
264 -266,

Bournemouth 4567.
'Grams : Limitrad, Bournemouth.

SUPACOILS

(D=pi. P.0)
21, Mark house
Road, London,
E.17

A

ANNOUNCEMENT

RADIOGRAM
FOR

DENCO (CLACTON) LTD.
In order to avoid confusion between
the well -known trademark " DELCO
and our own trademark " DENCO "
and as " DELCO " was registered as
a trademark before " DENCO," we
our
withdraw
to
agreed
have
" DENCO " trademarks from the
Register and revert to our former
trademark " MAXI Q." In future all

or L.P.

List Price
£12'1/6

Price 23:8.
June issue for dcu1
-High ac.^uracy.
NIVEItSAL SHUNTS.--meter.
Only one
for tiny 1 mA. or 500 jr./).
no calibrating
simple adjustment to make.
with Inmeter being required. Boxed, guarantee.
and
-

Amp. Price 11'8.

1,

5.25.100 and

2. 10, 50. 200

mA. and

1

-

SHUNTS,
UNIVERSAL
1 mA. meters
Specially designed for 100 ohmNo
calibrating
end 500 ohm 500 p A meters. wire
up and
or adjustment necessary. just order
S51A
use. Ranges as Sil and S505
500 /r A meters.
for 1 mA., and S505A for
One year's guarantee. Price 11'9.
UNIVERSAL. Silt NTS for any meter in
the range 50p MASSEYtailsonrequest.

FIXED

;

58,

WAKEFIELD

AVENUE, HULL

New

LARGE STOCKS OF THE FOLLOW-

ING.

volt

6.2

100 K. pots., less switch, 1/4 each ;
.3 amp. M.E.S. Lamps, 5/- doz. ;

Crystal Diodes, 2 for 2/2, I2/- doz. ;
6V6 G.T., 6/6 each ; 6K7 G., 4,i- each
M.S. Pen., 7 -pin, 2/6 each. All post free.
MIXED RADIO PANELS, full of
resistors and condensers. 12 panels, 4/6,
post free. 30/- of value. Not to be missed.
SOME OF GOODS PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED STILL AVAILABLE.

Television, Radio,

Record CABINETS
MADE TO ORDER
ANY SIZE OR FINISH

CALL OR SEND DRAWINGS

QUOTATION

FOR

KOSKIE

B.

(DEPT. C.)

!

Leather Lane,
Holborn, E.C.1

72 -76

COLLARO 3 speed Gram

KIT, WITH

of

¡in. 80 ohm, 6d. yd

20 yds., 8/6, post free.

6 GNS.
But you can convert your
own radio by plugging in one of our
Record Players. Many surplus models to
be cleared at half price.

Well, hardly

1

our
S51 (1 mA.), covers

Cable,

Coaxial

otherwise

QUANTITY

UNLIMITED

OUR PRICE

FREE OFFER

(I mA.),

1,000 1124 SETS, less valves, but
complete, 6/6 each, Post 2/4.

Standard

DENCO (Clacton) Limited,
357/358 Old Road,
Clacton -on -Sea, Essex.

S505

6 GÌVS. ?
DECCA
RECORD
PLAYERS

of our products -will be manufactured.
advertised and sold under the registered
trademark " MAXI Q."

MULTIMETER

!

`END FOR A
COPY TODAY

(Proprs. Unlim :tex Radio Ltd.)

2,000 SELENI UM METAL RECTIFIERS,
250 volts at 100 m /A. Brand new, 6/6
S0 /- per doz.
;

'each, post free

its Ill for
PLUS
structional
fo full
con-con
details
superhet
building Car
Radio
fusely illustrated
catalogue. proCANT GET
BETTER

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

:

GLOBE WAREHOUSE

!'hone

:

CHAncery 6791/2

Motor Units with
turn -over pick -up.

List Price 10 gns.
OUR PRICE ES
Send

/19/6

stamp for Lists of other Record
Players.

RONALD WILSON & CO.

J.

in 3 --s\

n l'e
Prey leaflet Lell. how ran.3,
elves
yboard. Imitates whole or ,'.ca.
lions.
oIra_
simple
from
Is simply built
m

Cet your free copy now...
C & S, 10 Duke St., Darlington,
Co. Durham
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PRACTICAL

Repeated Description
IHAVE often complained of the BBC's insensitivity to repetition in many of its programmes,
most notably the weather forecasts, news
bulletins and other items of topical interest. Also, to
me, the needless reading out of casts and other detail
after some of the shortest items and, not infrequently,
before as well, when all of it is at our elbow in
the Radio Times.
A notable instance of this occurred during the
past month on the occasion of Her Majesty's visit to
the City to take luncheon with the Lord Mayor.
Three commentators were posted along the route :
Max Robertson at Temple Bar describing the
"Ceremony of the Sword, " Wynford Vaughan Thomas outside the Mansion House to tell of the
arrival there, and Godfrey Talbot inside to whet our
appetites and thirsts for the lunch itself. All three
told us that (a) the Queen was wearing a green hat
and a fur cape, (b) the Duke of Edinburgh was in the
-uniform of an Admiral of the Fleet, (c) the sky was of
Mediterranean blue and the sun was shining down,
td) it was a great historic occasion and the pageant of
our glorious history was rolled out before us in the
various rites, etc., that were performed, and so on
and so on. As the whole broadcast took less than
30 minutes the total effect was one of boredom and
annoyance such as we feel on hearing three consecutive news bulletins with scarcely a word changed
in each.
A liaison between commentators should not only
be the simplest matter possible, but should be
obligatory and part of the routine on such occasions.
One commentator only should describe the dresses
and uniforms (unless, as with a famous pianist, they
are changed between courses, etc.). Another should
be deputed to " do " the weather, crowds and related
events, whilst the third should explain the historical
origins and significance of the ceremonies enacted.
We should then have a continuous picture of what is
taking place unfolded for us instead of, as it were,
constant references back to what has already gone
by and dips into an index to see what is coming.
So simple yet so rarely met with.

"Between the Wars "
Mr. Wickham Steed, late editor of The Times
gave a talk on the origins of the Entente Cordiale
and is at present engaged in a series of six programmes
of reminiscences styled " Between the Wars." They
are very interesting and a forceful radio personality,
akin to Bertrand Russell's, is behind them. The talk
on the Entente might well have had the sub -title
.. or how the 1914 -18 war came about."
Cobbett's " Rural Rides " is one of the great books
on England and those who finish it are well rewarded.
Stimulating, racy, forthright, if not always quite'
accurate, it makes us smell the new mown hay and
the freshly turned soil. This is exactly what Ralph
Wightman is and did, though I am sure he is more
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accurate than Cobbett .was said to have been. So the
three trips that Mr. Wightman took over some of
Cobbett's own route were thoroughly enjoyable.
1 thought the editing and production most
agreeable
and apposite, and appreciated the reading of passages
from Cobbett by John Sharp.
BBC Dictatorship
The new radio play " Defeat," by Graham Sutton,
was another disquisition on dictatorship which the
BBC seems to be fathering, or mothering, just now.
I liked it very much.
Dealing with the Athenian
expedition to Sicily in 415 B.C. and its utter rout, it
has, as all the plays in this recent bunch have had,
its pointer to topical events. I was rather tickled at
the request of one of the characters to another to
" shut the window." I didn't know there were any
so long ago.

Dame Myra Hess
Dame Myra Hess played Beethoven's greatest
sonata, Op. 111, most beautifully, with all the love
and affection of years of association with it and other
Beethoven masterpieces, and with sufficient technical
mastery to do full justice to the incomparable
variation writing, trills, etc.
Mr. Ernest Newman gave an appreciative and
interesting talk on Elgar on the occasion of the
centenary of the master's birth.
The BBC's " originality " staff worked at full
pressure for the 90- minute variety bill which
formed part of the programmes celebrating the
Queen's return. Items I recognised of truly staggering novelty were some bagpipes, "All Through the
Night " and " Home Sweet Hone."
Plays
" Odd By Out," a school story. savoured up to a
point of " The Winslow Boy," inasmuch as one of the
boys at a preparatory school was wrongfully accused.
But it differed greatly when the headmaster was shown
up as a nefarious scoundrel. A good story well
acted.
So was " The Little Foxes," Lillian Hellman's story
of the aftermath of the American Civil War. But
some of the Southern accents were dubious to the
point of being untruthful.
" Stop Press Murder " was the usual mixture which
cast suspicion on every innocent person without
showing up the real culprit too vividly. It had some
merits. It was adapted by Rex Rienits from the
novel of Guy Ramsey.
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News from the Trade
New Mullard Multi- purpose Beam Tetrode
beam tetrode valve likely to be of great
ANEW
value to designers of compact audio, video or
radio frequency equipment has recently been made
available by the Communications and Industrial
Valve Department of Mullard, Ltd. This is the
QVO6-20, which has an anode dissipation of 20 watts.
The new valve is intended for operation at full
ratings as a power valve at any frequency up to
60 Mc /s, and at reduced ratings to 175 Mc/s. It has
been designed to meet the requirements of a very
wide variety of applications, from servo amplifiers
to video modulators, and it will function equally well
in radio transmitters as driver, frequency multiplier,
power oscillator, or output valve.
A single QVO6-20 in Class " C " will deliver 69
watts at 60 Mc /s, while at audio frequencies a pair
in push -pull, Class ABI will provide 120 watts output.
The mutual conductance of 7mA /V ensures high
power sensitivity even at low anode voltages.
As a precaution against internal feedback, the anode
is brought out to a top cap and the lower part of the
valve is provided with a short metal screen connected
to one of the pins. The heater voltage is 6.3 volts and
the base is lnternation octal. The QVO6 -20 is a
direct replacement for the American 6146. -Mullard

primarily recommended for use with a 4 -volt transformer from A.C. mains. The heating time is then
six seconds, and the current drain approximately
30 amps. A switch ring is fitted round the handle
which is slid forward to bring the element into circuit.
As soon as the required heat is obtained the switch
is drawn back and thus the load is applied intermittently. It must not be left switched on for too
long a period or the bit will be burnt. In such a
case the tip will have to be cleaned up. Each iron is
guaranteed for three months, and the price is LI 19s.,
and the transformer, if required, costs LI 17s. 6d.Arthur's, 150-152, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.

Whiteley Electrical Record Cabinets
new storage cabinets are announced by the
TWOmakers
of the well -known W/B speakers.
Known as the " Melody " and " Symphony " these
cost £9 17s. 6d., and the following are general
descriptions. The " Melody " accommodates TV or
radio receiver on top ; room inside for 150 IOin, or
12in. records. Highly polished French walnut veneer
Fitted with
finish, interior in lacquered birch.
easy- running castors and has removable record index
cards clipped inside doors. Rubber buffers at back
of cabinet.
Ltd., Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.
The " Symphony " has a capacity of 250/300. IOin.
and 12ín. records. Top is large enough to take
The " New Radiotime "
record player or medium-size TV or radio set.
VERSATILITY and ease of operation are the Highly polished French walnut veneer finish, interior
keynotes of the Ekco " New Radiotime " in lacquered birch. Easy -running castors, removable
(Model A222), for it combines a switch -tuned radio record index cards inside doors, rubber buffers at
with a Smith's self- starting, mains-operated clock, back of cabinet. -Whiteley Electrical Radio Co.,
complete with automatic time- switching and alarm Ltd., Mansfield Works, Victoria Street, Mansfield,
Notts.
facilities.
For operation on 200 -250 volts, 50 cycles, A.C.
mains, the " New Radiotime ". is a transportable,
four-valve receiver incorporating pre -selected tuning
of three medium and one long-wave stations by
rotary switch.
Housed in a brown and cream plastic cabinet of
compact dimensions (9rin. high, 13in. wide, 6;in.
deep), Model A222 has a 6in. speaker which handles
a 2!. -watt output with good quality reproduction, the
in- built, twin -frame aerial system giving excellent
signal pick -up. Extension speaker sockets allow either
entertainment or radio alarm in more than one room.
A unique feature of the receiver is that it can be set
to switch " on " to a pre -selected radio programme
and then, after a short interval, sound a buzzer alarm
to wake the extra -heavy sleeper. It can also be set
to switch " on " automatically at any time of -the day
without sounding the alarm buzzer.
A further outstanding feature of Model A222 is
that it can be used when retiring to bed in the knowledge that it will switch itself off after a pre -determined
period. List price £15 I7s., purchase tax £5 3s., total
price 20 guineas.-E. K. Cole, Ltd., Southend -on -Sea,
Essex.
Six -second Soldering Iron
NOVEL soldering iron of Australian design is
being marketed in this country by the well -known
traders Arthur's. of Charing Cross Road. This iron,
known as the " Scope," is intended for operation
from either A.C. or D.C. from 2.5 to 6 vo'ts, and is

A

Record storage cabinet by Whiteley Electrical.
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PLEASE NOTE.- Carriage and Postal
charges refer to the U.K. only Overseas
freight. etc., extra.
SUPPLY UNIT RECTIFIER for No. 43
Transmitter.
Ex- Canadian Army. in original wood case.
Input 110 volts A.C. 50'60 cis, 1.7 kVA.
Output (HTI), 2,100 v. 375 mA (HT2), 500 v.
400 mA. plus H.T. lines 459 v., 265 v., also
383 v., regulated and neg. bias 250 v.. 150 v.,
80 v. Making three complete power supplies
to all, fed via double choke condenser.
Input circuits Valves are 4!866A/866, 5Z3,
6SJ7, 2'6A3, VR150.'30 'Stab.) and 1V (Time
delay). The complete unit mounted in metal
case with lid shock mounted. Dim.:
'2ft. 6in. x Oft. 6in. x Oft. Finish
Olive
;

Drab. Weight
Ask for
P/H26

:

420

:

lbs.

/25.0.0

Each

Carriage
Paid

RECEIVER 6A
Channel checking unit working on 99 -100
metres, contains 51 VR91 (EF50). 1 /6K8,
11V1855 (EBC3:3),
/VR53 (EF39) valves.
Thermal switch breaking at 85 degrees F..
etc.. etc. In metal case 83in. o 7in. N foin.
1

Ask for
P/H477A

29/VC Each

Carria e
2,6 extrga

POWER UNIT TYPE 268
In Transit case. Input 80 v. 1.5 K;cps. A.C.
Output H.T. 120 v. D.C.. bias 3 and 9 v. 1..T.
2 v. Smoothed and stabilised. Complete
with 5U4G valve. VS110 stabiliser, 12 v. 1 A.
Metal .Rectifier,. etc.. etc.. in attractive
metal case with handles. Dim.: Olin. x
9iin. x 71in.
Ask for
Carriage
PI E870
22/6 Each
P aid
5-WAY GROUPBOARD
Paxolin panel 21in. o 21in., with tags for
mounting 5 condensers or resistors two -

hole fixing.
Ask
I'1 H981for

6d Each
Or 3 for 1'6. post paid
-

To

144

-pge

Book

J

Poet
3d.

SI'PPR ESSOR UNIT 56''870

Contains 4 H.F. Chokes and 4 Tubular Condensers 0.1 mfd., 250 v. D.C. carrying 5 amps.
12 sets on each lead), each choke and condenser separately screened in compartments of aluminium alloy. Box 41in. x
9in. x 2in. /4 -hole fixing).
Ask
Post
2/6 Each
P ,H907r
1!- extra
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
Metal Can. ('lip Nitta. Types
:

Cap. 24 -24 mfd., 450 v. D.C. wkg. Dia. Olin.
x 2in.
q
Ask for
Post

3/-

PfH371

9

---

guide to the best-paid
Engineering posts. It
tells you how you can
quickly prepare at home
on
NO PASS -NO
FEE " terms for -a
recognised engineering
qualilication,outlines the
widest range of modern
Home-Study Courses in
all branches or Engineermg and explains the
benefits of our Employment Dept. If you're
earning less than EIS a
week you cannot afford
to miss reading this
unique book. Send fot
your copy
to-dayFREE.
FREE COUPON - - --

Please send me your FREE 144 -page
" £NÇINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "

ar

:NAME

3/- Each
3d.
Or.) for 7/6. post paid
Cap. 32 mfd.. 450 v. U.C. wkg. Dia. 2in. x
P/14918

4;in. With waxed cardboard cover and mtg.
plate. U.S.A. made.
Ask for
Post
P111852
1/9 Each
6d.
Or 3 for 5 / -, post paid
Cap. 8 mfd.. 950 v. D.C. wkg. Dia. lin. x 2in.
Ask for
Post
1/9 Each
PIH973
3d.
Or 3 for 5 /9. post paid
Order direct f rem

Subject or Exam.

'that interests

me
of Engineering Technology
4098, College HOuse,29 -31, Wright's Lane,
Kensington, W.8.

¡British Institute

mfd.. 950 v. D.C. wkg. Dia. lin. x
Tubular cara covered wire ends.
Post
1/6 Each
3d.
Or 3 for 41 -, post paid

i

:-

Cap. 50 mfd.. 12v. D.C. wkg. Dia. !in. x
1!in. Clip mtg, not necessarily.
Ask for
Post
P/H974
1/- Each
3d.
Or 3 for 31 -, post paid
Mtg. Clips for above. 4d. each
24 -WAY GROUPROARD
Paxolin panel 123 36in. x 2din. wide, with
boles to carry 29 condensers or resistors.
Ask for
Post
P;14982
W Each
3d.
or 3 for 156. post paid
PAXOLIN WAFER ROTARY SVAVE-

CHANGE SWITCH

wafers, each 2 -pole 5 -way. Dim.: 311n.
Spindle projects lain. single
hole mounting.
Ask for
Post
2/6
P. H975
8d.
Or 3 for 7/6, post paid
CORD DRIVE SPINDLE (Ratio 6 : 1)
Reverse vernier drive, i.e., cord runs outside
chassis.
Ask for
Post
1/- Each
P/H976
3d.
Or 3 for 3/ -, post paid
3

x 21in. o 2in.

Ask for
P114977

Or

I.F. TRANSFORMER
type. Dim.: 31ín. x
and plain, A.D.T.
Post
1 OR Per Pair
113

pairs for 2716. post paid

I.F. TRANSFORMER
965 kc's. Miniature type. Dim.:- 21ín. x
Olin. x lin. Plain. permeability tuned.
Ask
Post
I0/6 Per Pair
PiH9 8r
11Or 3 pairs for 27/6. post paid

BRIDGE STREET GLASGOW CS.

WHICH

;

465 kc s.
Standard
1 Yin. x 11ìn.
PEtail

CLYDESDALE

2,

SUPPLY
CO. LTD.
Phone

:

South

2706/9

i

WEYRAD
IRON -CORED COILS

?

IS

YOUR PET
SUBJECT?

Mechanical Eng.
Electrical Eng.
Civil Engineering
Radio Engineering
Automobile Eng.
Aeronautical Eng.
Production Eng.
Building, Plastics,
Draughtsmanship
Television, etc.

GET SOME
..LETTERS
AFTER YOUR

NAME!

A.M.I.Mech,EA.M.I.C.E.
A.M.I.P.E.
A.M.I.M.I.
L.I.O.B.
A.F.R.Ae,S,
B.Sc.
A.M.Bric- I.R.E.
CITY & GUILDS

GEN. CER1.
OF EDUCATION
etc, ecc.

++:ADDRESS

3d.

3

Have you sent for your copy
'ENGINEERING
'
is a highly .informative

Each

for 7/6, post paid
Cap. 16 -24 mid., 450 v. D.C. wkg. Dia, 1 din.
o 21in.
Ask for
Post
PI H972
3/- Each
3d.
Or 3 for 718. post paid
Cap. E -16 mfd., 453 v. D.C. wkg. Dia. 18ín.
x 2:in.
Ask for
Post
Or

AMBITIOUS
ENGINEERS !

OPPORTUNITIES

8

P114980

;

FREE
TI,,s

Cap.
2din.
Ask

.

BIET

TYPE

"H"

Individual Aerial, H.F. Transformer and Oscillator Coils for
each band provide continuous coverage from 12 to 2,000
metres, as below
BAND I. 800-2,000 metres. HAI, HHI and HOI.
2. 250-800
HA2, HI-42 and H02.
3.
190 -550
HA3, HH3 and H03.
4. 90 -250
HA4,, HH4 and H04.
5. 33 -100
HAS, HH5 and H05.
6. 16 -50
HA6, HH6 and H06.
7. 12 -35
HA7 HHI7 and H07.
Single Point Fixing.
Connections to Four Coded Tags.
RETAIL PRICE
319d. each.

WEYMOUTH RADIO M FG. CO. LTD.
CRESCENT ST., WEYMOUTH DORSET.
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16
17
18
19

1)4

20

I/5

21

1/5
1/6

2/2/I

1/4
1/4
1/4

22
23
24

2/2
2/3
2/5
2/6
2/7
2/8
2/9
2/IO

1/7
1/7
1/8
1/8
1/9
1/9

25

26
27
28
29
30
31

1/10

3/2
3/3
3/4
3/5
3/6
3/7
3/8

1

/11
I /11

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

2/2/2/I

2/I

2/-

/5
/6

2/4
2/5

Telephone: SHEpherds

/7
/8
/8
/9
/9
/10

3/3/1

/II

3/5
3/6
3/8
3/10

2/2
2/3
2/4
2(6
2/7
2/9
2/10

4/2
4,15

4/8

4/U
5/2
5/6

Metal

ease.

30i-

'

I.

8 8. R1155. ..i.., notion rlrices.7'6 I.F'. Fitte,
2 8. COILPACE: nee. 17'8: tired. 10 8. Twit..
lined I1n'240 v. Ontpuls 350- 0-:ISl 1211 10 a
.. new. 18'5. POTENTIOv. 4 a.. 4 y.
METERS :: in.,. dial, SII k. 10 w.. 3 -. CONDENSERS I:: kV. eeratnie, 1 eiloll 500 pl' awl
plc,
sealial ek.C. lePOWER UNIT
It
TYPE 285. eau v. input 50 e. Outputs
k\- 5 in a. 350 v. 130 m'a. (6.3 v. 15 n. (
:r
Ives. NEW, 89, e. paid inland. AMPLIFIERS. Admlty. M92. Bevy, In in. rar: k ad_
Videos : 675, 627, 6v,i, 574. 110'230 v. iupn,
Mir. and 0.o. trans. titled, 75,'- (earn.
DYNAMOTOR% soiled coati., D.C. (oppron.
., x11 m'a.. at Ii r.). 8,8. RELAY .12 v.
2
a.'tuatin¢_ toothed naked tie wheel, S'8. R3170A.
Brand lieu. 75'14 valves.
160'200 nu
7an.+ WAVEMETEES, new, 3,1-1(9"
tea
x'vI ISO. 1675, I-10/250 nic,'s. (less meter)
271. 1.F.T.1, new. Banned 7 me/s. (lt 1355) or
pr Ia me a.. l'8. Universal Acometer. replaceCHOICES LF 0H 100
ment. front panels,
'

CRYSTAL VALVE

Cored Coil.

GUARANTEED

Polished wood cabinet, 15 /-, post IfA REAL CRYSTAL SET, NOT A TOY

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

VALVE SPECIAL. VR65A (SP61 4v, htr.)
2'6 each. post 6d., or 3 for 6,- or 6 for 10 -.

BARGAINS IN UNUSED EX -GOVT. COMPONENT
POTENTIOMETERS.-All suitable for knot. Be,
uW.
discount o, doz or nw
pre -vet) (33!

i

1

'

I.F.F. UNITS. Less valves and relays
fitted with mica. tubular, metal cased and
variable condensers, resistors, valveholders,
etc. Of most importance a rotary converter
for 12v. D.C. Input with an output of 480v.
D.C. at 40 mA. A gearbox is attached to
the converter with three separate driving
shafts giving reduced speeds of 2/, 5 and
10 r.p.m. Overall size of complete unit is
12x12x8in. In good clean condition. A
tip ton buy for the Model Maker and Experimentalist. PRICE ONLY 9'8. carriage 5 :or 3 or more at the same tifne carriage tree.

INCORPORATING

Mr lit,,

Vroi.

,5041404. 0.1.11.1 -176.
,el. li
,. 1t.1...
3,51m v. I51.I'. Prni. 101 -. 2in srl. II.

PRICE 23.19.6, carriage 2.6.

CRYSTALTHESET
SILICON

1'8;

1729

-

.

NI.

8.1165 POWER PA('K 'OUTPUT-STAGE
UNITS. Designed to operate the R.1155
direct from A.C. mains 230'250v. and to
provide for a speaker output. Housed in
neat metal case 8Ix6x41n. Fitted with
5Z4 rectifier and 6V6 output valves (or
equiv. types) and connector which plugs
straight into receiver for immediate use.

4/-

POST ORDERS ONLY PLEASE.
Send stamp for comprehensive lists.

"Carbon.

..

io. FI. ill.. 130 v.

ton

I

Tl' PI 8.1155. One of the
RECEIVERS
best known and most popular of ex- Government communications receivers. Frequency
range Includes 20. 40 and 80 metre " Ham "
bands and long and medium -wave transmissions. With 100 : 1 slow-motion_ drive,
A.V.C.. B.F.O.. etc.. and with seven valves
carefully aerial tested before despatch.
In good new condition and supplied in
maker's transit crate. PRICE 210.17.6.
carriage 7'6.

2/11

2/I

Bush

:

300 ro la..
a. M.C. 30 a AH at 8 Pro). 7' ('.
'q. M.C. 5 m'a., Inn In'a.. T.C. 3 a. at
ltd. Prot. M.('. a0 n
7i -.
r

:

2/6
2/7
2/8
2/9
2/10

2/-

Adjustable Iron

too pia.. 2nn

2/2

3/10
2/2
4/2/3
4/2
2/4
4/4
3/2/5
POSTAGE EXTRA.

RECEPTION

fl e.'3. V'.1'). nee.. 156

3, GOLDHAWK ROAD, Dept. M.P.,
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12.

2/I

/7

3/-

I/10

/4
/4
/4

/6

2/11
3/1

4 ozs,

2 ozs.

4 ozs.

METERS. K, w, Loved. M.C.

LTD.

TINNED

ENAMELLED
S.W.G. 2 ozs.

BENSON'S
ETTER
ARGAINS

LYONS RADIO

COPPER WIRE

-
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7;8 : 711 200 (ilia.. 416: 5011 211 (Ma.. 4/8
BELLS, tt,derdome 511v. A.C. 3/8 ; (IP.O. 511y.
\.('. Magnet, Ringer, 5/8. VAR. CONDENSERS, miniature. spindle, 15, 23, 50 &
75 pi', 1,'3.
CERARICONS (N75(tk) 2 2, 3,
6.4, 111, 12, 13. 20. 21, 27, 35, 39, 97, 68, 100 at
duz.). DRIVES, epieyelic, -. RECORD
PLAYERS, new liam0ur maker), 3:'1 r.p.m.
St:d P.O., 79'0.

l'

List and enquiries, S.A.E. please
Cash with order. Postage
Terms :

extra. Immediate despatch.

At'7. Bank
Holiday.
Callers only
Callers and Post
W. A. BENSON (PW), SUPERADIO (W'chapeh
LTD., 118 Whitechapel,
309 Rathbone Rd.,
Liverpoo113, STO 1004 Liverpool, 1 ROY 1130
Ifa,Monoe ¡FI. rinsed week preceding

11!- MIDGET COIL PACK KIT 11/
Comprising chassis 3' x 2' x 14-, switch, LMS
iron cored coils, padders. trimmers, nuts and
wire. sleeving, circuit diagram. 456 Kc
Desk bolts,
Brand new Int. Oct. Valveholders. 211.

Best Buy at Britain's

i

l'est SPECIAL OFFER, -E. M. I.
type output meter. Consists ofa 21ín. 1 mA. 2 - doz.; All Can Electrolytic% 8 x 500, 1/3
meter with full -wave bridge rectifier. Two 121- doz.: 2 x 350 8d 6'- doz.; 200 x 12 Od,
ranges 0-500 milli watts and 0 -5 watts. Brand 4 6 doz.: 100 x 6 3d.,
2'- doz.; Coils. Coils
" Type
New and Boxed with full instructions at
2/3. TRF 4'- pr.
P " Type 2 -. "Q
Of list price. ONLY 351- each. MSS Superhet 6 coils with circuit. 4'- set
a
third
about
din.).
0.(11
Ili.. plus 1(6 post.
ended, 0.001. 11.002. 11.11(15 (I16in.
HF Dual -wave 2'9. Crystal Coil L Ar M
1ia.d. 0.04 (1 /3ill. dia.), all approx. liu. long, 3:.
AVO UNIVERSAL MI rEIt MODFT. 40. Tub Cond..1 x 500 3'- doz. .1 x 350 2'9 doz.
du v., 3/6 doz.
-Only slightly used. all tested. A few of Asst. Grommets 6d. doz.: 2, 4. it 6 BA Nuts
6 MFD. 2.000 v. TEST mend black. 3'9. I'. post
these again available at 29.19.6.
2 - gr.: Brand new BA Nuts de bolts asst.
RESISTORS. -Our selection of ,mused r,lrbn
BRAND NEW METERS. -2;in. barrel 2 gr. 5 -: Ex- equip. BA nuts. bolts. washers
"tors, ;, 1, I, I and 2 watts. 50 far 8,' -, prod fn.,
circular flush panel mtg. Moving coil 1 mA. 2/6 lb.' approx. 500 pieces); PK sell tap screws
5 Watt Carbon, tenons make, 500. 700. 3 K. 4 1C,
200
mA.
at
100
micro
-amp
4218.
at
2 6 gr.: 18 SWG Multicore 216 doz. yds.;
T- do_. at 22/6.
5.6 K.. 1.2 K 211 K.. 30 K.. 200 K 85.
10 /6. Ditto Moving Iron. 15 volts 50 1 m: m sleeving 1 - doz. yds.; 1 meg, vol. con.
10 Watt Wire Wooed, ceramic former, 3110 ohms, l,'
at
cycles
10,' -. 2in. square panel mtg. mov- with DP sw.. 3' -.
STANDARD LINES, NOT EX- 00VTt150 mA, at 7/6
ing coil 20 volts at 771
2 %VB St'!'1:It RIZ'I & TRF RECEIVERS
STRANDED 800 COAX., eppron. lin., Bd. yard. 5 roA. at 7/6
500 mA. thermocouple at 5' -. Superhet £6 10 -. TRF 25/'5'- including all
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS. -Wire ended. cemeu
8.1155 REC'EII'ERS. -Rrand new 211.19.8. components. valves, cabinet, the lot. Book
2011.
I
K
230,
350,
501,
I5o.
100.
'25.
51o.
coated,
Soiled 27.19.6. carr. 1016 extra. A.C. mains of instructions 1'6 post free.
1(I 1v
1,5 K., 2 K.. i/.2 1:.... I:.. In K. 5 sail. 1'3
power packs for same at 24.10.0. 25.5.0 Latest list 3d. Min. P. & P. 1,'-.
1'0 ; 15 U.. 1 9.
and 26.10.0. cary. 210. Send S.A.E. for details
SUSSEX ELECTRONICS
.,,ar. Sent 3d. foe
nut, £1
or 1/3 for circuit. etc.
5. WHITE LODGE: CRESCENT,
THREE GANG- CONDENSERS.-150 pF.
t'DOItPIi -1.1 SOKEN, ESSEX
REED & FORD, SAtiSDBAULINIETTHRMITI for short waves, complete with epicyclic
drive and anti -backlash gears. A real bargain for only 4/6.
METER ltE('TIFIFtRS.- S.T.C. full-wave
bridge 2 mA. Brand new. Snip. 516 each.
this high -quality portable radio
VALVES at 2 6 ''a.. 10 for £1. 2C34'RK34, VALVE BARGAINS. -Brand New boxed Build
for under 45 -. Exceptionally sensitive
VR78. DI, VR5i ESSI.
EI50 heavy duty output pentode. 6.3 v.
-triode circuit, using unique assembly
At 3 for 20'- your selection. IT4, 3V4, 6B3, 8.8 watts at 78. 7193 same as 6J5 but with twin
45 mina.
system. Can be built by anyone inhandsome
6K7G, 6X4, 6AM6. 3A4. 6BW6, OCHE. 6ATS.
top grid and anode at 6 for 10'6, post paid.
only 6Iin. x 51n. x 31n, in
6AU6. 12BE6, 6BAG, 6BH6. 6BJ6. Z77, 1(25. RI:AVI DI"I'V. -Twin circular poly- Size
beautiful
case
with
steel
black
-crackle
5005. 12A6. 6V6G, 35W4. 6C6. OD3, 6F6,
thene cable for extension mains leads. etc. black and gold dial (stations printed D. See
EF50.'V14,91, 501.6. 231.6, 7117, 12SL7. 6AC7. Price 8/6 per doz. yards or 100 yds. for only June 1507e P.W. for photo. Covers Medium
61,7. 6N7, NR73. ECC31. 6SG7, 6SK2' 6SS7,
50' -. plus 316 carr.
Long (Short wave plans optional). Uses
each.
6Ú5G. Germanium diode 2 Many
ROTARY TRANSFOILMEItS.-Ex power and
self- contained all -dry battery.
VALVES at S' 6. 3 for 24' -, VR150'30, 6K8, unit type 101 input 12 volts. Output 230 Unsolicited testimonials -Mr. Norton or
7R7,
757.
for
6SN7.
GSJ7,
v.
2.5
amps.
Useful
78.
6Q7G.
65
mA.
and
6.3
volts
V193,
X66,
Opted writes : " Yesterday evening on
fewa
also
613E6
etc.
ONLY
5 -. Hie medium At aveband I counted 32
car radios, D.C. charger,
7C3. 7C5. 7Q7. 807. 6BS7,
plus 2'6 cary.
I am very pleased
6A07, 83, at 10 /8 each.
separate station,
SPECIAL ANI) TRANSIII7TING, Ill's
with the set- ss!ieb is well worth the
723A
BRITAIN
210
-.
CHARLES
-,
723A'13
105/
35:
-.
Send cheque/C.W.O./C.O.D.
11K24G
75' -.
stoney.
1824 55/ -, 8012's 8'6.
TODAY for 22' -. (Includes 2'6d. Packing.
(RADIO) LTD.
-250e.
Post.) Case, Handle, Dial, Plans, Parts List,
CHARGER Tlt ANSFORi'dLICS. 200
etc.. sent by return. (Plans only, 5 / -.)
A C. input. 1.5a at 6 -12 volt. 1216. 3 amp.
2'-.
21 -. 6 amps. 2118. 10 amps. 50' -. Postwith
Martin's
Saint
II,
Upper
use
Charger Rectifiers Bridge for
TEM 0545
above transformers. 2 amp. 1113. 3 amp. Lane, London, W.C.2.
12/6. 4 amp. 15'-. 6 amp. 23/6. 10 amp. 30 -.
18, NORMAN ROAD,
Shop hours, 9-6 p.m. (9 -1 p.m. Thursday)
Post 1/6.
ST. LEONARDS, SUSSEX.
ALL DAY SATURDAYOPEN
S.E.1.
LONDON,
WAY,
TENISON
35,
wish)

2

y1.

1/6: boned, 1:9:
loo K., 50 K., 0 K..5 N..1
loose.

11

d

in. dia. boned.

d ,.

s,1

18.

Wits wound,:: K..1'3
CONDENSERS. -Metal tube, 0.25 mid. Sun v.
c for 2' -.
U.S.A. metal ' bathtubs," doubts o.
nit., 6 for 20. Really midget tuboleri, waned, stir
3.

,

:

,

,

,

;

:

;

;

-.

,

RADIO KIT

WATERLOO RADIO

19/6

;

:

cBR

/

'1

HASTINGS RADIO CO.

_.

ii'àFíñ'`8e-s/r :aaE.
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the Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All
letters most be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

Interference Suppression

-I have read A. E. Lofting's article on " Radio
SIR,Interference

Amateur Transmitting

-Can anyone wonder why there
SIR,

is so much red
Suppression " (May issue, and also
tape attached to radio transmitting when we get
the petty comments on it by A. Hale, June issue). this reaction as exemplified by the correspondent in
May I now add my comments to Mr. Lofting's the July issue.
well- written article, trusting they will be accepted as
All because Mr. Bradley wanted to work a walkieconstructive, not destructive.
talkie without having to have the same qualifications
Dealing with the question of C.T. to earth capacitor and conditions of a chap on 100 watts. (Would one
arrangements, providing a source of danger, a low have to have a master mariner's certificate to set sail
rating fuse in all short connected arms affords excellent in a 12- footer ?) Incidentally, we all know that when
protection. Some really good units are available on the war was on all sorts of chaps -Home Guard and
the market, these incorporate cartridge type fuses the rest-were playing about with walkie- talkies.
from 60 mA. upwards.
How many of them had heard of the morse code ?
The question arises of certain motors requiring How many could read a circuit ? But, of course,
inductors in the filter units. Before going to the there are no essential stations during war time !
trouble of winding these it
Ham radio, over the
would be well worth while
years, has built up a traWhilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
investigating the f e Id
dition to which its adherents
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
arrangements of such i their
are fanatical. By their stanto supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
machines. In many cases
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
dards it is a crime that there
Joe receivers described in these pages.
WE CANNOT
the field coils of a two -pole
should be an easy way to
TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE i
universal series motor are r UNDERTAKE
TELEPHONE. If a postal reply is required a stamped
transmitting. There must,
not arranged symmetrically
and addressed envelope must be enclosed with the coupon
it seems, be some test, some
from
page
iii
of
cover.
about the armature, but fo
ordeal, by which only the
one side. This results in
brave and the strong
virtually no inductance in the line which is connected shall survive. Thus, this mutual admiration society
directly to the commutator. If no external inductors can, by licking the hand of authority, perpetrate its
are used with this arrangement some of the H.F. inter- philosophy over all.
ference voltage escapes the reactance path of the
Can they get away with it for ever ?
capacitor and travels along the conductor to be
The influence of change in other countries might
radiated. In some cases this can be overcome by open things out. Or we might get a modern William
arranging the two field coils symmetrically about the Wilberforce (if only some V.I.P.. could be interested).
armature. The result would be an arrangement like By the way-how many saw the TV film, " Back of
Fig. I of Mr. Lofting's article, where LI and L1 Beyond "? The farmer's wife calling her neighbour on
would be the series field and where the motor would the trans -receiver-the chap with the portable relaying
be the armature. It can be readily seen that by this the message for a doctor. Wonder if they would be
arrangement the fields tend to act as inductors in a interested in Atlantic conventions or compulsory
low -pass filter unit. The method is by no means morse tests'?
foolproof self-capacitance of the field coils, together
Finally, I'd like to point out that if a novice band
with inductive effects from the H.F. voltage in the were created it must be isolated from " Ham "
armature, all take their toll of its efficiency. However, radio
thing apart. It must have its own code and
it is worth a trial. A third capacitor connected directly frequency and not be just an unwanted appendix.
across the commutator is often desirable to provide a -HECTOR COLE (Workington).
path for the symmetrical H.F. component.
As the oscillatory nature of the brush spark is the
main source of interference in this type of motor,
Mathematics and the Service Engineer
attention should always be paid to the brush gear.
-Mr. Apps, in his brief reply to the comments of
SIR,
The spring tension of the bushes should be about
Mr. W. F. Ritchie, jumps with surprising verbal
2 lb. per sq. in., and the brush should always be agility from the mathematical frying-pan to its
perfectly free in its holder.
associated fire.
Mica should be undercut unless a class " C "
Such sweeping statements which imply that the
brush or its equivalent is used.
mathematical ability of a successful candidate in the
Finally, for Mr. Hale's information the majority of General Certificate of Education does not go beyond
washing machines are for use on A.C. mains and simple arithmetic cannot be left unchallenged. It is
have induction motors that require no suppression. extremely questionable whether a candidate at " O "
-K. R. WALPOLE (Electrical Engineering Instructor) level would succeed on arithmetical ability alone
(Exeter).
1 am sure the examiners never intended this,
If
i

5

;

-a

t.
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Mr. Apps' remarks are applied to the papers. at

Advanced and Scholarship levels, then his comments
are patently false. Please, Mr. Apps, be more specific
and less misleading. -G. W. F. ASHFORD (King's
Lynn).

-Your

contributor, Mr. Apps, in his reply
the letter of Mr. W. F. Ritchie, does not save
himself by the assertion that people who have
attained the level (he does not say which level) of
the General Certificate of Education can tackle only
simple arithmetical problems.
A glance at the syllabuses of the Northern
Universities Joint Matriculation Board reveals that,
for the " Ordinary " level, there are three papers of
two, two, and two and a half hours each, dealing with
Arithmetic and Trigonometry, Algebra and Geometry
respectively.
The syllabuses for the " Advanced " and " Scholarship " levels of the G.C.E. in " Mathematics " and in
" Mathematics and Theoretical Mechanics " make it
clear that these levels are well beyond the standard
required for the Ordinary National Certificate.
Whichever level Mr. Apps was referring to, it is
quite clear that he is wrong, and 1 would suggest
that he makes sure of his facts before galloping into
print in future. -J. W. WHITEHEAD (Headmaster,
Central High School, Leeds).

SIR,to

Dabbler
your June issue of
SIR,-In
which, by the way, I have

one for
(also at the right price). I do not, however, agree
altogether with regard to the reason many people
(because it is much
prefer a battery set to a mains
quieter in operation), but go for a mains set because
the majority of battery sets give such poor reproduction. It is, however, true to say that battery sets
generally do not render such a good performance as
they are so much more sensitive than a mains set,
in that they are more easily rendered inefficient in
their operation by high resistance connections to their
operating supplies, and also corrosion set up by
fumes, etc., from accumulators and spent batteries
within the set itself. I would like also to say that
many people are not able to use a mains set for lack
of mains supply. I do, however, think that most people
prefer a " mains set " because of the following
reasons :
1. Cheaper by far to operate.
2. No worry with the changing of accumulators,
etc.
3. No 13s. 9d. or so for H.T. batteries every three

the over 60s (mains and battery) as stated

at

or four months.
4. More efficient in operation. -J. H.

-

TRANSMITTING TOPICS
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had from the first
number, and Amateur Wireless before that -Thermion
asks : what is a dabbler ? He goes on to expose
some of the so- called radio engineers and good luck
to him.
I suppose I would now qualify as a " dabbler "
but for many years past I was a professional radio
engineer and I can vouch for Thermion's statement
worked for some. But
as to sharp practitioners
only this week an old customer of mine 'phoned to
ask if I would repair his set (I have many of these).
The set was one I built l2 !. years ago and this was the
first time it had gone wrong -worn out switch
contacts.
' I put in a new switch and my friend has asked me
to build him a " gram." He has no faith in shop made stuff, he says.
So thank you, Thermion, for your straight -fromthe- shoulder speech on our behalf. I shall keep on
" dabbling " which helps me and helps the people
who like a square deal at a right price.
The gentleman I made the set for is only one of
many, I am proud to say, who will not allow anyone
else to touch their sets. -PERCY IMHOF (Walthamstow).

-I

Battery Sets
-1 was very interested in H. Whetter's letter,
SIR,in May issue, on " Battery Receivers." I do
certainly agree that a set that is badly needed is the
"Practical Wireless," George

ROBINSON

(Fife).

(Continued from page 478)
Appendix C. Additional calculation formulae :

f

Resonant Frequenci' :

L is in micro- henrys

a

=

Kc /s.
2:710

C is in pico-farads and .r is

;

3.142.

" Q" Factor of Circuit

f is in cycles/sec., L

is

:

Q

=

2_rfL

col,.

R
= R - -in Henrys and R is in ohms.

COIL INDUCTANCE:
1st

Adaptation of Wheeler's Formula

L

NB
101

+

:

r2

9r..

L is in micro -henrys, r is outside radius of the coil
in inches, I is the winding length in inches and N is
the number of coil turns.
2nd Adaptation of Wheeler's Formula :
N

= LX

(I,

1 +9
aLX

N is the number of turns, L is the inductance in
micro- henrys, a is the outside radius of the coil in

inches, X equals

-

-where n

is

the number of turns

per inch and d is the coil diameter in inches.
40 gauge enamelled wire has 188.7 t.p.i.
32 gauge enamelled wire has 85.47 t.p.i.

Editorial and Advertisement Owes

:

D

'Phone : Temple
4$N.
Teleirama : Remise, Rand. London.
Registered
at the G.P.O. tor transmission byr Canadian Magazine
Post.
g
6
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical nature suitable for publication in " Practical Wireless." Such articles should be
written on one side of the paper only. and should contain the naine and address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not hold himself responsible
for manuscripts. every effort will be made to return them if a stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed. All correspondence intended for
the Editor should be addressed : The Editor, " Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.. Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand. W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch with the latest developments,
we give no warranty that apparatus described in our columns is not the subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings. photographs and articles published in Practical Wireless " is specifically reserved throughout the countries
st ,neat y to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions or Imitations of any of these are therefore expressly forbidden. ' Practical
Wireless " incorporates " Amateur Wireless."
Narrator, Ltd., Tower House. Southampton Street. Strand. W.C.B.
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EX-A.M. RECEIVER TYPE
R1155

Brand new and unused
5 Frequency ranges
18.5 -7.5
Mc,s
7.5 -3.0 Mcs
1.500-600
Kcs 500 -200 Ke s 200-75 Kc s
Supplied in maker's original
wood transit case. LASKY'S
PRICE. £11/19!6. Complete.
R.1155 Receivers. Secondhand
aerial tested. £7196.
Carriage and packing 1216 per
unit extra, including 11.-. which
will be refunded on return of
packing case.
ASSEMBLED POWER
PACK /OUTPUT STAGE FOR
R.1155 RECEIVER
For use on 200 -250 v. A.C. mains.
Complete with 2 valves. In
metal case size 12 x 7 x 5;ins.
I,ASKY'S PRICE, 79:8. Carr.
5/- extra.
Potter Paek as above. Fitted
with 611n. p.m. speaker.
LASKY'S
PRICE,
£55 -.
Carriage 5'- extra.
PLASTIC ESCUTCHEON
MASKS
With dark screen filter.
:

:

:

;

a

;

:

1`Iin.
Thin.

...
...

..
...

BR. IMISTORS
CRYSTAL DIODES
Type CZ.3. 1014, each. 9/- per
Glass type.
Wire ends,
dozen. Type CZ.1. 1/6 each.
1,6 each.
AERIAL ROD SECTIONS
LINE FLYBACK E.H.T.
Steel, heavily copper plated.
TRANSFORMER
Each rod is 12in. long. lin.
Output 7 -9 kV. E.H.T. with diameter. PRICE 2/3 per dozen.
heater winding for EY51. 196. Post free.
VALVES. 10,000 IN STO('K A'I' THE
6V6
...
7/6
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
35Z4 ..,
91SOME EXAMPLES
6AM6 ...
7/6
SPECIAL OFER, 4 Valves : 1 each
6H6
2/6
1R5, 1T4, 1S5 and 3S4.
EF50, Red
LASKY'S PRICE 30%
New Sylvania
POST FREE
10/7'6 lA5 ...
...
7/6
9/- 6,17
616 EF39
3S4
1T4
1R5

...

...

7: 6

165

...

7

6

...

7

6

1Ci

MAGNETIC RECORDING
TAI'1:.
By Famous Manufacturer.
Plastic, on Cyldon metal
spools.
693ft.
6 11. Postage 116 ex.
1,200ft. 14 11. Postage 1/6 ex.

9

-

12Kß
12Q7

...
...

8/6 OZ4
8/6 KT2

6K7

...

4/6

7'6 6AL5 ...
IDS

9r-

...

818

6K8

U50

...
...
...

.

6-

12K7.

3'6 6L6
8'6 EA51

.

..

EBC33
351,5
...

6

ECH35

...

13,6

10/6
10/8
7/6

CA1t RADIO SPECIAL-PARTLY
ASSEMBLED ('AR R.AD1OS
Small size case. 12 x 4 x bin. Will fit most
cars. For. either 6 or 12 volts depending
on vibrator. Chassis supplied with 5 octal
valve holders, medium wave aerial and
oscillator coils, output transformer, volume
control, sundry resistances and condensers,
dial and knobs. Case finished in brown crackle. Dial calibrated
150 -550 metres. 5 valves to suit. One each, either GT or metal
6SA7, 6R7. 6V6. 6K7. OZ4.
LASKY'S PRICE 4515 -. Carriage 5'- extra. Or less calves.
69/6. Carriage .5- extra. Other chassis in various conditions
of completion are available for personal callers only.
('IR('I: IT for5 valve car radio, using above chassis. PR DE 1'6.
(:OLLARO 3-SPEED CHANGERS
Studio xtal. turnover p.u. £9/19/6.
:

LASKY'S RADIO,
L.ASK1'S (HARROW ROAD). I.TD.

12/8
25i-

...

'

;

RADIO SUPPLY C

5-('HANNEL

SWI'I'l'l1ED TELF:'l'I!NERS

Instant and positive selection
of any one of the 5 B.B.C.
television channels, by a single
control knob. Uses EF.80 R.F.
pentode and ECC81 or 12AT7
Double Diode Triode as frequency changer. Tuning' is
obtained by switching incremental inductances.
Size
41 x 21 x 21ín. Spindle 21ín.
long, lin. diameter I.F. Output 9.5 -13 Mc /s., noise , figure
on all channels better than
10.533.. I.F. rejection better
than 45cB on all channels.
Power gain 24dB.
LASKY'S PRICE
Po-,tage 2/6 extra. 12!8
Valves for tuner available, at
12/6 each.
:

I.F. TRANSFORMERS

MINIATURE TYPE 465 Kc /s.
t x 1 a 21:ns. PRICE, 9/6 pair.
MIDGET TYPE 465 Kci's.
1 x 11 x Zino. PRICE. 8/6 pair.
WEARITE TYPE 550. 445-520
Kc /s. 8/6 Per pair.
WEARITE TYPE 500. 450 -470
Kc,s, 8/6 per pair.

LOUDSPEAKERS
First Quality. A113 ohms speech
coil. Less output trans.
Sin

370, HARROW ROAD. PADDINGTON, LONDON, W,9,
Telephones : CUNningham 1979 -7214.
Hours Mon. to Sat. 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. ; Thurs.. half day, 1 p.m.
Postage and packing charges (unless otherwise stated) : on
orders value £1 -1s. Od. extra
£5 -2s. Od. extra :
68.
extra ; over £10 carriage free. All goods filly insuredCIO-3s.
in transit.
:

l'YLIM)N
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14/6 61ín
15/9in
12/6 8in
19/11
1199/161
bin
14/8 10in
Now available.
12in. Good -

mans heavy duty, 15 watts,
15 ohms.
LASKY'S PRICE. 65/19/3.
Carriage 3/6 extra.

(LEEDS) LTD.

32, THE CALLS, LEEDS, 2
1/6 extra un der

O

Terms C.55.0. or C.O.D. No C.O.D. under £1 Postage 1'- extra under 10/ -,
£1, 2/- extra under S2, 2,'6 extra under £3
Open 9 to 5.30. Sats. until 1 p.m. Catalogue 6d. Trade List 53. S.A .E. please with enquiries.
SELF:NII"M RECTIFIERS
AMPLIFIER OR CHARGER ('ASES
R1.('. MASTER IETERCOMM.
approx. 15 x 51 x lin. high. Strongly- with provision for up to4 "Listen UNIT,
L:1'. 'l'ypes
H.T. Type. 11.W. Size
-Talk
made in perforated steel. Finished in
Back Units " Individually switched.
70 v. 20 mA. 2/11
216 v. i a. H.W.. 1/9
grey
enamel,
9/6.
A high gain amplifier enables speech and
90 v. 30 mA,
3!6
6)12 v. l a. H. W.. 219
other
sounds
120 v. 40 mA, 39
emanating
from
the
AMMETERS
containing remote control units rooms
RM2 125 v. 100 mA,
to be
Moving coil, C.E.C. 0 -5 amps, 21n. scale,
heard at the master control. The unit is in
3'11
FAY. Bridge 'EN Pe
11/9.
kit form and point -to -point wiring,
RM3 125 v. 124 mA,
6/12 v. 1 a. 41
diagrams are supplied. A walnut veneered
EX-GOVT'. SMOOTHING CHOKES
wood or Brown Bakelite cabinet is in250 v. 50 mA, 4/11
6'12 v. 2 a. 819
250 mA. 10 H50 ohms ...
... 14/9
cluded. Mains input is 200 -250 v. 50 c /s.
250 v. 80 mA, 6/11
250 mA, 10 H 100 ohms
6'12 v. 4 a- 14'9
14/9
H.T. line 303 v. CHASSIS IS NOT
R1514 250 v. 250 mA,
150 mA, 10 H 100 ohms
11/9
6112 v. 6 a. 19 9
" ALIVE." Ideal also for use es " Baby/
10111
100 mA, 10 H 150 ohms Trop.
6.9
Alarm." Sound amplification 4 watts.
6/12 v. 30 a. 29/9
300 v. 275 mA, 12r9, 50 mA, 5 -10 H 200 ohms
...
...
2/9
Price only L5,19/6.
L.T. type 1 amp.
" Listen -Talk
...
...
...
9/9
Back Unit " can be supplied at 30'- each.
Following suitable for chargers, etc,
0-11-22 v. 30 a.. 72/6 :
EX-GOVT. METAL 111,0('K (PAPER) Full descriptive leaflet 10d. The Master
8.8 v. 4 a.. 9/9
Unit can be supplied assembled and
0-11-22 v. 15 a., 35/9
0-16-18-20 v. 35 a.,
CONDENSERS
tested for 301- extra.
4 mfd. 500 v., 2 9
79/6 :. 7.7 v. 7 a. C.T. 4 times, 25/9.
4 mfd. 750 v., 3/9
4
mfd. 1.500 v., 4/9 4 mfd. 2,000 v., 7/9 6-6 EX -GOVT,
Mise. Ty. /WS
SALVES (NEW)
mfd. 400 v., 511 11 -7 mfd. 500 v., 7'9
250-0-250 v. 40 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a. 5 v. 2 a., 9/11
Each
Each
Each
4 mfd. 400 v., plus 2 mfd. 250 v., 1 ;11
48 v. 1 a., 9r9
175 v. 100 mA. 9r9
300 v.
IT4
7/11 6SK7hfet 7/9 25Z4G 9/6
8
mfd.
500
v.,
15
mfd.
500
4'9
v.,
5,9.
200 mA. 9'11
460 v. 200 mA. 6.3 v. 5 a..
IRS
7/9 6SJ7Met 719 35ZIGT 108
400 v. C.T.
2719 2,800 v. 30 mA., 22 9
EX
-GOVT.
1S5
E.H.T.
SMOOTIIERS
719
607G
35L6GT
9111
9/11
150 mA, 4 v. 6 a.. 6.3 v. 6 a. 6.3 v. 0.6 a,
3V4
mfd, 8,000 v. cans, 1/11 ' .25 mfd.
7111 6SN7GT 11/9 AO:iI'enDD 9/9
4v.6a,4v.3a,4v.3a.4v.3a,5 v.2a, .02
4,000 v. Blocks, 4'9: .5 mfd. 2,500 V.
5173G
818
6V6G
8/9
UL41 10/9
22,'9 1,220 v. 350 mA, 610-0-610 v. 150 mA,
Blocks,
5U4G 10/8
7/9
319
.5 mfd. 3,5O v. cans, 313
6V607'
EF36
5/9
300-0-300 v. 150 mA, 29/9 865-775-690-0-6905Z4G
1.5 mfd. 4.000 v. Blocks, 5/9
9'8 6X5GT 8/9 ESA. 8/9
.1 mid.,
775-865 v. 500 mA, 29/6
4 v. 2.5 a. 4,9
6AL5
plus .1 mfd. large Blocks 8100 v.. 9/8.
9/9 81/2
2 /11 EF91
6/8
4 v. 6 a, High Ins.. 7/9. All 50 e cs.
6F6G
/- 807
7/11 MU14
9/6
LONDEX RELAYS.
6.4M6
6/9
9D2
2'11 MS /Pen 5/9
EX GOVT. AUTO TRANSFORMERS For 230 v. 50 ces. mains. 4/9.
6J5G
5/9
12A6
SP4
7/9
5. /9
Double Wound, 50 e /cs.
6J7G
8/8
121(707'
10/6 SP41
TV. PREAMPLIFIER (Plessey),
1/11
10-0- 200 -220 -240 v. to 10 -0- 270-290-310 v.
6/11 12Q7CT 10 /6 SP61
2/9
For Fringe Areas. Brand New. Complete 6K7G
200 watts, 2519
0 -230 v. to 15- 10- 5 -0-19501(80
9,'9
ilD2
4/9 V11120 2/11
with 6F13 valve. Only 22/6.
215 -235 V. 200 watts, 28/9
10-0- 200-220II.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE:
240 v. to 10x3-275- 295 -315 v. 500 watts. 89/6
EX-GOVT. A('C UMI'LATORS
0 -230 v. to 0 -230 v. tapped every 11 volts
KIT. Input 200 -250 v. A.C'.
With Non-Spill Vents. Unused and CHARGER.
Output 120 v. 40 mA., fully smoothed, and
from 57.5 v. 5.000 watts (21 amps), £8115'- guaranteed
2 v. 16 A.H., 519 each or 3 In
rectified supply to charge 2 v. ace. Price
sg. winding 0- 110 -190 -230 v. 400 watts, 49/8. wood carrying case 9 7 Sins.,
14.'9. Plus
with steel case and circuit, 29/8. Or
5.1- Carr.
ready for use, 8/9 extra.
RHEOSTATS (Variable Resistors)
Suitable chargers, speed control, etc. MIDGET MAINS TRANSFORMER.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 5, 10.
2 ohm, 5 a, 7/9
7.5 ohm, 5 a, 7/9
0.4
Manufacturers Surplus. Primary 220/
15. 20. 25, 30, 35. 40. 50, 100. 120, 150, 200,.
ohm. 25 a. 8/9
150 ohm, 1.5 a, 11/9.
240 v. Secs. 250-0-250 v. 50 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a.
230, 300. 400, 500. 1,001 (.001mfd.), 2,000 pfd.
All complete with Control Knob,
Only 8/9.
(.002 mfd.), 5c1. each
3,'9 doz. One type.
:
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DO YOU LIVE IN LONDON, S.E. ENGLAND,
OR THE HOME COUNTIES ?
If so you can receive the
90 mes VHF super quality

transmissions and enjoy a
The
new radio thrill.
superb quality has to be
heard to be believed. No
static, mush, or interfering
stations. This is the NEW
This
THING in radio.
Masi -Q tuner can be built
for about £8 complete.
full
Instructions.
Send for
drawings. circuit, and parts
list. price

1 /8,

TO -DAY.

VALVE VOLTMETER VV50
measures 0-2.5, 5, 25, 50 and 250 volts D.0 (5 ranges) with input
impedance of I,I megohms, that is, over 4.4 megohms per volt on
lowest range. Direct readings are given on standard 21in. meter
having 100 micro -amp movement. A special three way probe
unit which is supplied enables AF and RF voltages to be measured
with same ranges as for D.C. The rms value is indicated. Polarity
reversing switch enables positive or negative readings with respect
to earth to be taken. Specially designed for bench use with case
and panel of IB guage steel finished black crackle. Complete with
valves and instructions for 200/250 volts A.C. Price £7.19.6, plus
4/6 carr. SPECIAL OFFER of l0/- discount for one month ONLY.

CAPACITY

HOME
RADIO winner !
Another

CR50

BRIDGE

RESISTANCE

measures 10pFd to 100mFd and ohm to 10 megohms in fourteen
ranges with leakage test for condensers. Balance indication given
Housed in similar
by magic eye fed from high gain pentode.
matching case to VV50 meter. Entirely complete with valves
and instructions, only £6.19.6, plus 4,/6 carr.
I

The

" HOLIDAY

FOUR"

SIGNAL

four valve superhet
all -dry portable with

GENERATOR

SG50

covers 100kc /s to 80 Mc /s on fundamentals (not harmonics) either
unmodulated or internally modulated with 400 cycles. Uses EF9Is
and SenTerCel rectifier. Price £7.19.6, plus 6!- carr.
NOTE that all the above are current manufacture (not surplus) and
are supplied with the guarantee that if not satisfied you may return
within three days and money refunded IN FULL.
Obtainable from Charles Britain (Radio) Ltd., I I Upper Saint
Martin's Lane, London.W.C.2, or direct from the manufacturers.
Please send stamped addressed envelope for further particulars.
H.P. terms available.

A

amazing quality and volume. Ideal for camping.
boating, touring, h o l idays, etc. Frame Aerial
and pre-set stations. Can
be assembled in a couple
of hours at a cost of about £7. Sent
today for full instructions. dra'ainza.
circuit, and price list. li- post paid.

HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM

187, LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY. MIT 3282.
Open every day including Saturdays until 6.33 (Wednesdays 1.0)

GRAYSHAW INSTRUMENTS,
54, Overstone Road, Harpenden, Heels,.

/i's

T,nargtii

GlAK

G2AK

SOLARISCOPES.- Complete with charts. Give
World time, light and darkness paths. Invaluable to the DX
man. List, 21! -, our price 7/6. post free.
PANL Home Crackle. Black, Brown or Green, 3/6 bottle.
FISK

P. & P.,

1/-.

TEST METER. 7 ranges as follows 1.5 v. 3 v. 150 v. 6 ma.,
60 ma., 5,000 ohms, 25,000 ohms, 2/in. Dia. scale M.C. meter.
Rotary selector switch, Black bakelite case, 6 x 4) x 4_ fitted
with removable lid, also provision for internal batts, ranges
can be easily extended. Bargain Price, 30/ -, plus 1/6 post.
MULTI -METER BASIC UNIT. -400 Microamp. F.S.D.,
scaled 8 ranges A.C. /D.C. volts, HI and LO ohms, complete
with rectifier made by Triplett, U.S.A. Only 32/6 post free.
VIBRATOR UNITS. 6 v. in., 230 v. ma. out., 30/-. 12 v.
in., 300 v. 100 ma. out., 39/6. Few only.
CRYSTAL HAND MICROPHONES. High quality,
very sensitive. Chrome finish, complete with screened lead
and standard jack plug. Our price only 25/. ea. Few only.
VALVES. B7G base, IT4, IS5, IRS, IS4, 354, 3V4, 7/6 ea.,
or 4 for 27/6. 807's, 10 /- ea. or 2 for 17/6. Most of the 1.4 v.
B7G range available at 8/6 ea.
HEADPHONES. Low resistance type CLR No. 3, 9/6,
DLR No. 2, 13/6. High resistance CHR Mark 2, 17/6, and the
most sensitive of all DHR. No. 5B. 18/6 per pair. P. & P. I/. pair.
METERS. 0-5 ma. tin. square, 10 /-. 0 -50 ma., 7/6. 0-10 A.
D.C., 7/6. 0-1 ma., 20/ -. 0 -350 ma. thermo, 7/6. 0-4 A, 5 / -.
2! in. flush 0-100 mA, 0 -10 mA, 12/6 ea. Germanium Diodes,
21- ea., or 6 for 9/ -. Deaf-Aid Crystal mike units, 12/6 ea.
V.H.F. FANS. Air space Co -axial Cable, 150 ohm, good to
normal price, 3/I1 per foot. Our Price, 20 yard
600 Mc /s
coil, LI. Very limited quantity available.
Postage free on all orders over LI except where specifically
stated. PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS,
:

POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS
OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER 150
CAREERS & HOBBIES

NEW!
EXPERIMENTAL
OUTFITS INCLUDE:

Television,
Mechanics, Electricity, etc.
Radio,

P.M.G. Certificates, City and Guilds
Grouped Certificates in Telecommunications; A,M,Brit.I.R,E, Examination, Radio
Amateur's Licence, Radio and Television
Servicing Certificates, General Radio
and Television Courses, Radar, Sound
Also Courses in all
Recording, etc.

other branches of Engineering.

COURSES FROM

LI PER MONTH

E.M.I.
INSTITUTES

Send without obligation your FREE book
E.M.I. INSTITUTES. Dept. 32k,
43 Grove Park Road, London, W.4.

s

;

NAME
ADDRESS

Postal
College which is
part of a worldThe only

wide Industrial
Organisation.

1

All callers

Subject(s) of interest
AUG.

110,

,ctg

C. H. YOUNG, G2AK
Mail Orders
:

Dale End,

Birmingham

4 (CEN 1635)
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:

DIRECT FROM THE
MANUFACTURER
DULC1 RADIO /RADIOGRAM

SPEAKERS.-5 In. P.M. Boxed. 15,6. Sin. M.E. 1,000 ohm field
with l'en. trans.. 15' -. 6lin. P.M., 15'6. All above 2 -3 ohm.
RADIO COILS.- Crystal Set Coil. 2'6. H.F. Coil. 41 -. T.R.F. Built to Highest Technical Standards
Pair. 8' -. These are all midget Polystrene

CHASSIS

type and are supplied

FULLY
Denco,
GUARANTEED
SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS. -New Goodman's Standard All chassis 11 in.
Pentode type, 416 Triode type.,30 1. 316 Midget Mains Pentode.
3/9. Super Midget flattery 1S4. 3S4. DL92, etc., 5 -. 6V6 P;pull x lin. x 80n.
Elstone MR7. 18/9.
high. Latest
MIS('ELLANFIOUS. Pair of test Prods, 1'9. 2 gang .0005 mfd.. type valves
61 -. Crystal Diodes. 1 "6. Tyana Soldering Iron, 14/11. Adcola
6B56, 613A6,
Pencil Bit Iron. 25/6. Henley Instrument Iron. 1819.
6BW6,
li(R)KS. Radio Servicing Instruments, 416. How To Make Elec- 6AT6,
tronic Gadgets. 3/6. T.V. Fault Finding, 51 -. Personal Receivers 6X4, Flywheel
and Power Packs. 5' The Oscilloscope Book. 5,/ -. Book of Valve tuning. Negative
and Tube Equivalents. 5! -. Valve Data Book No. 1. 5/ -. No. 2, 5' -. feedback over
111tH STABILITY PRECISION RESISTORS.-1 w., 2 ";, 100 entire audio
ohms to 2 mg. (preferred values). 1;6 each. ; w. and j w. Standard
Resistors. 4d. each. Midget. 6d. 1 w., 8d. Wirewound 7 watt max., section. En2/3. 10 W. max. 2/9. (Up to 10K only.)
graved
knobs.
DEN('O COILPACKS.-CPI'L. 33 4
CP413,1, 33/4: CP3 /500, 3 tone positions
42/3. Boxed with Circuit.
radio and
FOI.1!ME CONTROLS.-Long Spindles, less switch. 216. With for
S.Y. switch, 41 -. D.P. switch. 5/9. (Any standard value.) Wire - gram,
wound Colvern Pre-set type CLR901, 250 ohms to 30K, 3,2 each. For A.C. Mains 100/123
Midget Wirewound for L /speaker controls. "25 ohm. IOOohm, 50 ohm,
and 200/250 volts
5/6 each.
ELE('TROI.YTIC'S. -New. Wire -end. 8 mfd. 450 v.. 2/6. 10 mfd. Model 113.-Long, '.tedium, Short
5 Valves. Output 34 watt
450 v., 3/6. 32 mfd. 500 v.. 6/6. Special Offer of French 8 add. 500 v.
1/6 each. four for 5/ -. 100 mfd. 25 v., 4. -. 25 mfd. 25 v., 1/6. 25 mfd. Model 11).-Plus Push Pull Stage
6 Valves. Output 6 watt
15 / 15 / 0
51) v.. 1/6. 50 mfd. 12 v.. 2ï -. 50 mfd. 50 v.. 2) -. 8 -16 mid. 450 v.,
5/
Model
123.-Stage
8-8 mfd. 500 v. (chassis type), 46. 16 -24 mfd. 350 y 5/6. 2 mfd. 350
R.F. 1+1Ól1
17 Val,es. Output 6 watt
v., 113. Special Offer Italian 8 mfd. 500 v. Card Tubular 1'10
Model 116. -Six Wavebands- Med., Long, 4 Short. ,£
Box of 10 17.6.
4
5 valves. Output 3_ w.
VAINES.-6X5GT 7,6. 6V6G. 7/6. 6U5 7' -. 6BW6, 8 /.. MS PEN. Model B6. (3 Bandspread.)
Push lull Stage
-Plus
E /8. KTZ41, 5 -. 61{70. 7'-. 6K7GT, 7'6. VU39A, 8i -. 6AM8, 7/ -.
;£1811 fi
Valves. Output 6 watt
CONDENSERS.-.0001, .0002, 0033, 001. 005..01, 02, .05, .1 mfd., Mode; B8.-6Double
Feature with P /Pull 30 R.F.
2., /
6d. each. .25 mfd., .5 mfd., 1/- each. .5 mid. 400 v. (large type).
Stage. 7 Valves. Output 6 watt
dG+
bd. each, 5/- per doz.
ALL
PRICES
TAX
PAID
Price Booklet of Bargain Components 6d.
Escutcheon for Pin. x 5in. dial, 4/9 extra. Mat^hmng speakers P.M.
Valve List or Quotation S.A.E.
type 3 ohms. Bin. or 10in.. available. Chassis sent under money
back guarantee conditions against remittance. Free particular
Post 6,1. up to 5 /-. 1/- up to £1, 1'6 to £2, C.O.D. (over £1).
from the manufacturers.
RADIO SERVICING CO. 82. So LONDON. W. ROAD
CO.
EALING 5737.
Next to South. Ealing Tuio' Station. 99 VILLIERS RD., LONDON, N.W.2. Telephone : Willesden 7778
boxed with suggested circuits enclosed. We stock also
Osmor, Weymouth. Wearite.

:

:

/

,

;

£12/12/0

£

-.

,

:

r

THE DULCI

WE

PAY

TOP
PRICES
FOR

i/0
5/15/0
23/ /00

LTD.,

SAFEGUARD YOUR SET ECONOMICALLY

AMERICAN SURPLUS ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

LOOK AT THESE EXAMPLES
For equipment In good condition
Receiver. R54'APRO complete ...
...
Transmitter. ET4336
,,.
Scanner. RC9I
...
...
...
...
Test Set, TS13
...
...
Frequency Meter. T9175ÍU
...
...
Frequency Meter. BC221...
...
...
Receiver. BC348R
...
...
...
Receiver, x,232)
Box, r3rema
...
...
...
We pay similar remarkable prices for :-

... £200

FOR
... £100
... £80
... £26
... £25
...

£5

RECEIVERS. R111,APR5, R5'ARN7, AR381),
BC1033,
BC348,
TRANSCEIVERS. ARC1. ARCS. TCS. BC800, JOTI: APN2.
l'R ASS 5111TERS. TIl'APN3, ART13.
INDICATORS. ID17.APN3, BC1151, BC1152, 1 -81A.
l'EST SF; I:S. Any unit with prefix " TS " and IE19, I -208, I -100.
MOM LATORS. BC1091, BCI192.
SYNCHRONISER. BC1148.
POWER UNITS. RAM. RA42. RA62. RA88, RA03. MG149,
PE99, PE158. DM28, P1J16.
TUNING ('NITS. TN17. TN18. TN19, TN54, TU57, TU59. TU59.
CONTROL GEAR. BC1150, BC1145, ,JB91, JB95, 3E99, JB102,
-

5

AND NOT AN INCH WASTED

ERSIN

-

C45-ARCI.
And almost every American made unit even if not mentioned
above. Phone us immediately. transfer charge.

Multicore
SOLDER

TO OVERSEAS BUYERS
have the largest stock in Europe of American Government
surplus electronic equipment and we would 5e pleased to quote
by return of post against your enquiries. The following are a
few examples only of the equipment which we can supply
from stock.
ET4336 Transmitter.
SCR720C Search Radar, complete.
BC348
Receiver.
ART13 Transmitter.
Deal with the firm that has been established for twenty -five
years.
',
We

e

AL'I'RAII RADIO COMPANY

JERSEY ROUSE, JERSEY STREET, MANCHESTER 4.
Telephone :

Central 7834.5/6.

ERSIN MULTICORE SOLDER
makes every electrical connection in
your equipment a sound, permanent
joint. Countless jobs-construction,
repair -can be done with one S carton. And, because ERSIN MULTICORE
Site 1
Carton
contains 3 cores of extra- active, non -corrosive Ersin
Flux to prevent oxidation. 'dry' and t.R. joints, it solders instantly,
without trouble, waste or extra this. Get a carton today.
I

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD. HERTS
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RECEIVERS

& COMPONENTS

R.F. UNITS, Types 26 at 37/6, 25 at
11/6, 24 at 12/6; brand new in
original cartons. E.W.S. CO., 69,

Church Rd.. Moseley, Birmingham.

WINWOOD FOR VALUE.-One -valve

-

Receiver kit. incl. valves and battery.
Push -pull Amplifier kit, incl.
23/6.
Inter -corn. Master
5 valves, £7/1916.
CabiUnit. ready for use, £5'19/6.chassis.
net kit, comprising cabinet, knobs.
pointer,
dial, drum, drive,
etc.. 23;6, post 1/ -. Tuning Conds.,
8/6 pair.
Stud. 0005, 5/6, 465Kcs LF.s, Resistors.
I /cored TRF Coils, 6/- pr.
Small waxed Conds., .01,
3/- doz.
32 x
04, .001. .002. .005. 1/6 doz.
32mí, 350v Can. 3/6. List available.
WINWOOD, 12. Carnarvon Road. Ley ton, E.10. Mail only
OSMOR for really efficient Coils.
Coilpacks. and all Radio Components
specified for many " Practical
at..
on
Wireless " circuits. See advert.
page 451 for free circuits offer, or
send 5d. stamps to OSMOR RADIO
PRODUCTS LTD. (Dept. PCB). 418.
Croydon.
Road. South
Brighton
(Tel.: Croydon 5148/9.)
I

!

SALE,

bargain. Battery sw. Rx.

3

valves, excellent) DX, 190 -8M. set and
spread; very portable; ideal outdoor
use; with phones; perfect; offers?
S.A.E. for details. Box No. 248, c/o
PRACTICAL WIIiELE55.

ELECTROLYTICS, capacity, voltage,
size, type of mounting; price post
paid; 8, 450v, 1 x 2, clip, 2/; .50,x
12v. I x 1, tag, -1 /6; 150 25v,
x 1l. wire.
13. clip, 2' -; 250. 12v,
2/3; 16 + 16, 450v, 1/. x 2, clip. 4/ -;
clip. 3/3;
x
2.
IB
275v.
40.
40 +
24 -I- 24 + 16. 350/425v, 1/ x 2, clip,
4/9; 60 + 200, 2'75/350v. 1; x 111. clip,
x 11, clip, 111; 500
6/6; 4, 150v.
12v, 0 x 1)1. tag,1 /6; 150. 25v. 5 x
clip, 1/9; 32 + 32, 350,425v. 1 x
8 -I- 16. 450 525v. 1 x 2,
2, clip, 5/
x 1/. tag.
4 / -; 2, 450/525v,
clip.
11

2,

1 /6:

350v,

x 1;,

E. 6;

tag, 1'3;

8. 450v,

316

RATES
5'- per line or Dart
thereof, average the words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box Nu, 1 extra.
Adertisements must he prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager. " Practical N ireltss,"
Tower House, Southampton
Strand, Loudon, N'.0 .2.
:

St

MICROGRAM AMPLIFIERS, £3/19/6,
player, leaving room for speaker,
dimensions loin. x 31in. x
suitable all speakers and with standard or L.P. pickups; valves 6K7 and
6V6. 20/- per pair extra if required;
chassis finished in black and brown
crackle; other models from £411218,
also cabinets in wood and steel.
Send 6d, for 8 -page illustrated cataELECTRO - ACOUSTIC
logue.
LABORATORIES. Tain, Ross -shire,
Scotland.
B.S.R. MONARCH 3 -speed Mixer.
Autochanger. brown, £9/10/ 15/care.). or cream, £10 /5 /- (5 /- earn);
Rectifiers, WX6. at 1/0, and 230v,
40ma, selenium. 5 / -; bargain 20/
parcel, 30 new components- resistors,
condensers. switches, etc., retail
price over £4; mica Condenser,
moulded case, .Im!, 1,500v, D.C., w.,
4/ -; 50 different Condensers and
Resistors, 101 -; Potentiometers, 8
different, 100 ohm to 2M. for 12/;
selection. 25yds.. insulating sleeving.
1mm to 8mm. in 4 sizes, 4/ -; Allen
mains Transformer, std. input, 250 0-250v at Soma, 6.3v 3a, and 6.3v .6a.
25/; high gain 4w. 200 -250v, AC,
Audio Amplifier for mike and gram..
with tone control and suitable
speaker, chassis 8in. x 6in., price £6,
complete with valves and working;
oak 5-position tone control switch,
with s.p. on -off 12in. spindle), 2/6;
B.T.H. diode. CG5M, 2/. (18 /- doz.);
dial and pointer 2/ (6tin. x 2U'ini.
19, 25, 31 MSW and MW; plastic
dial with pointer (5in. x l in.(. MW
and LW. 1 /6; unused TCC .1mf 5KV
type 191 Condenser, 101; unused
All
TCC .5mf 6 KV dc.w.. 20/ -.
new goods. except rectifiers and last
two items; all goods guaranteed.
p. and p. 2'6. fits inside your record

+ 16, 450/525v
all alicans. Some
IL
Gladstone
RADIO.
with sleeves. all voltages wkg.. surge GLADSTONE
where marked. new stock. guaranteed. Place, Newton Abbot. Devon.
Set of 3 Components comprising line RADIO UNLIMITED for guaranteed
output trans. with E.H.T. winding to Components.
Boxed Valves. 6K7.
give 7K5. using EY51 (heater wind- 1T4. 1L4. 3A4. 6J5.
12J5, D63,
ing for EY51 also included). and EF36. LL4. LP2, LP220,6SK7.
LD210. ARP12,
Scanning
control.
width
with
fitted
6AM6.
each.
5/6
6B8.
VR101.
AR8.
coils low impedence line and frame, 6AL5. 6AKS. 6V6. 6F6 6X5. 6J7.
focus coil optional high 110 000 ohms) 611E6, 6BA6, 6BW6, EF39. EF50.
-,
plu>
3.
42/
of
Set
or low (200 ohms).
at 6/6 each. 6K8. 6Q7. 524. U14.
2/- postage. Diagram of line trans. EL32.
8/6 each. ECL80. EF80, PY82,
supplied. Mains Trans. PRI. 0 -210- 6L6G.
13.000
PY80.
13Y41. ÚL42. 9/- each.
6.3v,
Boma
240, SEC. 250- 0 -250v,
Coilpacks.
Stamp list.
in
stock.
2.5a: 6.3v. 0.6a. 12/ - Mains Trans. miniature 3 -wave with cire., 24/6.
Soma.
3050
-305v.
PRI. 200 -250e. SEC.
TRE. Coils M & L. 8/8 pair. Wey800v, 5ma; 5.3v, 4.2a, 6.9v, 0.4a. 2v, Rad. 465Kcs. I.F.s. 8/6 pair. Ampli2a. 4v, 1.1á 5v, 2.3a. These mains fier kit. A.C. or Uni. mains, complete
have been taken from ex -Govt. equip- with vah'es. 59/6. Dubilier, 8 x 8 -510v
ment; some may have tag panels
/tub.. 3/6, 16 'x 16mí 416. 1954broken but guaranteed O.K.. 12,6 post Card
32 x 32 -350v. Can, 3/6. Good
RADIO stock,
paid and ideal for 'scopes. Tottenmans
4in. P.M.. 14/6; lin. x 4in.
CLEARANCE LIMITED. 27.
/P.M..
14/6. Full list available.
Elip
W.I.
London,
ham Court Road.
Elm Road,
UNLIMITED,
RADIO
(Te1Csphone: Museum 9188.1
London, E.17. (KEY 4813.;
TransMains
A NEW ECONOMY
MAGIC EYE TUNER. Add this very
former. Made to our own specification
useful device to your present receiver.
by a leading manufacturer. Size 21in. as described in March issue "P.W.."
(o.k.
A.C.
x 21in. x 3in.; Prim. 0-230v.
Kit. including valve. 15 / -;
Sec. Cornp:ete
for all mains 200 -250 v. A.C.:
p.p., 9d. KEITH PRETTY, 17, Ash220- 0 -220v at 50 mA (gives 250e H.T). mead Road, London, S.E.B.
transand 6.3v at 1.5A. The ideal ampliformer for that small radio.
GERMANIUM DIODES, 1/ each:
fier. or. small piece of test equipment. large quantities cheaper. BDC, 591.
Price, 16/6, p.p. 1, 6. Many other barLanes, London, N.8.
Green
gains available. Stamp for free list.
SERVIO RADIO. 156.!8. Merton Rd.. WALNUT Radiogram Cabinets of
Wimbledon. S.W.19. (LIBerty 6525.1 distinction: stamp details. R. SHAW.
EVERYTHING for radio construc- 69. Fairlop Rd.. E.11.
Re
tors. Condensers. Coils. Valves. list.
LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly.
sistors. etc. Send stamp for
LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE,
SMITH, 98. West End Road, More- MODEL
Bullingdon Rd., Oxford..
servie-4
cambe. Quick
1; x
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510

15
3, W
x 2, W /E. 4/6;

:

FOR SALE, Eddystone 504, 580 kcs/
30.5 mes, continuous cover, complete
with 12in. speaker; excellent working
ManOffer nearest £30.
order.
chester. Gatley 321.1, Ext. 108.
SERVICE SHEETS for Radio and
Television, over 2.000 models. S.A.E.
enquiries. W. GILBERT, 24, Frith ville Gardens. London. W.12.

OUR NEW 76 -page Illustrated Cats -'
logue of Government Surplus Equipment. 1/ -, post free. A. T. SAILIS,
93.

North Road. Brighton. Sussex.

SITUATIONS VACANT
The engagement of persons answering these
advertisements must be made through a Local
Office of the Ministry of Labour or a Scheduled
Employment Agency if the applicant is a man
aged 18 -64, inclusive. or a woman aged 18 -59.
inclusive, unless he or she, or the employment,
is excepted from the provisions of the Nottficapmt of Vacancies Order, 1952
T/V AND RADIO.-A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,

4

-

City and Guilds. R.T.E.B. Cert., etc..
on " no pass -no fee " terms. Over
Details of exams.
95'1 successes.
and home training courses in all
branches of radio and T'V; write for
B.LE.T.
handbook -free.
144 -page
!Dept. 242G), 29, Wright's Lane.
London. W.8
WIRELESS STATION SUPERINTEN-

required by the Nigeria
Government Posts and Telegraphs
Department for one tour of 18 to
months in the first instance.
24
Option of appointment 1a) terninporary terms with salary. etc.,
scale £864 rising to £1,392 a year
and grautity of up to £150 a year,
or (b) with prospect of pensionable
employment with salary, etc., in scale
£750 rising to £1.175 a year. Outfit
allowance. £60. Free passages for
Officer and wife. Assistance towards
cost of children's passages or grant
of up to £150 annually for their
maintenance in U.K. Liberal leave
on full salary. Cagndidates must have
had wide pracfiical experience of
modern radio techniques and equipment, in particular V.H.F. equipment, and preferably also V.H.F.
multi -channel equipment. Write to
the Crown Agents. 4. Millbank.
London. S.W.1. State age, name in
block letters, fall qualifications and
experience and quote M2C /30086: PU.
CITY AND GUILDS (Electrical, etc.)
on " no pass -no fee " terms. Over
For full details of
95",7 successes.
modern courses 4n all branches of
Electrical Technology send for our
and post
144 -page handbook -free
B.I.E.T. (Dept. 242A), 29.
free.
Wright's Lane, London, W.B.
AIRCRAFT Radio Mechanics skilled
in workshop practice or aircraft
installations to work at Stansted
Airport. Essex; hostel accommodation
availab :e; minimum hourly rates 3/9.
Write to the PERSONNEL MANAGER,
'I Berkeley St.. W.I.

w.

DENT

www.americanradiohistory.com

'

BRITISH

EUROPEAN

AIRWAYS

have vacancies at London Airport for
fully- skilled Radio Mechanics. Basic
rate of pay 3.8`d. per hour, plus
bonus; up to 3d. per hour proficiency pay can be earned; shift
premium pay where appropriate; 44hour week. After qualifying period.
pension. insurance and sick pay
schemes, air travel concessions; 2
weeks annual holiday. Written applications, giving full particulars, to
PERSONNEL OFFICER, Engineering
Base, B.E.A., London Airport, Hounslow. Middx.
A.M.I.MECH.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City
and Guilds. etc., on " no pass -no
fee " terms: over 95x4. successes. For
details of exams. and courses in all
branches or engineering, building,
etc., write for 144-page handbook.
free. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 242B), 29,
Wright's Lane, London, W.8.

40)
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ALUM CHASSIS, 4- sided. 18 s.w.g.,
13in. x 9in. x 2in., 5/9, plus 9d.
postage: special sizes, prices in proportion; Riveted Corners, 1/- extra;
Holes, 2d.
each
send sketch.).
.WOOD & TOY, 51, Wh :nfie :d Road,

Worcester.

BOOKS

a
r

I.P.R.E. TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS.
6,500 Alignment Peaks for Super -

ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS.

Send

EDUCATIONAL

stamp for interesting comprehensive
bargain list. A. J. McMILLAN, 5,

-

MERCHANT NAVY and Air Radio.Here is an opportunity to train as
Radio Officer, The big liners are
open to you, but you must qualify for
the P.M.G. Certificate. Day, Evening;
an.1 " Radiocerts " postal courses.!
Estd. 30 years; s.a.e. for prospectus

Oakfield Road, Bristol, 8.

NEW VALVES WANTED, small or
large quantities: PL81, EY51, KT61,
5Z4G, 5R4, 5134, 3Q5. all television;
prompt cash, WM. CARVIS LTD., 103,

North St., Leeds,

heterodynes. 5 9, post free. Data
for constructing TV Aerial Strength
Meter, 7/8.
Sample copy The
Practical Radio Engineer, quarterly
publication of the Institute, 2/ -;
membership and examination data
1 f -;
Secretary, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfieh.

from

7.

MAGAZINES. -One -year
"Audio Engineering," 28/6, specimen
copy, 3 / -; " Popular Science," 28/6;
" High Fidelity." 50/ -, specimen copy,
AMERICAN

4/6.

Free booklet quoting others.
WILLEN LTD., Dept. 40, 101, Fleet
Street. London. E.C.4.
VALVES
45/- OFFERED for 813 Type Valves;
any quantity
purchased. Write:
PYPE-HAYES RADIO, 606, Kingsbury Road, Birmingham, 24.
PROMPT CASH PAID for any quantities of VR75A's, ARP26's or equivalent. RADIO SUPPLY CO. (LEEDS,,
LTD.. 32. The Calls, Leeds, 2.
AND GT, matched in pairs,
new, boxed, 17/- per pair; p. and p.
1 /-.
R. J. COOPER, 32, South End,
Croydon, Surrey.
SWIG

.

Same day service.
All
new and boxed; 1.4v.

VALVES.

guaranteed
miniatures

155, IRS, IT4. 3V4. 3S4.
DK92, DK91,
DE91.
DL91.
DAF91, DL92, DL94, 7/6, any 4 for
27,46; GAMS, EF91. 6F12, Z77, 8D3,
6AL5; EB91, 6X5GT, EF39, HVR2A.
8/9, any 8 for 50 / -; 6K7G, 6K7GT
8/ -; EF92, W77, 5/6; 1C5GT, DL35,
6C4. 6AM5, EL91. 7/9; 6V6G, 6V6GT,
6J7GT, 6F6G. KT63. EBC33, U22.
EF50, 65A6, 6BE6. 6BH6, 6BJ6. 7B7.
7C5, 7C6. 7H7. 7S7. 7/6; 5Z4G. 5Y3GT.
U50, MÚ14, 71"4. U78. 6X4. DH77,
6AT6. 6J6, 25Z5, 25Z6GT. 35L6GT.
50L6GT, 25L6GT, 35Z4GT. 35Z5GT.
80, EC91, PY82, 6BW6. 6LD20, 8/6;
PL38, EL38, 22/6;
PZ30, 6U4GT,
UU8, 27SÚ, 17/ -; 0X32. DK32, 1A7GT.
6P2S. N78, 15/-; U25. UF42, EBF80
UBF80. R19, 13/6; EY5I, KT33C,
1001. 1002, EM34. 1H5GT, DAC32.
1N5GT, DF33, 3Q5GT, DL33, CY31.
AZ31, ECC91.
12/ -;
PLSI, PL82
PY81, 11/ -; ECL80, EF80, 12K8GT.
6A7, UCH42. EAF42. RIO, 6FI, 6F15.
12AU7, 10F1,
IOP13,
10!6; PY80,
EL41. ECH42. EBC41, UBC41, UF41,
IOLDI I, 10F9, 10/ -; 25X40, 6A8G,
6K8G, 6K8GT, 6Q7GT. 12AT7. 12AX7,
6BW7, 12K7GT, 12Q7GT, 6SN7GT,
13141.
ÚL41.
EF41,
EZ40,
EZ41,
EAC91. ECC81, UU9. U404, 9/ -; postage 4d. per valve extra. READERS
RADIO, 24. Colberg Place, Stamford
Hill. London, N.16.
:

1S4,

MORSE

CODE

Training

Send for the Candler

BOOK OF FACTS

h gives details of all

Courses which induct*

WIRELESS

WIRELESS.- -Day and Evening

London, S.W.9.
THE INSTITUTE of Practical Radio
Engineers Home Study Courses are

JUST RELEASED

suitable coaching text for I.P.R.E.
and other qualifying examinations.
Fees are moderate.
Syllabus of
seven modern courses post free from
SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield

60 PAGES

Road, London, N.8.

2000 COMPONENT

WORLD TRAVEL and adventure in
the Merchant Navy, Young Men, 15
years upwards, required for training
in Marine Wireless and Direction..
500 ILLUSTRATIONS finding
at sea, (Trainees in forthcoming
Registration Groups are
PRICE 1/eligible for Deferment of Military
call -up.)
Immediate sea -going positions on completion of training.
Suitable candidates. will be entered
as Officers and must be prepared to
189, DUNSTABLE ROAD, sail to all parts of the world.
Courses: Full or Part -time, also by
LUTON
Correspondence.
Recognised
by
Tel : Luton 2677
Ministry of Education. Scholarships
available, Boarding and modern
COMPONENT
SPECIALISTS canteen facilities: :ow training fees.
SINCE 1925
Send 1/- PO. (stating age and height,
etc.) for complete prospectus to:
OVERSEAS
HOUSE
Dept.
14),
Brooks' Bar, Manchester, 16. (Tel.;
MOSs
-side
2047.)
('P LDON 5-CHANNE,. TV. PRE -TUNER
VALVES. 6BW7 and 12AT7. Fit one of FREE
Brochure giving details: of
these to your set for better pictures, 52'6.
Heine Study Training in Radio. TeleLess valves, 15' -.
and all branches of ElecSPECIAL OFFER. New and boxed ARP12, vision.
tronics!' Courses for the hobby
VP23 valves. 516 each, 4 for g1.
enthusiast. or for those aiming at
TI'PE 6e "SCOPE" I-NrI' with VCR the A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
City and Guilds
138.31in, C.R. Tube, etc., and Conversion
Telecommunications.
R.T.E.B., and
Circuit, 58/8.
other
professional
examinations.
FISHING ROD AERIALS. 12ft.. Set 3, ','rain with the College operated by
7/6. Mounting Base, 3'6.
Britain's largest electronic organisa0/5 AMIPMETERS, 211n. square We.. 11 -. tion; moderate fees. Write to E.M.I.
INSTíl'UTES, Postal Division, Dept.
GERMANIUM DIODES. 3 ;9.
PW28,- 43, Grove Park Road. London,
P.M. SPEAKERS, 8in., 20'- Sin., 14:6 ; W.4.
61in., 16'6: 10in., 27:6. Leading makes,
SELENIUM REC'T'IFIERS. F.W. 6or 12 v. SEE THE WORLD as a Radio
4 A., 22,6: 6A., 30 -: 3 A.. 146
Officer. Short training, low fees;
100 mA.,
1 A 8/6
24v. 2 A., 30,- 2.50v. 100 mA. scholarships; boarding ,day students.
11.W.. 9/-: 250v. 275 mA.. 17/6. 2ú0v 60mA 8 8.
Stamp for prospectus. WIRELESS
TRANSFORMERS, 200-240 volts, tapped COLLEGE, Colwyn Bay.
3- 4- 5- 6- 8-9- 10- 12 -15 -18-20-24 and
30
volts
at 2 A., 21/6. Tapped 17 -I1 -5 volt 5 A..22/8
Amateur Radio Enthualasta

TYPES

COVENTRY RADIO

i

1

;

;

;

.

;

;

;

17 -11 -5 volt 11 A . 16 /6 ; 6.3v.. 21 A.,
One year guarantee.
MiC MICROPHONES ANT) TRANSFORMERS. 15/6.
Ex -W.D. PHONES. Low Resistance, 9/8.
MINIATURE VALVES. New 9001, 0002,
0003, 76: 6AG5, 1S4, 185. 1T4. IRS. 10 ;8:
6AL5, 8 /8: 12AT7, 6AM6, DH77, 6AT8,
EF91, EF92, EY51, 68E6. 11 /8.

Tapped

THE INCOMPARABLE

8.8.

GLOBE -KING

SINGLE VALVE S.W. RECEIVER
WORLD - WIDE

RANGE

11 -100
METRES
CRYSTAL-CLEAR NOISE .FREE RECEPTION
ELECTRICAL
BAND - SPREAD
TUNING
EXTREMELY LOW RUNNING COSTS

Catalogue Free.

\

NEW

"AIA'FS.
35X4, 35L6. 2523, 25L6.
U281, U50, 513GT, 6K7GT, 8V6GT, 50L6,
42, 80, 11/- : 6K8GT. 117Z6. 12'8.

Stamp for postage.
JOHNSONS (RADIO)

FRIAR STREIT, WORCESTER
BARGAINS
NEW 0-100 MICRO-AMP. 1IF;TERS, ANNAKINS SUPER
411n. Flush Mounting. Made by Ernest Condensers. American Blocks, .05
.05
+ 05 mfd., 300 v., 3d. .05 mI'd., 000 v., 3d.
Turner. 83/12/6.
.5
+
.5
mfd.,
300
v..
6d.. Electrolytic 5 f' 20
TR.1196. Transmitter Section. New and mfd., 35 v.,
complete, 4.6/6.8 Mos. Easily converted. Resistors. 9d.
American ceramic. 42 ohm
Less valves, 15'- with valves, £2.
48.

-

F

-

:

Throat Microphones with cord,

4 -,
;

o Special one for securing amateur licence.

ALL POST PAID IN U.K.

Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART
253b, Portobello Road, London, N'.11.
Phond : Park 6028:

CANDLER' SYSTEM CO. Dept. SLO
52b, Abingdon Road, London, W.6.

THE

Class
instruction for P.M.G. Certificate
of
Proficiency and Amateur Wireless
Licence. Morse instruction only if
required, also postal courses. Apply
S.S.T. LTD.. 179, Clapham Rd.,

1954 -5

*
*
*

Director.

SCHOOL. 21, Manor Gardens, London,
N.7.
(Tel.: ARC. 3694.)

Rd., London. N.B.

NEW
and Used
Correspondence
Courses; Educational Books, bought.
sold.
Catalogue.
COURSES. 28,
Dean Road, London, N.W.2.
BOOKLETS
" How to Use Ex -Gov.
Lenses and Prisms," Nos. 1 and 2,
price 2/8 ea. Ex -Govt. Optical lists
free for s.a.e.
H. ENGLISH, Rayleigh Rd.. Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.

511

www.americanradiohistory.com

10 k. 7 w., 6d. 15 k. 15 w., 9d.
k.. 15 w.. 9d.
American metal -cased.
Mike 10-1, 1/ -. Blocking Oscillator, l /-.
British Blocking Oscillator, 2/ -, AF 6 k. to
40 ohms, 9d.
Morey bark guarantee. C.W.O. onto.
All above postage extra. Free Lists.
25, ASHFIELD PLACE,OTLEY YORKS.
7

20

w. Od.

Transformers.

:íKC

U'ta

.

::.

.

.-g

.
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YOU CAN EASILY MAKE ...

I'liATTS RADIO

Harrow Road, London, N.W.10

1070

I)brohr

Tel. I.

(Nr Scrahb, Lane)
College
AMPLIFIERS
General Purpose. ready
Model
to use. units.
A('10Ii (as illustrated).
10 watt. 4 valve unit. Neg.
Feedback. Separate Pentode mike Stage and
Separate Mike and Cram

1734.
--

-

inputs, 2 Faders and Tone
Control. £10.7.6. Model
A('15E 6 Valve Unit with
P,'Pull Output of 14-15
watts. Separate Pentode
Mike Stage and Separate
Control. Feedback
Mike and Gram Inputs. 2 Faders and Tone
version of ACI5E
over 3 Stages £14.14.0. Model AC32F larger
with output of 32 watts £19.15.0. Model 110E for D.C./A.C.
Mains.
adles.
and c212.19.6.
amplifiersare complete with CassA.C.
models (inc. Q9C)
Outputs match 3. B or 15 ohm speaker. Alletc.
are
amplifiers
All
unit,
tuning
for
T.,
L.T.
outlet
have H
enclosed and have sectionalised output transformera with. Super
Sitcor Laminations.

the "ATOMIC"

A.C.
SET

FOR

90/-

e

QUALITY

Screwdriver, Pliers, end Soldering
Iron, on'y tools requircd.
All Parts so'd separately.
Money Back Guarantee.
No Radio knowledge required.

SEND FOR POINT TO -POINT WIRING

AND

DIAGRAM

LIST OF PARTS, i/489(' 6 Valve Unit with Bass and Treble Controls.
Pick-up. Model 489C
Transformer.
POST FREE.
ut
18
Williamson
IInpswitchingfor
tl.
:Radios Adjustable
L.P Standard
of
above
details
fuller
Neg. Feedback. 214.14.0. Stamp for
Attractive 6 -valve A.C. Mains Set (2 Wavebands). Send only
Amplifiers.
for use with our. 90-, plus 31- Carr. & Ins., and complete parts, including Valves.
MICROPHONES AND PLATERS. Full range
types Ready -to -Use Chassis. Moulded Cabinet in Ivory or Rlnut and full
Amplifiers. Latest ACOS. Collard. B.S.R. and .Garrard
Case.
illustrated instructions will be sent by return. YOU CAN MAKE
RMonarchs
(mixed)
ThreeSpeed Auto-Changer (mixed)laversion
MONEY MAKING THESE SETS FOR FRIENDS -they're simple
to construct and amazing value. Many already in use.
81n. 6016: 9in. 67SPEAKERS QUALITY TYPES. W.B. H F.Audtom
60 28.12.6.
Call and hear this quality Receiver working at Birmingham's
10in. 73/6. Goodman Axiom 150 £10.7.8.
Tape
Recorders from £44.13.0. OSC.. largest Radio Home Constructors' Shop (opposite the Hippodrome).
TAPE RECORDING. Complete
223.2.0. Wearite 235.
Amplifiers £15. Truvox TapeforDeck
Every courtesy will be extended to you.
List TRI.
Units. etc.. available. Send
Tel.: MIDLAND
DEPOSIT.
ALI. GOODS AVAILABLE ON ONE-THIRD
3619
BALANCE OVER 12 MONTIIR. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
OAII.1' 68
HURST STREET . BIRMINGHAM S
NEW AND CARli1.\Gt: Fiti:l:. Di :x1DNSTRATIONS
(AMEN.
N4:ARi:sl cl' \T fil\ 1. l.\, \i.
:

A

Norman H. Field

ENNETT

cow

VALVES

can help your career through

personal postal tuition

in any

of these subjects

4/-

:

Aircraft Eng. & Radio * Architecture
Accountancy Exams.
Carpentry * Chemistry
Building
Auditing * Book -keeping
Art * Commercial Arithmetic
Commercial
Service
*Civil
Draughtsmanship
Company Law * Costing * Diesel Engines
Engineering Civil ; Electrical; Mechanical :
Electric Wiring
JournaFixtures
&
Jigs, Tools
Motor ; Steam ; Structural
Languages * Mathematics
lism Or Locomotive Engineering
Tool
Press
Police
Plumbing *
Modern Business Methods
SecreWork
Quantity Surveying * Radio * Salesmanship
Telecommunications
*
tarial Exams. * Shorthand * Surveying
Wireless Telegraphy * Workshop Practice
Textiles

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

EDUCATION

and GENERAL CERTIFICATE
SUCCESS WILL BE YOURS
As a Bennett College Student your own Personal
Tutor will coach you until you qualify, at your pace
with no time wasted. You will learn quickly, easily.
BEND TODAY FOR A FREE PROSPECTUS
OF

TO THE BENNETT COLLEGE (DEPT. H.1041, SHEFFIELD
Please send me your prospectus on

(Subject)

NAME

EX GOVT. SURPLUS GUARANTEED

SP41

RK34

Pen22)

6AL5
EF8
EF55
(CV173)

SP6I
2/6

GAMO

81-

CV63
VR21
CV73

2I6
3I7/d
9/5/-

6J5

651,77
12146
H30

101-

7/8

5/6

AGE (IF UNDER
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS

2I)

EC52
6J5M
6N7

6X5
U22
EL32

7/-

MU2
EK32

1R5

65W6

71-

^I-

8B

C'V168

VR18

51-

216
41-

VR113

318
4-

5/-

6h°7

48

EF39
ECM

61-

GVG

41

VS71
5Z4M
VU39
VU29
1T4
3S4
9BWJ

8'-

6H6

5Z3

12A6

10/8

5Z4

818

FW41500

8/8
8.'718

1S5
GBW7

718

3A4

818

7,-

46
6 818
61-

59'-

848

13'8
7:7'8
9'8,-

2I6

EB34

VR135

KT2
HL2
EF54
EBC33

21-

2/6

81-

7'6

6K8
11'6SH7(M) 6'-

GSK7(M) 81S130
615U4G
912X2
71VT62
911S4

3V4
R19
SATO

718

8/8

ITV-

8I8

:

VINER'S (Middlesbrough)

Electrical

Radio

(:AST STREET MIDDLESBItOI"GII

Telephone

www.americanradiohistory.com

:

MID

3418

1

2/8
5/-

CONDENSERS. -W.E. 450 v. wkg. 8mfd.. 2 -- : 8- B mfd .,313.
161 16 mfd.. 4 8 : 32 32 mfd.. 8'- ; Dubilier 500 v. wits20 mfd., 3.'- : 32 mfd., 5'- ; 25 or 50 mfd., 25 v..2"-.
2 megs, 2)6
POTENTIOMETERS. All Values LIS.W. toeach.
each. With /S.W. 100 K ;, 4. 1. 2 mpg.. 3'9
RESISTORS.-:, 1.1. 2 megs. Our Selection. 1216 per 100.

28.

ADDRESS

EF38

PX25

2/-

2/5:-

EA50

718
816

Dl

7I8

a

iii
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SPECIAL NOTE
THESE blueprints are drawn full
The issues containing
size.

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
WIRELESS

PRACTICAL

No. of

Blueprint

CRYSTAL SETS
1/6d.

-

each

1937 Crystal Receiver ..

" Junior " Crystal

The

...

Set
2s.

PW71*
PW94*

each

" Crystal

Dual - Wave

Diode"

No.

PW95*

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
One - valve : 2s. each
The "Pyramid" One valver (HF Pen)
One Modern
The
..,
valver
...
Two -valve : 2s. each.
The Signet Two (D &

Blueprint

SHORT -WAVE SETS
Battery Operated
One -valve : 2s. each.
PW88*
Simple S.W. One -valver
Two -valve : 29. each.
Midget Short -wave Two
.., PW38A*
...
(D, Pen)
Three -valve : 2s. each.
ShortExperimenter's
wave Three (SG, D,
P W 30A*
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF
PW63*
(RC and Trans))
The Band -spread S.W.
Three (HF, Pen, D,
PW68*
...
,..
(Pen), Pen)

band receiver)
Three -valve : 2s. each.
Summit Three (HF Pen,
D. Pen)

PW76*

The

"

Rapide

""

(D, 2 LF
Trans))
F. J. Camm's "
3

PW37*

Straight

(RC &
Sprite

"

Three (HF, Pen, D,

PW82*

MISCELLANEOUS

PW97*
...
The All -dry Three
Four -valve : 2s. each.
Fury Four Super (SG,
... PW34C*
SG, D, l'en) ...
;Mains Operated
Two -valve : 2s. each.
Selectone A.C. RadioPWI9*
gram Two (D, Pow) ...
Three -valve : 3s. 6d. each.
PW99*
...
A.C. Band -Pass 3
Four-valve : 2s. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG,
PW2O*
D, Pen)

.
'

A.C.

S.W. Convertor- Adapter
.,. PW48A*
..,
(1 valve)
(2 sheets), 7s. 6d.
The P.W. 3 -speed Autogram
*
The P.W. Electronic Organ
(2 sheets), 7s. 6d.

The Practical Television Receiver,
(3 sheets), 10/6

3s. each.

(HF

Hall -Mark

Pen, D, Push Pull)

...

PW45*

SUPERHETS
]clattery Sets : 2s. each.
F. J. Camm's 2 -valve

PW52*

Superhet
Mains Operated : 3s. 6d. each.
... PW 100*
" Coronet " A.C.4
AC/ DC " Coronet "Four PW 101 *
"

W.C.2.

No. of
Blueprint

SHORT -WAVE SETS

The
The
'I he

" Argus " (6in. C.R. Tube), 2/6*
" Super- Visor " (3 Sheets) 7/6*
" Simplex " ... .., ... 3;-*

411 the following blueprints. as well as
the PRAC.TIC'AL WIRELESS numbers
below 94 ore pre -war designs, kept in
'irenlation for those amateurs mho Wish
to utilise old components which 'lieu
moy Pace in their spares box. The
majority of the components for these
receivers are no loner stocked by
retailers.

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND
WIRELESS MAGAZINE

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
2s.
One -valve
One Special
B.B.C.
AW387*
valver
Mains Operated
Two -valve : 2s. each.
(D,
Consoe!ectric Two
Pen), A.C.

AW403

:

2s. each.

One -valver

S.W.

TELEVISION
PW87*

cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Blueprint
Dept., George Neenes, Ltd., Tower
House. Southampton Street, Strand,

One -valve

2s. each.

PW98*

WIRELESS, A.N. i,o .-Lnuteur wireless,
W.M. to Wireless :lígputane.
Send (preferably) a postal order to

Battery Operated

Is. 6d.
The " Mini- Four " Alldry (4 -valve superhet)

3s. each.

Modern Tajo- valver (two

descriptions of these sets are now out
of print, but an asserisk denotes
that constructional details are available, free with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears.
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL

PORTABLES

PW93*
PW96*

of

American

for

...

AW429*

Two -valve : 2s. each.
Ultra -short Battery Two
... WM402*
(SG, dct Pen)
Four -valve : 3s. each.
A.W. Short Wave Workibeater (H F Pen, D, RC
AW436*
Trans)
Standard Four - salver
Short -waver (SG, D,
.,. W M383*
...
LF, P) ...

Mains Operated
Four -valve : 3s.
Standard Four -valve A.C.
Short -waver (SG., D,
... WM391*
RC, Trans) ...

MISCELLANEOUS
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (IO Watts) (3/ -) WM387*
Listener's 5 -watt A.C.
... W M392*
Amplifier (3/-)
De Luxe Concert A.C.
WM403*
Electrogram (2/ -)
I

QUERY COUPON I

IThis

coupon is available until Aug.
5th, 1954, and must accompany all
Queries, sent in accord with the
notice on page 505.
I PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Aug 1954.

1

LIMITED, Tower House, Sou hampton Street, Strand. London. W.C.2. and
Published on the 7th or each month by GEORGE NRWNES,
and New Zealand
Street. London. W.10. Sale Agents for Australia
printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS, Exmoor
Subscription rate inciediter postage, for
CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD
GORDON & GOTCH tAsia). LTD. South Africa
one year Inland and Abroad 13v. Cd. lCanada 13s.) Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post.
:

:

:
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

PLASTIC' CABINET as illustrated,
111 x 61 x 5in., in walnut, cream,
or green. ALSO IN POLISHED
WALNUT, complete with T.R.E.
chassis, 2 waveband scale, station
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26
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113
3 6
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mA.

,

6.5

I 1
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5

0-250
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I,. '1.B.1'.
v h and circuit.

'...ete.,-(316113ei

3 6

o

3

3

21

inId.. 25 wkg.
230 mfd., 12 V. %vim.
In mid.. 500 wkg. wire ends
rind., 500 v. wItg., wire ends
tow.. 350 V. tistkg., tag ends
50 MN.,
y: who.. wire "rids
100 mrd.. ;350 wkg.
1112
21X1 told., :350 Wk
lo Iii mid., 350 wittz
Ex Govt. 8 mfd.,500 v. w1,-.4t., size

;: 6

23(1

55

lees.

.

heater .rsin-.

6

4

111111,,

Lv

:

r.

P.

WI»
16 a 24 850 whit.
4 mid. 200 wkg.
4() mid., 450 wkg.
16 a
mid.. 500 wkg.
16 a 16 rind.. 500 Yikg.
8s, 16 told., 450 wkit.
32 a '23 mid., 350 wkg.
12x 32 mrd., 350 wkg. and
32

5'-

6

Pia,

4 v. 5 a. 4 v.2.3 a.. C.T.,
on above transformers 2 -.
500-0-500 1211 mA. 4 v. C.T. 4 a. t v. C.T.
I a. 4 r. C.T. 2.5 a., 27 6.
500-0-500 230 inA. 4 v. C.T 5 a. I v. C.T.
5 a. 4 V. C' T 4 a.. 39.1.
P. & P. no the above transformers ii -.

71

18 6.

1

W

.1

11

maries 200 353.
350-3-3.507° mA. 611v,

As above with &wel-let Chassis,
236. p. & p., 3 6.
As above ..omplete SVILB 111,.' 51n. speaker
LobI and U.P. trail,- 35
I'. 6:P. 1 with
sciperlsot Chassis. 36 -.
P. 3 It.

-.0,i

II

I

amp.. 6' 2 0.21 amp.. 5:11.1. M.NIISS'I'IC ANSFOHNICIts, rhassis
mountint, loot and voltage panel. Pri-

6

6.

3

4, a

3,

volt at

and 20

-

Drop I Iwo' 260-0-280.

names, new waveband. backplate,
drum,
pointer,
sp-ring,
drive
spindle. 3 knobs and back, 22 6.
P.

24

194

August

6 -

9

1

1.6

1'6

wkg.

86

mid.. min.. 371 wkg
miP.. 50 Msg. 8
wItg., wire

11411:

ends

19
Miniature wire ends moulded 1161 pl
500 pt. and .001 ea
CONSTRI1"11)1eS PARCEL. comprising* chassis 12] a 8
2in.. cad. plated Isl
gamte. v It. IF' and trans, -at-outs. backplato, S supporting brackets, 3 waveband
sale, new wavelength station mama:,
size of scale 111 N (:in.. drive spindle.
drum, 2 pulleys. pointer. 2 bulb holders, 5
pa xolin international octal valve holders,
,
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I.

,

S.)

It.al

.
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7

.

Si

5151

.,
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liy tanious
ill lilt Westing3IX) slid
16-s-21

x1111-661
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'1'1
39

.50
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s

S

6

COMPLETELY BUILT
SIGNAL GENERATOR

4

knobs, and pair 01.465 IPs, 16

I 9.

6.

P. & P.

'demo

As AnovE, but complete with 16

416 mid.
wkg. and semi-shrouded drop flirts'
250-0-250 60 m a., 6 r. 3 aim/. Pri 200-250,
and twin-gang. 31.6. F. & F. -.
10-110. 10-250,
Tr1
`1.. 5 40 ple
s0-13;)
10s1.
ilsoni.ssinssis t'ts -.1,11.1t011et 1 6. post paid.
l'_SI-li it
\ 51.1111 40-70 M's.
dirc..
61,1,-; frame and line
time base. teen llenel. and linearity.
vision channel alignment. S61.1161 channel
and sound rejection circuits. and vision
channel hand width. IiiIuar Mated -oils.
black crackle finished ease. 10 a fit a 4.in.
and white 1...on t panel. A.C. mains 300.250
volts. This instrument will align any IV.
receiver. Cash prize. 53.19.6 or 51.9.0
deposit and :3 monthly Partners, of £1.
sst and packing 4 - extra.

.61,0

1

3311

I

NIc

II

S

va

v., ami

scale 61 x
A.C. mains230 230 y.

s

ilsn

sr

Internal modulation 400 0.0.0. to a depth
30",,. Mndulated
unmodulated R.F.
output eon tinuou sly variable 100 millivolts. C.W. and mod, switc8, variable
F.

611.i

Ii

el,

111-11
I

r

,«

;

I

1,16

I

j

I

I

tit

ellt1361
and
and

V. l'ONVI,MTElt for the new ownIneel'ial stations. complete with 2 valves.
Frequency :- can be set to any channel
Within the 186-190 Mc s. band. 1 F. -will
-..ork into any existing
57 signed
to work between 42-68 Ms s.
sensitivity 10 Mu y. with any normal TV.
-.et. Input :-arranged for 300 ohm feeder
80 ohm feeder can be used with sligh
reduction in S.F. gain. Circuit EF8o
as locat oscillator. ECC8I asR.F. amplifier
and mixer. The gain of the first stage,
grounded grid R.F. amplifier, 10 db.
Requires power supply of 200 V. D.C. at
25 mA 6.3 V. A.C. at 0.6 amp. Input filter
ensuring complete freedom from unwanted signals. 2 simple adlustmsoss
only. £2.10.0 Post and parking 2
:
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